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ঊকক ছ঒ঐ঑ঝজছ঎জ঎ছট঎঍5IFTJT BEWJTPS 1SPGFTTPS1BNFMB " 4JMWFS (BJSJL4BDIEFWB
$POUSPMMJOH ୯୳VYFT GPSNJDSPCJBM NFUBCPMJD FOHJOFFSJOH
"ঋজঝছঊঌঝ
5IJTUIFTJT QSFTFOUT OPWFMTZOUIFUJD CJPMPHZ UPPMT BOE EFTJHO QSJODJQMFT VTBCMF GPS
NJDSPCJBM NFUBCPMJD FOHJOFFSJOH $POUSPMMJOH NFUBCPMJD ୯୳VYFT JT FTTFOUJBM GPSCJPMPH
JDBM NBOVGBDUVSJOHPG GVFMT NBUFSJBMT BOE IJHI WBMVFDIFNJDBMT *OTVMBUJOH UIF ୯୳PX
PG NFUBCPMJUFT JT B TVDDFTTGVM OBUVSBM TUSBUFHZ GPSNFUBCPMJD ୯୳VY SFHVMBUJPO 3FDFOUMZ
BQQSPBDIFT VTJOH TDB୭GPMETCPUI JO WJUSP BOE JO WJWP UP TQBUJBMMZ DPMPDBMJ[F FO[ZNFT
IBWFSFQPSUFE TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU HBJOT JO QSPEVDU ZJFMET 3/" JT TVJUBCMF GPSVTF BT BO JO WJWP
TDB୭GPMEEVF UP JUT EJWFSTJUZPG TUSVDUVSBM NPUJGTQSFEJDUBCJMJUZ PG EFTJHO BOE FBTF PG
FYQSFTTJPO
8FVTFE TDB୭GPMETNBEF GSPN 3/" TUSBOET DPOUBJOJOH UXPTFUT PG NPUJGT 1PMZ
NFSJ[BUJPO EPNBJOT CSJOH JOEJWJEVBMMZ FYQSFTTFE TUSBOET UPHFUIFS BT UJMFT UP GPSNB
NBDSPNPMFDVMBS BTTFNCMZ "QUBNFST JODMVEFE JO UIF TFRVFODF SFDSVJU 3/" CJOEJOH
EPNBJOT UP UIFTF JO WJWP TDB୭GPMET 8FBTTFNCMFE B MJCSBSZ PG FJHIU BQUBNFST BOE DPSSF
TQPOEJOH 3/" CJOEJOH EPNBJOT GVTFE UP QBSUJBM GSBHNFOUT PG ୯୳VPSFTDFOU QSPUFJOT JO
& DPMJ /FX TDB୭GPMEEFTJHOT DPVME DPMPDBMJ[F TQMJU HSFFO ୯୳VPSFTDFOU QSPUFJO GSBHNFOUT
UP QSPEVDF BDUJWJUZ BT NFBTVSFE CZ DFMMCBTFE ୯୳VPSFTDFODF 5IF TDB୭GPMETDPOTJTUFE PG
FJUIFS TJOHMF CJWBMFOU3/"T PS 3/"T EFTJHOFE UP QPMZNFSJ[F JO  PS  EJNFOTJPOT
5IFOFX TDB୭GPMETXFSFVTFE UP JODSFBTF NFUBCPMJD PVUQVU GSPN B UXPFO[ZNFQFO
UBEFDBOF QSPEVDUJPO QBUIXBZUIBU DPOUBJOT B GBUUZBMEFIZEFJOUFSNFEJBUF BT XFMMBT
JJJ5IFTJT BEWJTPS 1SPGFTTPS1BNFMB " 4JMWFS (BJSJL4BDIEFWB
UISFF BOE GPVSFO[ZNFT JO UIF TVDDJOBUF QSPEVDUJPO QBUIXBZ 1FOUBEFDBOF TZOUIFTJT
EFQFOEFE PO UIF HFPNFUSZ PG FO[ZNFT PO UIF TDB୭GPMEBT EFUFSNJOFE UISPVHI TZTUFN
BUJD SFPSJFOUBUJPO PG UIF BDZM"$1SFEVDUBTF GVTJPO CZ SPUBUJPO WJB BEEJUJPO PG CBTF
QBJST UP JUT DPHOBUF 3/" BQUBNFS 5PHFUIFSUIFTF EBUB TVHHFTU UIBU JOUSBDFMMVMBS TDBG
GPMEJOHPG FO[ZNBUJD SFBDUJPOT NBZ FOIBODF UIF EJSFDU DIBOOFMJOH PG B WBSJFUZPG DIFNJ
DBM TVCTUSBUFT
*OUIF DZBOPCBDUFSJVN 4 FMPOHBUॸ XFTIPXFEUIBU UIF ୯୳PX PG FMFDUSPOT DBO CF DPO
USPMMFE BOE JOTVMBUFE CZ DPFYQSFTTJPO PG B IFUFSPMPHPVT IZESPHFOBTFXJUI EJ୭GFSFOU
JOUFSBDUJOH GFSSPEPYJOQSPUFJOT 8FVTFE UIF TZTUFNUP EFNPOTUSBUF QIPUP CJPMPHJ
DBM IZESPHFOQSPEVDUJPO BOE IZESPHFOEFQFOEFOU DFMM HSPXUI 'JOBMMZXFFYQSFTTFE
3/" TDB୭GPMETJO 4 FMPOHBUॸ VTJOHB 5 3/" QPMZNFSBTF TZTUFNPQFOJOH EPPST GPS
TQBUJBM DPOUSPM PG NFUBCPMJTN JO UIF DZBOPCBDUFSJVN
JW$POUFOUT
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JY'ঘছখঢ কঘট঒গঐএঊখ঒কঢ
Y"DLOPXMFEHNFOUT
* ঘঠ঎খঢ ঐছঊঝ঒ঝঞ঍঎UP TFWFSBMQFPQMF XIP IBWFIFMQFE BOE TVQQPSUFE NF EVSJOH
UIF KPVSOFZ UISPVHI UIJT 1I% QSPHSBN * BN UIBOLGVM UP 1BN 4JMWFSBOE +F୭G 8BZGPS
HVJEJOH NF BT B QBSU PG UIFJS WFSZJOOPWBUJWFSFTFBSDI HSPVQ BU )BSWBSE 5IFJS ESJWF
GPSCFJOH BU UIF WFSZFEHF PG TZOUIFUJD CJPMPHZ BOE FODPVSBHFNFOU PG FYUSBPSEJOBSZ
SFTFBSDI QSPQPTBMT XBTJOTQJSJOH
1BNBMTP SFDSVJUFE TPNF PG UIF CFTU TDJFOUJTUT XIPN * IBE UIF GPSUVOFPG XPSLJOH
XJUI 5IBOL ZPV%BOOZ%VDBU BOE #V[ #BSTUPX GPSZPVSNFOUPSTIJQ BOE JOTQJSBUJPO
%BOOZXBTUIF NPTU QBUJFOU BOE DBSFGVM UFBDIFS BOE UIF QFSGFDUNFOUPS GPSBO FOHJOFFS
CFJOH JOUSPEVDFE UP CJPMPHZ #V[ XJUI IJT FODPVSBHFNFOU BOE FYBNQMF UBVHIU NF UP
CF BO PQUJNJTU XIJDI * CFMJFWFJT POF PG UIF NPTU IFMQGVM WJSUVFT B TDJFOUJTU DBO QPTTFTT
*BN HSBUFGVM UP IBWFDPMMBCPSBUFE XJUI FYDFMMFOU TDJFOUJTUT JO %BOOZ"CIJTIFL BOE
$BNFSPO XIP IBWFEJSFDUMZ IFMQFE NF QVU UPHFUIFS UIF CPEZ PG SFTFBSDI QSFTFOUFE
IFSF $BNJMMF BOE 'BJTBMXJUI UIFJS QJPOFFSJOH XPSLPO JO WJWP 3/"TDB୭GPMETJO UIF
MBC BOE FOHBHJOH EJTDVTTJPOT NPUJWBUFEB CVML PG UIF XPSLIFSF * BMTP UISPVHIMZ FO
YJKPZFEMFBSOJOH B HSFBU EFBM BCPVU UFBDIJOH BOE SFTFBSDI XIFO NFOUPSJOH 4JNPO BOE
%BWJEBT QBSUT PG UIFJS USBJOJOH UPXBSETCFDPNJOH TVDDFTTGVM TDJFOUJTUT
5IF4JMWFSMBC XBTBO FOPSNPVT SFTPVSDF PG LOPXMFEHF GVO DVMUVSBM BOE PVUEPPST
FYQFSJFODFT  BMM PG XIJDI NBEF NF GFFMBU IPNF BOE NBEF HSBEVBUF TDIPPM FYUSFNFMZ
FOKPZBCMF 5IBOL ZPV2JOHRJOH 5ZMFS.BSB1BUSJDL +PF 4UFQI +PSEBO BOE UIF
NBOZEZOBNJD DPOTUJUVFOUT PG UIF 4JMWFSMBC
*XBTGPSUVOBUFUP IBWFXPOEFSGVMGSJFOET BOE DMBTTNBUFT NBLF NZUJNF BU )BSWBSE
USVMZ NFNPSBCMF * BN HMBE UP IBWFTIBSFE TPNF PG UIF CFTU UJNFT XJUI .JLF +FBO
0OVS 8JMMZ4ISBEIB +BOBLJ "+ ;TP୮ୢB $BNJMMF BOE NBOZNPSF 5IBOL ZPV,SJTUB
GPSVOFOEJOH TVQQPSU BOE UIF NBOZEFMJHIUGVM FTDBQFT
-BTUMZNZGBNJMZPXFTUIF CVML PG NZUIBOLT XIJDI * DBOؠU FYQSFTT FOPVHI PG .Z
HSBOEQBSFOUT VODMFT BVOUT DPVTJOT IBWFBMXBZTTIPXFSFETP NVDI MPWF .ZQBSFOUT
#IBXOB BOE 4VTIJM BOE NZTJTUFS .FIBLIBWFCFFO UIF HSFBUFTU TPVSDFT PG TVQQPSU
FODPVSBHFNFOU JOTQJSBUJPO BOE VOFOEJOH MPWF BMM PG XIJDI IBWFCFFO JOTUSVNFOUBM
JO IFMQJOH DSPTT FWFSZTUFQ PO UIF XBZUP UIJT EJTTFSUBUJPO BOE JO MJGF
YJJ*OEFFE PVS MBDL PG VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG NFUBCPMJD SFHV
MBUJPO Iॵ CFFO SFWFBMFE CZ QPPS SFTVMUT GSPN BUUFNQUT
UP JODSFBTF UIF SBUॶ PG TFMFDUFE NFUBCPMJD QBUIXBZT
0VS BCJMJUZ UP JOUFSGFSF XJUI BO PSHBOJTNԙT HFOFUJDT Iॵ
GBS PVUTUSJQQFE PVS BCJMJUZ UP QSFEJDU UIF F׸FDUT PO JUT
NFUBCPMJTN
%BWJE'FMM6OEFSTUBOEJOH UIF $POUSPM PG .FUBCPMJTN
1
4ZOUIFUJD CJPMPHZ BQQSPBDIFT GPS
DPOUSPMPG NFUBCPMJTN
4ঢগঝ঑঎ঝ঒ঌ ঋ঒ঘকঘঐঢ ঒জ ছঊঙ঒঍কঢঊ঍টঊগঌ঒গঐঝঘঠঊছ঍জ঎গঐ঒গ঎঎ছ঒গঐ ঊঝঝ঑঎
গঊগঘজঌঊক঎ 5IF BCJMJUZ UP FOHJOFFS DFMMT XJUI TVCDFMMVMBS TQBUJBM QSFDJTJPO JT B WFSZ
QPXFSGVMBOE FTTFOUJBM UPPM GPSTZOUIFUJD CJPMPHJTUT XIP MPPL BU DFMMT BT QSPHSBNNBCMF
EFWJDFT 4VDI BO BQQSPBDI BJNT UP FOHJOFFS CJPMPHJDBM TZTUFNTUP EJBHOPTF BOE USFBU
EJTFBTFTQFSGPSNNPMFDVMBS DPNQVUBUJPOT BOE NBOVGBDUVSFNBUFSJBMT BT QBSUT PG
CJPSF୮ୢOFSJFT PG UIF GVUVSF 5IF MBUUFS HPBM JT FTQFDJBMMZ VSHFOU TJODF CJPMPHJDBM SFQMBDF
NFOUT GPSQFUSPMFVN CBTFE QSPEVDUT DBO HP MPOH XBZJO UBDLMJOH UIF DMJNBUF DIBOHF
QSPCMFN
&୭GPSUTJO NFUBCPMJD FOHJOFFSJOH IBWFCFOF୮ୢUFE GSPN UIF TZOUIFUJD CJPMPHZ BQQSPBDI
PG USFBUJOH HFOFUJD BOE DFMMVMBS DPNQPOFOUT BT NPEVMFT UIBU DBO CF FOHJOFFSFE UP GVOD
UJPO UPHFUIFS JO OPWFMXBZT )PXFWFSVOEFSTUBOEJOH UIF DPNQMFYJUZ PG NFUBCPMJD
SFHVMBUJPO BOE HPJOH CFZPOEUIBU UP FOHJOFFS NFUBCPMJTN GPSUIF QSPEVDUJPO PG DIPTFO
DPNQPVOET IBT CFFO B MPOH TUBOEJOH DIBMMFOHF "MUIPVHI UIFSF IBWFCFFO TJHOJ୮ୢ
DBOU BEWBODFTJO CPUI DPNQVUBUJPOBM BOE FNQJSJDBM NFUIPETUP TUVEZ BOE EFTJHO
NFUBCPMJTN TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU DIBMMFOHFT SFNBJO XJUI SFTQFDU UP UIF DBUBMZUJD SBUFT PG IFUFSPMP
HPVTMZ FYQSFTTFE FO[ZNFT XJUIJO B HJWFODFMMؠTNFUBCPMJTN 0OF USBEJUJPOBM BQQSPBDI
IBT CFFO UP PWFSQSPEVDF UIF FO[ZNFT UIFNTFMWFTIPXFWFSUIBU JT DPVQMFE XJUI JOF୭୮ୢ
DJFODJFT EVF UP TMPXFSHSPXUI SBUFT 0UIFS NFBOT UP JODSFBTF TQFDJ୮ୢD NFUBCPMJD SFBD
UJPO ZJFME JODMVEF QSPUFJO FOHJOFFSJOH BOE TVCDFMMVMBS DPMPDBMJ[BUJPO PG FO[ZNFT
 4ঙঊঝ঒ঊকঌঘগঝছঘকএঘছ খ঎ঝঊঋঘক঒ঌ঎গঐ঒গ঎঎ছ঒গঐ
$PMPDBMJ[BUJPO PG QSPUFJOT %/" BOE 3/" FOIBODFT NFUBCPMJD PVUQVU PG FO[ZNFT
BMMPXTOPWFMSFHVMBUJPO PG HFOF FYQSFTTJPOBOE DBO JODSFBTF UIF TQFDJ୮ୢDJUZ PG UIFS
BQFVUJDT 5IJT PDDVST QSJNBSJMZ CFDBVTF DPMPDBMJ[FE NBDSPNPMFDVMFT IBWFIJHI MPDBM
DPODFOUSBUJPOT BMMPXJOH UIFJS BDUJWJUJFT UP CF DPPSEJOBUFE 5IVT CFUUFS BCJMJUZ UP PS
HBOJ[F QSPUFJOT 3/"T MJQJET FUD JOUP TZOUIFUJD TVQSBNPMFDVMBS DPNQMFYFT TIPVME
FOBCMF EJWFSTFBOE NPSF DPNQMFY GVODUJPO UIBO DBO CF BDIJFWFECZ TPMFMZ FOHJOFFSJOH
JOEJWJEVBM QBSUT
4QBUJBMPSHBOJ[BUJPO PG CJPDIFNJDBM SFBDUJPOT JT DPNNPOMZ PCTFSWFEJO CJPMPHJDBM
TZTUFNTBOE BMMPXTGPSDPNQMFY NFUBCPMJD DPOUSPM /BUVSBM BQQSPBDIFT JODMVEF DPN
QBSUNFOUBMJ[BUJPO TFQBSBUJPO PG SFBDUJPOT JO EJ୭GFSFOUDFMMT BOE TVQSBNPMFDVMBS PS
HBOJ[BUJPOT PG FO[ZNFT 5IFTFTUSBUFHJFT DPOUSPM UIF EJSFDUJPO PG NFUBCPMJD QBUIXBZ
୯୳VYQSFWFOUMPTT PG JOUFSNFEJBUFT UP DPNQFUJOH DFMMVMBS SFBDUJPOT BOE JOTVMBUF
UIF DFMM JUTFMG GSPN JOUFSNFEJBUFT UIBU NBZ CF WPMBUJMF 1PMZLFUJEF BOE GBUUZBDJE TZO
UIBTFT BSF FYBNQMFT PG MBSHF NVMUJFO[ZNF DPNQMFYFT XIFSF JOUFSNFEJBUFT BSF TIVUUMFE
CFUXFFOFO[ZNFT UP BDIJFWFFOE QSPEVDUT XJUI TQFDJ୮ୢD MFOHUIT BOE DIFNJDBM HSPVQT
4JNJMBSMZ JO CBDUFSJB QSPUFJO NJDSPDPNQBSUNFOUT GPSQSPQBOFEJPM BOE FUIBOPMBNJOF
VUJMJ[BUJPO SFTUSJDU UIF EJ୭GVTJPO PG UPYJD JOUFSNFEJBUFT TVDI BT QSPQJPOBMEFIZEFBOE
BDFUBMEFIZEFSFTQFDUJWFMZ
$PMPDBMJ[BUJPOPG FO[ZNFT IBT CFFO TVDDFTTGVMMZ FNQMPZFEJO TZOUIFUJD TZTUFNTBT
XFMM $PO୮ୢOFNFOU PG FO[ZNBUJD SFBDUJPOT IBT CFFO EFNPOTUSBUFE CPUI JO WJUSP
BOEJO WJWP *O CBDUFSJB CPUI QSPUFJO BOE %/" IBWFCFFO VTFE BT TDB୭GPMETGPS
IFUFSPMPHPVT FO[ZNBUJD QBUIXBZTXJUI TFWFSBMGPMEJODSFBTFT JO FOE QSPEVDU UJUFST SF
QPSUFE 3FDFOUMZPVS MBC TIPXFEUIBU 3/" TDB୭GPMETDBO CF VTFE UP NPEVMBSMZ PSHB
OJ[F QSPUFJOT JO & DPMJ BOE JODSFBTF UIF SBUF PG FMFDUSPO USBOTGFSCFUXFFOFO[ZNFT
4VDI TDB୭GPMETGPSNFECZ UJMFT PSSFQFBUT PG TNBMM 3/" TUSBOET MFBE UP IJHIFS EFO
TJUJFT PG CJOEJOH TJUFT BWBJMBCMFGPSQSPUFJO EPDLJOH
5IFSFIBT CFFO EFCBUF BCPVU UIF NFDIBOJTN CZ XIJDI TDB୭GPMETFOBCMF NFUBCPMJD
TVCTUSBUF DIBOOFMJOH 5IF USBOTGFSPG FMFDUSPOT CFUXFFOFO[ZNFT SFMJFT PO QIZTJDBM
DPOUBDU BOE UIVT JT MJNJUFE CZ QSPUFJO EJ୭GVTJPO SBUFT BOE DPNQFUJUJPO XIJDI BSF FG
GFDUJWFMZBEESFTTFE CZ TDB୭GPMEJOH )PXFWFSUIF SPMF PG FO[ZNF DPMPDBMJ[BUJPO JO
QBUIXBZTJOWPMWJOHEJ୭GVTJCMF JOUFSNFEJBUFT JT NVDI MFTT XFMMVOEFSTUPPE *O B SF
DFOU TUVEZ FO[ZNFT MPDBMJ[FE JO DMPTF QSPYJNJUZMFTT UIBO  OBOPNFUFST BQBSU PO JO
WJUSPBTTFNCMFE %/" TDB୭GPMETFYIJCJUFE FOIBODFE SBUFT PG NFUBCPMJUF FYDIBOHF 5IF
USBOTGFSSBUFT ESPQQFE QSFDJQJUPVTMZ XJUI BOZGVSUIFS JODSFBTF JO JOUFSFO[ZNF EJTUBODF
4JODF TVDI F୭GFDUTBSF OPU FYQMJDBCMF CZ % EJ୭GVTJPO NPEFMTB NFDIBOJTN PG NFUBCP
MJUF TVCTUSBUF DIBOOFMJOH CZ SFTUSJDUFE EJ୭GVTJPO PO IZESBUJPOMBZFSTBDSPTT DSPXEFE
QSPUFJO TVSGBDFTIBT CFFO QSPQPTFE 3/" TDB୭GPMETXJUI UIFJS QSFEJDUBCMF HFPNFUSZ
DBO CF VTFE UP DSFBUF B SBOHF PG NFUBCPMJD DIBOOFMJOH QMBUGPSNTBOE UFTU UIF SFMBUJWF
F୭GFDUTGSPN UIFTF UXPEJ୭GFSFOUNFDIBOJTNT
 3/"এঘছ ࠧࠬ ࠴ࠧ࠴࠭ জঙঊঝ঒ঊক঎গঐ঒গ঎঎ছ঒গঐ
/VDMFJD BDJET XIJDI IBWFJNQPSUBOU TUSVDUVSBM BOE DBUBMZUJD SPMFT JO OBUVSF BSF BMTP
FOBCMJOH TZOUIFUJD CJPMPHZ F୭GPSUTGPSJO WJWP TQBUJBM FOHJOFFSJOH (SPXJOH LOPXMFEHF
PG UIF SVMFT EFUFSNJOJOH 3/" TUSVDUVSF BOE DBUBMZTJTIBT MFE UP UIF EFWFMPQNFOUPG
UPPMT UIBU BMMPX POF UP CPUI QSFEJDU GVODUJPO PG 3/" GSPN JUT TFRVFODF BOE SBUJPOBMMZ
EFTJHO 3/" UP BTTVNF EFTJSFE NPUJGTBOE JOUFSBDUJPOT 0UIFS BEWBODFTIBWFBMMPXFE
3/" UP CF TZOUIFTJ[FE TUVEJFE BOE NBOJQVMBUFE CPUIJO WJUSP BOEJO WJWP )FSF XF
QSFTFOU BO BDDPVOU PG UIFTF EFWFMPQNFOUTBOE IPX TZOUIFUJD 3/" TDB୭GPMETBSF BE
WBODJOHCBTJD SFTFBSDI NFUBCPMJD FOHJOFFSJOH BOE FWFOUIFSBQFVUJDT UISPVHIJO WJWP
TQBUJBM FOHJOFFSJOH 8FP୭GFSB TUSPOH QSPHOPTJT GPSUIF SPMF PG TZOUIFUJD 3/" EFWJDFT
BT CJPFOHJOFFSJOH UPPMT XJUI FNFSHJOH TZOFSHJFT CFUXFFO3/" %/" QSPUFJO OBO
PUFDIOPMPHZ BOE IJHIUISPVHIQVU TFRVFODJOH
/BUVSBMOPODPEJOH 3/"T BMSFBEZ QMBZ TUSVDUVSBM BOE DBUBMZUJD SPMFT JO DFMMT "
CSFBEUI PG TUVEJFT IBT FTUBCMJTIFE EFTJHO QSJODJQMFT UIBU DBO CF VTFE UP QSFEJDUBCMZ
5IJT TFDUJPO GPSNTQBSU PG B SFWJFXDPXSJUUFO XJUI $BNFSPO .ZISWPMEBOE 1FOH :JO
BOE TVCNJUUFE UP 8JMFZ #JPUFDIOPMPHZ 4FSJFT
TIBQF 3/" TFDPOEBSZ TUSVDUVSFT 4USVDUVSBM NBMMFBCJMJUZ PG 3/" UIF FBTF
PG FYQSFTTJOH TZOUIFUJD 3/" DPOTUSVDUT JO DFMMT UIFJS TUBCJMJUZ BOE BEWBODFTJO NFUI
PET GPSBTTBZJOH BOE JNBHJOH BTTFNCMFE TUSVDUVSFT BSF TPNF PG UIF NBOZSFBTPOT XIZ
3/" JT B VTFGVM TDB୭GPMEJOHNBUFSJBM 4ZOUIFUJD CJPMPHZ F୭GPSUTIBWFEFNPOTUSBUFE UIBU
DBSFGVMMZ EFTJHOFE 3/" DBO CF VTFE GPSTVCDFMMVMBS UBSHFUJOH PG QSPCFT FO[ZNFT BOE
UIFSBQFVUJD BHFOUT
 4ঝছঞঌঝঞছঊক3ঘক঎জ ঘএ /ঊঝঞছঊক3/"
3/"T QFSGPSNOVNFSPVT CJPMPHJDBM GVODUJPOT BT DBOPOJDBM HFOF FYQSFTTJPO BHFOUT
DBUBMZTUTHFOF SFHVMBUJPO TXJUDIFT BOE TUSVDUVSBM TDB୭GPMET 5IFTF TUSVDUVSBM BOE DBU
BMZUJD SPMFT PG 3/" BSF EVF JO MBSHF QBSU UP UIF USFNFOEPVT EJWFSTJUZPG TFDPOEBSZ BOE
UFSUJBSZ TUSVDUVSFT BTTVNFE CZ OBUVSBM 3/" BOE UIF GBDUUIBU SJCPTF TVHBST BSF NPSF
SFBDUJWFUIBO EFPYZSJCPTF 3/" TFDPOEBSZ TUSVDUVSFT DBO JODMVEF JOUSJDBUF NPUJGTMJLF
EPVCMF IFMJDFT IBJSQJO MPPQT CVMHFT QTFVEPLOPUT BOE SJHIUBOHMFE UVSOT "TJEF
GSPN UIF 8BUTPO$SJDLCBTF QBJSJOH 3/" IBT UIF DBQBDJUZ UP GPSN)PPHTUFFO CBTF
QBJST BT XFMMBT XPCCMFCBTF QBJST 4VDI JOUFSBDUJPOT BMMPX NPUJGTUP CF DPOOFDUFE JO
IJHIFS PSEFS UFSUJBSZ JOUFSBDUJPOT QSFEPNJOBOUMZ UISPVHI UIF OPO 8BUTPO $SJDLCBTF
QBJST
3/" ঊজঊ গঊঝঞছঊকঌঊঝঊকঢজঝ
$BUBMZUJD SPMFT PG 3/" EVSJOH USBOTMBUJPO MJLF UIF U3/" EJTSVQUFE B TJNQMF WJFX IFME
CZ UIF DFOUSBM EPHNB UIBU 3/" FYJTUT NFSFMZ UP USBOTGFSHFOFUJD JOGPSNBUJPOGSPN
%/" UP QSPUFJO 5PEBZXFLOPX UIBU 3/" IBT DBUBMZUJD BOE SFHVMBUPSZ SPMFT JO NBOZ
PUIFS DFMMVMBS QSPDFTTFT BT XFMM 3FHVMBUPSZ 3/" TUSVDUVSFT QMBZ B TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU SPMF JO UIF
DPOUSPM PG USBOTMBUJPO JOJUJBUJPO PG TFWFSBMCBDUFSJBM HFOFT BOE JO CBDUFSJBM JNNVOJUZ
3/"T B୭GFDUFYQSFTTJPO JO DॷCZ GPSNJOHTFDPOEBSZ TUSVDUVSFT OFBS USBOTMBUJPO TUBSU
TJUFT PG UIF N3/" 5IF Dॷ SFHJPOTDBO CJOE UP SFHVMBUPSZ QSPUFJOT PS PUIFS 3/"T
UIBU B୭GFDUUSBOTMBUJPO JOUSBOT 0UIFS TJNJMBSMZ EZOBNJD SFHVMBUPSZ 3/" SFHJPOT
DBO DPOTJTU PG BQUBNFST XIJDI BSF OVDMFJD BDJET UIBU TFMFDUJWFMZCJOE MJHBOET .BOZ
NFUBCPMJD HFOFT BSF ؟TXJUDIFEؠPO PS P୭G USJHHFSFE CZ UIF CJOEJOH PG TNBMM NPMFDVMF
NFUBCPMJUFT UP TPNF PG UIFTF SFHVMBUPSZ 3/"T LOPXO BT SJCPTXJUDIFT
3/" জঌঊএএঘক঍জ ঒গ গঊঝঞছ঎
5IFSF BSF BMTP TFWFSBMJOTUBODFT PG OBUVSBM 3/"T UIBU BSF MBSHFMZ TUSVDUVSBM 4PNF
OBUVSBM 3/"T BSF LOPXO UP TQFDJ୮ୢDBMMZ CJOE UIF DPBU QSPUFJOT PG TJOHMFTUSBOE 3/"
QIBHFT 4VDI JOUFSBDUJPOT IFMQ QBDLBHF UIF 3/" JOUP WJSBM DBQTJET 4PNF 3/" QIBHFT
UIBU IBWFXFMMDIBSBDUFSJ[FE3/" CJOEJOH QSPUFJOT JODMVEF 11 .4 BOE2̒
5IFTF DPBU QSPUFJOT BMTP BDU BT SFQSFTTPST PG UIF WJSBM SFQMJDBTF USBOTMBUJPO CZ TQFDJ୮ୢ
DBMMZ CJOEJOH 3/" IBJSQJOT OFBS UIF PSJHJO PG SFQMJDBUJPO *O UIF CBDUFSJPQIBHF ȸ B
TIPSU 	 OU
 TFRVFODF PG QBDLBHJOH 3/" 	Q3/"
 IFMQT UP QBDL QIBHF %/" JOUP
QSFGPSNFEDBQTJET " %/" QBDLBHJOH NPUPS JT DPNQPTFE PG B QFOUBNFSJD SJOH PG
Q3/" DBQTJE QSPUFJOT ET%/" BOE BO "51BTF 4UVEJFT DIBSBDUFSJ[JOH UIF TQFDJ
୮ୢDJUZ BOE TUPJDIJPNFUSJFT PG UIFTF JOUFSBDUJPOT IBWFMBJE UIF GPVOEBUJPOGPS
3/"UBHHJOH CBTFE BQQMJDBUJPOT
3/"TDB୭GPMETBSF JNQPSUBOU JO FVLBSZPUJDHFOF FYQSFTTJPO BT XFMM .BNNBMJBO
DFMMT BQQFBS UP FYUFOTJWFMZFNQMPZ MPOH OPODPEJOH 3/"T 5IFTF MOD3/"T BSF SJDI
XJUI TFDPOEBSZ TUSVDUVSF NPUJGT TPNFPG XIJDI CJOE BOE DPPSEJOBUF QSPUFJOT PO
TDB୭GPMETUIBU QMBZ JNQPSUBOU SPMFT JO FQJHFOFUJD SFHVMBUJPO BOEUFMPNFSF NBJO
UFOBODF 5IVT OBUVSBM 3/" EJWFSTJUZP୭GFSTB UFNQMBUF PG EJWFSTFTUSVDUVSF BOE
GVODUJPO GPSTZOUIFUJD CJPMPHJTUT /FYU XFMPPL BU IPX OBUVSBM PCTFSWBUJPOTIBWFCFFO
USBOTMBUFE JOUP QSFDJTF FOHJOFFSJOH PG UIF TUSVDUVSF BOE EZOBNJDT PG 3/" GPSJO WJWP
BQQMJDBUJPOT
 "ঙঙক঒ঌঊঝ঒ঘগজঘএ ঍঎জ঒ঐগ঎঍ 3/" জঌঊএএঘক঍জ
5IF EFTJHO QSJODJQMFT GPS3/" JF JUT TUSVDUVSBM BOE GPMEJOHQSPQFSUJFT BSF XFMMVOEFS
TUPPE %ZOBNJD QSPQFSUJFT PG 3/" IBWFCFFO FOHJOFFSFE UP DSFBUF TZOUIFUJD SJCPSFH
VMBUPST SJCP[ZNFTBOE SJCPTXJUDIFT "EEJUJPOBMMZUIF TFMGBTTFNCMZ PG 3/"
JO WJUSPIBT BMTP CFFO XFMMDIBSBDUFSJ[FE BOE DPOUSPMMFE UP DSFBUF QSFDJTFMZ EFTJHOFE
OBOPTUSVDUVSFT MJLF DVCFTKJHTBXTTRVBSFT BOE QPMZIFESB 3/" TFRVFODFT
DPOTJTUJOH PG TFDPOEBSZ TUSVDUVSFT BOE GVODUJPOBM VOJUT EFTJHOFE VTJOH UIFTF FNQJSJDBM
SFTVMUT BOE DPNQVUBUJPOBM UPPMT DBO CF HFOFUJDBMMZ FYQSFTTFE JO DFMMT 4VDI FOHJ
OFFSFE 3/"T IBWFCFFO VTFE GPSUBTLT SBOHJOH GSPN TUVEZJOH OBUVSBM 3/" QSPDFTTJOH
JO DFMMT UP NFUBCPMJD FOHJOFFSJOH BOE UIFSBQFVUJD BQQMJDBUJPOT
5ঘঘকজএঘছ 3/" ছ঎জ঎ঊছঌ঑
8IJMF N3/" IBT MPOH CFFO LOPXO UP GVODUJPO BT B UFNQMBUF GPSQSPUFJO USBOTMBUJPO
UIF TQBUJPUFNQPSBM BTQFDUT PG UIF WBSJPVTTUFQT JOWPMWFEJO N3/" QSPDFTTJOH SFNBJO
QPPSMZ VOEFSTUPPE *OWFTUJHBUJPOPG UIF EZOBNJDT PG N3/" BT JU HPFT UISPVHI USBOT
MBUJPO TQMJDJOH OVDMFBS FYQPSU JO FVLBSZPUFTMPDBMJ[BUJPO GPSUSBOTMBUJPO BOE ୮ୢOBMMZ
EFHSBEBUJPO SFRVJSFT UPPMT UP USBDL JOEJWJEVBM 3/" NPMFDVMFT "QUBNFST BOE UIFJS SF
DSVJUNFOU PG ୯୳VPSFTDFOU QSPUFJOT PO FOHJOFFSFE N3/" TDB୭GPMETIBWFFOBCMFE TVDI
TUVEJFT 4PNF PG UIF FBSMJFTU BUUFNQUT UP UBH 3/" JO WJWP XFSFDBSSJFE PVU CZ FYQSFTT
JOH ('1 GVTFE XJUI CBDUFSJPQIBHF .4 DPBU QSPUFJO PSIVNBO 3/" JOUFSBDUJOH
QSPUFJO EPNBJO 6" BMPOHXJUI N3/" DPOUBJOJOH UIF DPSSFTQPOEJOH CJOEJOH TJUFT
JO4BDDIBSPNZDॶ DFSFWJTJBF 4VDI UBHT FOBCMFE USBDLJOH PG TJOHMFDFMM N3/" MPDBMJ[B
UJPO CZ NJDSPTDPQZ 'VSUIFSNPSFCZ JODPSQPSBUJOH UBOEFN SFQFBUT PG .4 CJOEJOH
TJUFT PO SFQPSUFS N3/" TFWFSBM('1ୖ.4 GVTJPOT DPVME CF MPDBMJ[FE PO B TJOHMF
USBOTDSJQU FOBCMJOH USBDLJOH PG JOEJWJEVBM N3/" NPMFDVMFT JO NBNNBMJBO DFMMT 5IJT
JO WJWP USBDLJOHNFUIPE XBTFYUFOEFE UP PUIFS TZTUFNT JODMVEJOH CBDUFSJB
.PSFSFDFOUMZTFWFSBMF୭GPSUTIBWFBEESFTTFE UIF MPOHTUBOEJOH RVFTUJPO PG XIFUIFS
PS OPU 3/" JT IJHIMZ MPDBMJ[FE XJUIJO CBDUFSJBM DFMMT " TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU JOOPWBUJPOPWFS
UIF BCPWFTUSBUFHZ DBNF GSPN UIF VTF PG ୯୳VPSFTDFOU QSPUFJO DPNQMFNFOUBUJPO *O UIJT
BQQSPBDI 3/" BQUBNFST BSF VTFE UP CSJOH UPHFUIFS UXPEJ୭GFSFOUQSPUFJO GVTJPO VOJUT
FBDI XJUI B TQMJU୯୳VPSFTDFOU QSPUFJO GVTFE UP BO 3/" CJOEJOH EPNBJO 4JODF POMZ
UIF TDB୭GPMEFEQSPUFJO VOJUT BSF BCMF UP SFDPOTUJUVUF UIF TQMJU DISPNPQIPSF BOE ୯୳VP
SFTDF UIFZ DBO CF FBTJMZ EJTUJOHVJTIFE GSPN UIF VOCPVOE POFT 4VDI BO BQQSPBDI IFODF
BDIJFWFTMPXFSCBDLHSPVOE TJHOBMT UIBO TZTUFNTXIFSF BVUP୯୳VPSFTDFOU QSPUFJOT BSF
EJSFDUMZ UBHHFE POUP 3/" "T UIF SFQFSUPJSF PG BQUBNFS3/" CJOEJOH QSPUFJO QBJST
JT CFJOH FYUFOEFE UISPVHI TFWFSBMJO WJUSPNFUIPET MJLF TZTUFNBUJDFWPMVUJPOPG MJH
BOET CZ FYQPOFOUJBM FOSJDINFOU 	4&-&9
 OFXFSDPNCJOBUJPOT BSF CFJOH VTFE
UP FYQMPSF DFMMVMBS GVODUJPO 5IF TUVEJFT EJTDVTTFE IFSF IBWFMFE UP B CFUUFS VOEFS
TUBOEJOH PG 3/" EJ୭GVTJPO BOE MPDBMJ[BUJPO JO CBDUFSJBM DFMMT BOE NFBTVSFNFOU PG
USBOTDSJQUJPOBM LJOFUJDT 5IFTF F୭GPSUTBMTP FOBCMFE MPDBMJ[BUJPO PG B EJWFSTFBSSBZ PG
QSPUFJOT 	TVDI BT FO[ZNFT
 PO 3/" TDB୭GPMETPQFOJOH VQ BQQMJDBUJPOT JO UIFSBQFVUJDT
BOE NFUBCPMJD FOHJOFFSJOH
1ঊঌঔঊঐ঒গঐ5঑঎ছঊঙ঎ঞঝ঒ঌজঘগ 3/" 4ঌঊএএঘক঍জ
3/"ୖ3/" JOUFSBDUJPOT DBO CF VTFE GPSFYDJUJOH TDB୭GPMEBQQMJDBUJPOT JO WJWP 1BDL
BHJOH 3/" 	Q3/"
 GSPN CBDUFSJPQIBHF ȸ IBT CFFO VTFE BT B CVJMEJOH CMPDL GPS
CPUUPNVQ BTTFNCMZ PG ESVH EFMJWFSZWFIJDMFT Q3/" NPOPNFST DPOTJTU PG TUSVD
UVSBM IBJSQJO SFHJPOT BOE EJNFSJ[BUJPOQPMZNFSJ[BUJPO EPNBJOT &OETPG UIF IBJSQJO
SFHJPOT P୭GFSTJUFT GPSUBHHJOH XJUI ESVHT PS UBSHFUJOH NPMFDVMFT 5IF QPMZNFSJ[BUJPO
EPNBJOT DBO CF FOHJOFFSFE UP GBWPSGPSNBUJPOPG EJNFST USJNFST QFOUBNFST PS IFY
BNFST BT TUBCMF ESVH DBSSJFST )FUFSPEJNFST DPOUBJOJOH Q3/" UBHHFE XJUI B $%
BQUBNFS BOE Q3/" BUUBDIFE UP BO TJ3/" XFSFTIPXO UP TQFDJ୮ୢDBMMZ UBSHFU $%
FYQSFTTJOH 5 DFMMT MFBEJOH UP DFMM EFBUI 5IJT JO WJUSP TUVEZ BMTP TIPXFETUBCJMJUZ BOE
F୭୮ୢDBDZ PG UIF OBOPTDBMF ESVH EFMJWFSZQBSUJDMFT GPSLJMMJOH DBODFS DFMMT 4VDI TZTUFNTBSF
BEWBOUBHFPVTTJODF UIF Q3/" QPMZNFST BSF IZQPUIFTJ[FEUP CF TUBCMF JO QIZTJPMPHJDBM
DPOEJUJPOT BOE CF MFTT JNNVOPHFOJD UIBO QSPUFJO DBSSJFST 'JOBMMZUIFTF QPMZNFST
DPVME CF NBEF TQFDJ୮ୢD UP NBOZJO TJUVUBSHFUT CZ VTJOH FOHJOFFSFE TQFDJ୮ୢD 3/" BQ
UBNFST UIBU SFDPHOJ[F DFMMVMBS NPJFUJFT
3঎ঌঘখঋ঒গঊগঝ3/" 5঎ঌ঑গঘকঘঐঢ
3/" TDB୭GPMETIBWFBMTP CFFO VTFE UP TFSWFBT QSPUFDUJWFUFUIFST GPSUIF QVSJ୮ୢDBUJPO PG
SFDPNCJOBOU 3/" *O UIJT BQQSPBDI B U3/" TDB୭GPMEBDUT BT B QSPUFDUJWFTFDPOEBSZ
TUSVDUVSF UP JOTVMBUF UIF USBOTDSJQU GSPN OBUJWF& DPMJ OVDMFBTFTBOE UIFSFCZ TUBCJMJ[F
QSPEVDUJPO PG SFDPNCJOBOU 3/" 	SFD3/"
 JO WJWP 5IF DIBSBDUFSJTUJD DMPWFSMFBG
U3/" TUSVDUVSF GPSNFEBSPVOE B SFD3/" JT SFDPHOJ[FE CZ OBUJWFDFMMVMBS FO[ZNFT BOE
QSPDFTTFE BT U3/" 5IJT FOTVSFT UIBU FBDI TJOHMF USBOTDSJQU JT B QSPEVDU PG TQFDJ୮ୢD EF
୮ୢOFE MFOHUI " TFQIBEFY B୭୮ୢOJUZ UBH XBTJODMVEFE JO UIF FYQSFTTFE TFRVFODF UP BMMPX
QVSJ୮ୢDBUJPO PG USBOTDSJQUT UIBU DPOUBJOFE 3/"T PG NFEJDBM SFTFBSDI JOUFSFTU MJLF UIF
IVNBO )#7FQTJMPO 5IJT EFTJHO UIVT FOBCMFT DPMMFDUJPO PG MBSHF BNPVOUT PG QVSJ
୮ୢFE 3/" USBOTDSJQUT GPSJO WJUSP TUSVDUVSBMTUVEJFT BOE WBDDJOFEFWFMPQNFOU 3FDFOUMZ
UIFTF F୭GPSUTIBWFCFFO FYUFOEFE UP FYQSFTTJPO BOE QVSJ୮ୢDBUJPO PG 3/"QSPUFJO DPN
QMFYFT QSPWJEJOH QVSF TBNQMFT XIJDI DPVME CF VTFE GPSDSZTUBMMPHSBQIJDTUVEJFT PG
OBUVSBM 3/"QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPOT BOE QPUFOUJBM VTF JO DFMMGSFF TZTUFNT
-ঘঌঊক঒ণ঒গঐ খ঎ঝঊঋঘক঒ঌ঎গণঢখ঎জ ঘগ 3/"
"T XFIBWFTFFO FBSMJFS TDB୭GPMEJOHBOE DPNQBSUNFOUBMJ[BUJPO BSF F୭GFDUJWFTUSBUFHJFT
GPSPQUJNJ[BUJPO PG NFUBCPMJD QBUIXBZQFSGPSNBODFCPUI JO OBUVSBM BOE TZOUIFUJD
TZTUFNT " GFXTUVEJFT IBWFVTFE %/" TUSVDUVSFT UP DPPSEJOBUF UIF BTTFNCMZ PG
FO[ZNFT BOE TUVEZ F୭GFDUTPG TQBUJBM DPMPDBMJ[BUJPOJO WJUSP BOEJO WJWP 1SPUFJO
TDB୭GPMETIBWFBMTP CFFO VTFE UP DIBOOFM NFUBCPMJD TVCTUSBUFT CFUXFFODPMPDBMJ[FE
FO[ZNFT JO MJWJOH DFMMT 4DB୭GPMEJOHJT TFFO BT B QPXFSGVMUPPM UP TQFDJ୮ୢDBMMZ EJSFDU
NFUBCPMJD QBUIXBZ୯୳VY UPXBSETFO[ZNFT PG DIPJDF QSFWFOUMPTT PG JOUFSNFEJBUFT UP
DPNQFUJOH SFBDUJPOT BOE QSPUFDU UIF IPTU DFMM GSPN BOZUPYJD PS WPMBUJMFJOUFSNFEJBUFT
UISPVHI DPO୮ୢOFNFOU BU B TVCDFMMVMBS MPDBUJPO
"OPUBCMF F୭GPSUJO UIF VTF PG 3/" TDB୭GPMETGPSNFUBCPMJD DIBOOFMJOH BDIJFWFEB
OFBSMZ ୮ୢG୴ZGPMEJODSFBTF JO IZESPHFOHBT QSPEVDUJPO JO& DPMJ 5IJT F୭GPSUDPNCJOFE
NBOZPG UIF UFDIOJRVFT EJTDVTTFE BCPWF 4ZOUIFUJD 3/" TUSBOET DPNQSJTJOH PG QPMZ
NFSJ[BUJPO EPNBJOT BOE BQUBNFST GPS.4 BOE 11 DPBU QSPUFJOT XFSFFYQSFTTFE JO UIF
CBDUFSJB %JNFSJ[BUJPO BOE QPMZNFSJ[BUJPO EPNBJOT BMMPXFEGPSUJMJOH BOE BTTFNCMZ
JOUP B TVQSBNPMFDVMBS TUSVDUVSF 5IF MBSHF 	 OBOPNFUFST
 JOUSBDFMMVMBS 3/" BT
TFNCMJFT HSFBUMZ FOIBODFE ୯୳VY PG FMFDUSPOT GSPN GFSSPEPYJOUP IZESPHFOBTFXIFO CPUI
FO[ZNFT XFSFUFUIFSFE UP UIF TDB୭GPMEXJUI GVTJPOT UP .4 BOE 11 'VSUIFSNPSFTJH
OJ୮ୢDBOU EJ୭GFSFODFTJO UJUFS XFSFPCTFSWFEGPSTDB୭GPMEJOHTUSVDUVSFT IBWJOH EJ୭GFSFOU
HFPNFUSJFT UZJOH NFUBCPMJD ୯୳VY UP UIF TQFDJ୮ୢD TQBUJBM QPTJUJPOJOH PG UIF TDB୭GPME 4VDI
BO BQQSPBDI CSJOHT NPEVMBS EFTJHO BOE TDBMBCJMJUZ UPNFUBCPMJD FOHJOFFSJOH GPSCJP
GVFMT BOE IJHI WBMVFDIFNJDBM TZOUIFTJT XIFSF DPOUSPM PG JOUFSNFEJBUF NFUBCPMJUF ୯୳VY
DBO CF DSJUJDBM
 *খঙক঎খ঎গঝ঒গঐঌঘগঝছঘকঘএ খ঎ঝঊঋঘক঒ঌএকঞড
5IJT UIFTJT QSFTFOUT SFTFBSDI F୭GPSUTBJNFE BU DPOUSPMMJOH NFUBCPMJD ୯୳VYFT JO UIF CBD
UFSJB &TDIFSJDIJB DPMJ BOE4ZOFDIPDPDDॸ FMPOHBUॸ UP FYQBOE UIF TZOUIFUJD CJPMPHZ
UPPMLJU BWBJMBCMFGPSNFUBCPMJD FOHJOFFST & DPMJ IBT CFFO B XPSLIPSTFNPEFM TZTUFNGPS
TUVEZJOH BOE FOHJOFFSJOH CBDUFSJBM NFUBCPMJTN 4 FMPOHBUॸ JTB QIPUPBVUPUSPQIJD
DZBOPCBDUFSJVNBOE JT BMTP HFOFUJDBMMZ USBDUBCMF NBLJOH JU B EFTJSBCMF QMBUGPSNGPS
CJPMPHJDBM QSPEVDUJPO XJUIPVU DPNQFUJOH XJUI USBEJUJPOBM GFFETUPDLT 5IF DFOUSBM
TUSBUFHZ EJTDVTTFE IFSF BUUFNQUT UP JODSFBTF UIF ZJFME PG NFUBCPMJD QBUIXBZTCZ TQBUJBMMZ
DPMPDBMJ[JOH TFMFDUFE FO[ZNFT UP FOIBODF NFUBCPMJUF USBOTGFSSBUFT
*OUIF OFYU DIBQUFS XFDIBSBDUFSJ[F BOE FYQBOE UIF 3/" TDB୭GPMEUPPMLJU GPSJO WJWP
VTF 8FEFNPOTUSBUF UIBU UIF BQUBNFST BOE QPMZNFSJ[BUJPO EPNBJOT PG TDB୭GPMETUSBJOT
DBO CF USFBUFE BT NPEVMBS QJFDFT 8FDIBSBDUFSJ[F B MJCSBSZ PG BQUBNFST BOE TIPX UIBU
UIFJS DPSSFTQPOEJOH 3/" CJOEJOH EPNBJOT 	3#%T
BSF BCMF UP SFMJBCMZ SFDSVJU TQMJU
('1 GSBHNFOUT UP TDB୭GPMETJOTJEF & DPMJ 5IJT MJCSBSZ JODMVEFT BQUBNFS3#% QBJST
XJUI B XJEF SBOHF PG 3#% TJ[FT BOE EJTTPDJBUJPO DPOTUBOUT XIJMF CFJOH NVUVBMMZ PS
UIPHPOBM
*ODIBQUFS  XFVTF UIFTF BQUBNFST PO 3/" TDB୭GPMETUP CSJOH UPHFUIFS UXPDZBOPCBD
UFSJBM FO[ZNFT UIBU DPOWFSUGBUUZBDJE TZOUIFTJT JOUFSNFEJBUFT UP BMLBOFT JO& DPMJ8 F
TIPX UIBU TDB୭GPMEJOHMFBET UP JODSFBTFE DIBOOFMJOH PG UIF JOUFSNFEJBUF GBUUZBMEF
IZEFSFTVMUJOH JO IJHIFS BMLBOF ZJFMET BU UIF FYQFOTF PG TJEF QSPEVDUT *OUFSFTUJOHMZ
XF୮ୢOE UIBU DIBOHJOH UIF HFPNFUSJD PSJFOUBUJPO PG FO[ZNFT PO JO WJWP TDB୭GPMETMFBET
UP DIBOHFT JO JOUFSNFEJBUF ୯୳VY BOE ୮ୢOBM BMLBOF ZJFMET 8FQSFTFOU B NPMFDVMBS TDBMF
NPEFM UP FYQMBJO UIJT F୭GFDU *O BEEJUJPO XFTIPX UIBU UIF TDB୭GPMETDBO BMTP CF VTFE UP
UFUIFS  FO[ZNFT XIJMF DIBOOFMJOH NVMUJQMF DIFNJDBMMZ EJWFSTFNFUBCPMJUFT
*ODIBQUFS  XFUVSO UP 4 FMPOHBUॸ *O POF BQQSPBDI FMFDUSPOJD ୯୳PXTJO UIF DZBOPCBD
UFSJVN BSF NBOJQVMBUFE GPSUIF CJPTZOUIFTJT PG IZESPHFOHBT XIJDI JT JODSFBTJOHMZ
TFFO BT B GFBTJCMFBMUFSOBUJWFUP GPTTJMGVFMT 'JOBMMZXFQSFTFOU F୭GPSUTUP FYQSFTT 3/"
TDB୭GPMETJO 4 FMPOHBUॸ BOEUP VTF UIFN BT TZOUIFUJD DBSCPO ୮ୢYBUJPO QMBUGPSNT
$IBQUFS TVNNBSJ[FT UIF SFTVMUT BOE P୭GFSTB MPPL UPXBSETUIF GVUVSF PG NFUBCPMJD
FOHJOFFSJOH BOE UIF SPMF PG 3/" BT B UPPM GPSTZOUIFUJD CJPMPHZ
*O DPODMVTJPO XF TVॼFTU UIBU UIF VOJU JO TUSVDUVSF " ॷ
ॵ JO TUSVDUVSF # UXP DPBYJBM IFMJDBM DIBJOT SVOOJOH JO
PQQPTJUF EJSFDUJPOT
3PTBMJOE 'SBOLMJOBOE 3BZNPOE (PTMJOH&WJEFODF GPS
DIBJO IFMJY JO DSZTUBMMJOF TUSVDUVSF PG TPEJVN
EFPYZSJCPOVDMFBUF
2
&YQBOEJOHUIF UPPMLJU GPSJO WJWP
3/"TDB୭GPMET
5঑঎঍ঘঞঋক঎ ঑঎ক঒ঌঊক জঝছঞঌঝঞছ঎ ঘএগঞঌক঎঒ঌ ঊঌ঒঍জঝছঊগ঍জ XJUIDPNQMFNFO
UBSZ CBTFQBJSFE TFRVFODFT BMMPXTGPSTUPSBHF PG IFSFEJUBSZ JOGPSNBUJPOUSBOTMBUJPO
PG JU JOUP GVODUJPOBM QSPUFJO BOE 3/" VOJUT BOE BT OPUFE JO DIBQUFS  BMTP FOBCMFT OV
DMFJD BDJET UP QMBZ JNQPSUBOU TUSVDUVSBM SPMFT JO OBUVSF .PUJWBUFECZ UIF BJN PG VTJOH
UPPMT P୭GFSFECZ OVDMFJD BDJE OBOPUFDIOPMPHZ GPSF୭GFDUJWFNJDSPCJBM NFUBCPMJD FOHJ
OFFSJOH XFDBSSJFE PVU UIF TFU PG FYQFSJNFOUT QSFTFOUFE JO UIJT BOE UIF OFYU DIBQUFS
)FSFXF FYQSFTT TZOUIFUJD 3/" TUSBOET DPNQSJTFE PG QPMZNFSJ[BUJPO EPNBJOT BOE
BQUBNFST JO CBDUFSJBM DFMMT 5IF QPMZNFSJ[BUJPO EPNBJOT BMMPX GPSBTTFNCMZ PG 3/"
TUSBOET JOUP B TVQSBNPMFDVMBS TUSVDUVSF 8FTIPX UBSHFUFE BTTFNCMZ POUP TVDI TUSVD
UVSFT VTJOH ୯୳VPSFTDFOU QSPUFJO GVTJPOT UP B MJCSBSZ PG BQUBNFSCJOEJOH EPNBJO QBJST
UIBU JODMVEFT TNBMM 3/" CJOEJOH QFQUJEFT BT XFMMBT OBUVSBM EPNBJOT MJLF .4 BOE
11 8FTIPX UIBU NPEVMBS BQUBNFST PO 3/" TDB୭GPMETPG B WBSJFUZPG QPMZNFSJ[JOH
EJNFOTJPOT TIPX DPSSFTQPOEJOH F୭GFDUTJO DPMPDBMJ[JOH UIF QSPUFJOT
 &ডঙঊগ঍঒গঐঝ঑঎ ছ঎ঙ঎ছঝঘ঒ছ঎ঘএ এঞগঌঝ঒ঘগঊক 3/" ঋ঒গ঍঒গঐ ঍ঘখঊ঒গজ
8FIBWFFYQBOEFE UIF TFU PG 3/" CJOEJOH EPNBJOT UIBU DBO CF VTFE UP GPSNGVTJPO
QSPUFJOT UIBU XJMM CJOE UP TQFDJ୮ୢD TJUFT PO PVS 3/" TDB୭GPMET 5IF CBTJD TUSBUFHZ CVJMET
PO B TDIFNF JO XIJDI FOHJOFFSFE & DPMJ FYQSFTTQSPUFJOT GVTFE UP 3/" CJOEJOH EP
NBJOT 	3#%T
UIBU XPVMEBTTFNCMF POUP 3/" TDB୭GPMETUIBU JODMVEF BQUBNFST BOE
QPMZNFSJ[BUJPO EPNBJOT 4USBOE EFTJHO BMMPXTUIF BQUBNFST UP CF QSFTFOUFE PO EJTDSFUF
	EJNFOTJPOBM
 EJNFOTJPOBM PS EJNFOTJPOBM TDB୭GPMET 	'JH 
 &BDIQSPUFJO UP
CF EPDLFE CJOET UP JUT DPHOBUF CJOEJOH TJUF PO UIF 3/" TDB୭GPME *O QSFWJPVT XPSL
3/" CJOEJOH EPNBJOT GSPN WJSBM DPBU QSPUFJOT MJLF .4 BOE 11 XFSFGVTFE XJUI ୯୳V
PSFTDFOU QSPUFJOT PS FO[ZNFT GPSDPMPDBMJ[BUJPO PO 3/" TUSBOET 5IFTF WJSBM 3#%T
CJOE UJHIUMZ UP UIFJS 3/" BQUBNFST [CVU BSF SFMBUJWFMZMBSHF 	 BNJOP BDJET

BOE IFODF NBZ B୭GFDUGPMEJOHPS BDUJWJUZ PG UIF SFTVMUJOH GVTJPO QSPUFJO UISPVHI TUFSJD
5IF XPSLQSFTFOUFE JO UIJT DIBQUFS XBTDBSSJFE PVU XJUI "CIJTIFL (BSH BOE IBT CFFO
QVCMJTIFE
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JOUFSBDUJPOT #BZFSFU BM DIBSBDUFSJ[FE TFWFSBMTIPSU BSHJOJOFSJDI NPUJGTUIBU CJOE
3/" BMPOH XJUI UIFJS TZOUIFUJDBMMZ TFMFDUFE 3/" BQUBNFST 8FDIPTF  PG UIFTF TIPSU
3#%BQUBNFS TFUT 	"QQ 'JH "
 BMPOH XJUI .4 BOE 11 UP DSFBUF B MJCSBSZ PG  TVDI
JOUFSBDUJPOT GPSJO WJWP BQQMJDBUJPOT 5IF  TFUT XFSFQJDLFE TP UIBU XFDPVME PCUBJO B
TFU PG CJOEJOH EPNBJOT UIBU XFSFCPUI TIPSU 	 BNJOP BDJET
 UP FOBCMF GBDJMFUBHHJOH
PO FO[ZNFT BOE BMTP NVUVBMMZ PSUIPHPOBM JO CJOEJOH UP UIF DPSSFTQPOEJOH BQUBNFST
	"QQ 'JH "

5PUFTU JO WJWP 3/"QSPUFJOJOUFSBDUJPOT GPSUIF MJCSBSZ PCUBJOFE BCPWFXFNBEF
GVTJPOT PG UIF 3#%TJO GPVSQBJST XJUI JOBDUJWFHSFFO ୯୳VPSFTDFOU QSPUFJO GSBHNFOUT
	TQMJU ('1
 " BOE # SFTQFDUJWFMZ	'JH BOE 'JH 
 5IF GSBHNFOUT XFSFTQMJU BT EF
TDSJCFE CZ 7BMFODJB#VSUPOFU BM $PSSFTQPOEJOH BQUBNFST GPSFBDI QBJS PG 3#%T
XFSFJODMVEFE JO 3/" TFRVFODFT XJUI UIFJS TFDPOEBSZ TUSVDUVSFT EFTJHOFE UP GPMEJOUP
EJTDSFUF TDB୭GPMET	'JH
 5IFTF ؟%ؠ TDB୭GPMETXFSFDPFYQSFTTFE XJUI TQMJU ('1ୖ3#%
GVTJPOT UISPVHI QMBTNJET JO & DPMJ *O DPOUSPM DFMMT XFFYQSFTTFE POMZ UIF TQMJU ('1
3#% GVTJPOT XJUI BO FNQUZ WFDUPSTP UIBU OP TDB୭GPMETGPSDPMPDBMJ[JOH UIF GSBHNFOUT
XFSFQSFTFOU "G୴FS  IPVST PG JOEVDUJPO UIF DFMMT XFSFWJTVBMJ[FE BU Y NBHOJ୮ୢDBUJPO
VOEFS B NJDSPTDPQF UP BTTBZ DFMMVMBS ୯୳VPSFTDFODF JOEJDBUJOH DPMPDBMJ[BUJPO PG UIF TQMJU
('1T UP DSFBUF BDUJWF('1
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1SPUFJO3/"CJOEJOH JO WJWP XBTJO FWJEFODF GPSBMM  BQUBNFS3#% TFUT UFTUFE JO 
QBJST 	'JH 
 8IFO UIF TQMJU ('1 GSBHNFOUT BSF FYQSFTTFE XJUIPVU TDB୭GPMETUIF DFMMT
BSF POMZ EJNMZ ୯୳VPSFTDFOU VQPO DPFYQSFTTJPO XJUI UIF TDB୭GPMETFRVFODF IPXFWFS
TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ CSJHIUFS DFMMT BSF PCTFSWFEQSFTVNBCMZ CFDBVTF UIF TQMJU ('1 GSBHNFOUT
CJOE BEKBDFOU UP FBDI PUIFS PO UIF 3/" TDB୭GPME	'JH
 )JTUPHSBNT TIPXJOH BWFSBHF
DFMMVMBS '*5$JOUFOTJUZ GSPN  DFMMT GPSUIF  QBJST BSF QSFTFOUFE JO 'JH 'PS
BMM GPVSQBJST UFTUFE UIF IJTUPHSBNT TIPX B DMFBSMZ CSJHIUFS QPQVMBUJPO PG DFMMT 	SJHIU
TIJG୴FE EJTUSJCVUJPO
 XIFO UIF TDB୭GPME3/" XBTDPFYQSFTTFE XJUI UIF TQMJU ('1ୖ3#%
GVTJPOT 	'JH
 8FIBWFQSFWJPVTMZ TIPXO TVDI TQMJU ('1 DPNQMFNFOUBUJPO PO 3/"
TDB୭GPMETGPSUIF 11 BOE .4 EPNBJOTؠQBJSXIJDI TFSWFEBT B QPTJUJWFDPOUSPM IFSF
8FBMTP PCTFSWFEFOIBODFE ('1 DPNQMFNFOUBUJPO PO TDB୭GPMETGSPN UISFF QBJST PG
UIF  OFX BQUBNFS3#% QBSUOFST 5IJT HJWFTVT B UPPMLJU PG FJHIU QPUFOUJBM BQUBNFS
QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO TFUT XJUI WBSZJOHTJ[FT BOE CJOEJOH QSPQFSUJFT
 3/"ঋ঒গ঍঒গঐ ঍ঘখঊ঒গজ এঞগঌঝ঒ঘগ ঘগ ঙঘকঢখ঎ছ঒ণ঒গঐ3/" জঌঊএএঘক঍জ
8FTIPXFEUIBU UIF TQMJU ('1 DPNQMFNFOUBUJPO JT F୭୮ୢDJFOU PO 3/" TDB୭GPMETPG
IJHIFS EJNFOTJPOT 	% BOE %
 XJUI UIF OFX 3#%TBOE BQUBNFST BT XFMM 'PSUIJT XF
DIPTF UXPBQUBNFS3#% JOUFSBDUJPO TFUT 11 BOE #*7ୖ5BU 8FDIPTF 11 CFDBVTF PG
JUT UJHIU CJOEJOH BOE BCJMJUZ UP GPSNOPOBHHSFHBUJOH EJNFST PO 3/" BQUBNFST #*7
5BUXBTDIPTFO CFDBVTF JU XBTUIF TUSPOHFTUJOUFSBDUJOH TIPSU EPNBJO GPSXIJDI B DSZT
UBM TUSVDUVSF PG UIF BQUBNFS3#% DPNQMFY JT LOPXO 	"QQ 'JH "
 "T BCPWFXF
FYQSFTTFE GVTFE TQMJU ('1 GSBHNFOUT XJUI B QMBTNJE FYQSFTTJOH FJUIFS OP 3/" PS 3/"
TUSBOET GPS% % PS % 3/" TDB୭GPMET	'JH "
'MVPSFTDFODF NJDSPTDPQF JNBHFT
PG UIF DFMMT XFSFBOBMZ[FE VTJOH TPG୴XBSFQBDLBHFT .JDSPCF5SBDLFS BOE *NBHF+ UP
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RVBOUJGZ BWFSBHF୯୳VPSFTDFODF QFS VOJU BSFB GPSTFWFSBMJNBHFT 	 DFMMT
 PG FBDI TUSBJO
8FQFSGPSNFETUBUJTUJDBM BOBMZTFT	'JH #
UP DBMDVMBUF UIF BWFSBHFDFMMVMBS ୯୳VPSFTDFODF
JOUFOTJUZ JO FBDI DBTF " QSPHSFTTJWFTIJG୴ UPXBSETCSJHIUFS DFMMT VQPO FYQSFTTJPO PG
3/" TDB୭GPMETPG UIF UISFF EJNFOTJPOBMJUJFT XBTPCTFSWFE	'JH "#
 5IF BVUPNBUFE
BOBMZTJTJOEJDBUFE UXPBQQBSFOU QPQVMBUJPOT XIFO UIF ('1 GSBHNFOUT BSF DPFYQSFTTFE
XJUI UIF % TDB୭GPMEWJTVBM JOTQFDUJPO PG UIF ୮ୢFMET DPO୮ୢSNFE UIBU UIFSF BSF UXPQPQV
MBUJPOT PG CSJHIU DFMMT 8FIZQPUIFTJ[FUIBU UIF LJOFUJDT PG 3/" UJMJOH MFBE UP FYUFOEFE
% TDB୭GPMEBTTFNCMZ JO UIF CSJHIUFTU QPQVMBUJPO PG DFMMT FJUIFS EVF UP TNBMM EJ୭GFSFODFT
JO 3/" FYQSFTTJPO MFWFMTPS TUPDIBTUJD DPBMFTDJOH PG NVMUJQMF BTTFNCMJFT
 %঒জঌঞজজ঒ঘগ
8FTIPXJO WJWP GVODUJPOBMJUZ PG B MJCSBSZ PG NPEVMBS 3/" CJOEJOH EPNBJOT BOE BQ
UBNFS TDB୭GPMET 5IFTF 3#%BQUBNFS TFUT BSF F୭GFDUJWFJO DPMPDBMJ[JOH QSPUFJOT XJUIJO
MJWJOH & DPMJ 5IF 3#%BQUBNFS TFUT XFSFVTFE UP SFDPOTUJUVUF TQMJU ('1 GSBHNFOUT
PO B WBSJFUZPG 3/" TDB୭GPMET  BOE  EJNFOTJPOBM 3/" TDB୭GPMETTIPXFEQSPHSFT
TJWFMZNPSF OPUJDFBCMF DPODFOUSBUJPO PG QSPUFJOT 4QMJU ('1 GSBHNFOUT P୭GFSB IBOEZ
UPPM GPSQSPCJOH TVQSBNPMFDVMBS BTTFNCMJFT XIFSF UXPEJTQBSBUF VOJUT OFFET UP CF TQB
UJBMMZ VOJUFE )PXFWFSJNBHJOH PG ('1 GPDJPG୴FO OFFET DPMPDBMJ[BUJPO PG UFOT PG QSP
UFJOT BOE EVF UP EJ୭GSBDUJPO MJNJUT PG PQUJDBM JNBHJOH QSFDJTF HFPNFUSJD EFUBJMT PG UIF
BTTFNCMJFT BSF IBSE UP DBQUVSF 5IF NPEVMBSJUZ PG PVS TDB୭GPMETXPVMEBMMPX UBHHJOH
XJUI PMJHPOVDMFPUJEFT UIBU FOBCMF TVQFSSFTPMVUJPO JNBHJOH 'VSUIFSVTF PG OPO
QSPUFJO ୯୳VPSPQIPSFT NJHIUIFMQ CFUUFS VOEFSTUBOE UIF LJOFUJDT PG TDB୭GPMEBTTFNCMZ
JUTFMG
5IFMJCSBSZ PG  3/" CJOEJOH EPNBJOBQUBNFS TFUT UFTUFE IFSF GPSNTB VTFGVM
UPPMLJU GPSEFTJHOJOH JOWJWPQSPUFJO3/" JOUFSBDUJPOT 5IF MJCSBSZ PG QSPUFJO3/"
QBJST JT PSUIPHPOBM BOE JODMVEFT B SBOHF PG BQUBNFS MFOHUIT CJOEJOH EPNBJO TJ[FT BOE
CJOEJOH EJTTPDJBUJPO DPOTUBOUT 	"QQ 'JHT " "
 $IBSBDUFSJ[BUJPO PG TIPSUFS 3/"
CJOEJOH QFQUJEFT XJMM JO QSJODJQMF FOBCMF GBDJMFFOHJOFFSJOH PG FO[ZNF GVTJPOT XJUI
NJOJNBM QFSUVSCBUJPO UP QSPUFJO TUSVDUVSF 8FIBWFBMTP EFNPOTUSBUFE UIF NPEVMBS
OBUVSF PG PVS 3/" TDB୭GPMEEFTJHO CZ VTJOH UIF BQUBNFS TJUF MJCSBSZ BOE TIPXJOH BT
TFNCMZ PG GVODUJPOBM EJTDSFUF % PS % TDB୭GPMET *O UIF OFYU DIBQUFS XFFNQMPZ UIFTF
TDB୭GPMETBOE BQUBNFS3/" CJOEJOH QBJST UP TIPX UIBU FO[ZNBUJD QBUIXBZTDBO CF




& DPMJ TUSBJO#- 	%&
 UIBU DBSSJFT B NVUBUJPO JT UIF NF 	3/BTF&
 HFOF XBTVTFE
GPSBMM FYQFSJNFOUT EFTDSJCFE IFSF 5IF BQQFOEJY 'JH "MJTUT UIF QMBTNJE TZTUFNTVTFE
GPSFYQSFTTJPO PG UIF WBSJPVTDPNQPOFOUT JO & DPMJ 3/" BOE QSPUFJO FYQSFTTJPO XBT
CBTFE PO /PWBHFO	&.% .JMMJQPSF
 %VFU WFDUPST Q&5%VFU XBTVTFE GPS3/" FY
QSFTTJPO CFDBVTF PG JUT IJHI DPQZ OVNCFS 	 DPQJFTDFMM
 XIJMF UIF MPXFSDPQZ Q"
$:$%VFU	 DPQJFTDFMM
 BOE Q$0-"%VFU 	 DPQJFTDFMM
 XFSFVTFE UP FY
QSFTT QSPUFJOT 'PSDPFYQSFTTJPO XFDPUSBOTGPSNFEDPNQFUFOU #- %& DFMMT XJUI
UIF UXPPS UISFF SFMFWBOUQMBTNJET BOE TFMFDUFE PO QMBUFT XJUI B DPNCJOBUJPO PG BOUJCJ
PUJDT
 .঒ঌছঘজঌঘঙঢঊগ঍ ঊগঊকঢজ঒জ
'PS('1 NJDSPTDPQZ FYQFSJNFOUT DFMMT XFSFHSPXO JO -# NFEJB BOE JOEVDFE XJUI
 N. *15(BU 0%  $FMMT XFSFBMMPXFEUP HSPX GPS NPSF IPVST BU p$ XJUI
TIBLJOH 5IFZ XFSFUIFO XBTIFEXJUI . NFEJB UP SFEVDF UIF CBDLHSPVOE ୯୳VPSFT
DFODF GSPN -# NFEJB $FMMT XFSFQMBDFE PO ॎ DMFBS BHBSPTF QBET BOE BOBMZ[FE VTJOH B
/JLPO 5& NJDSPTDPQF 	Y  OVNFSJDBM BQFSUVSF PCKFDUJWF03$"ୖ&3 DIBSHF
DPVQMFE EFWJDF DBNFSB '*5$DIBOOFM 5IF JNBHFT XFSFBOBMZ[FE VTJOH UIF TPG୴XBSF
QBDLBHFT *NBHF+ BOE .JDSPCF5SBDLFS 8FDBMDVMBUFE UIF BWFSBHFDFMMVMBS ୯୳VP
SFTDFODF VTJOH .JDSPCF5SBDLFSBOE QMPUUFE UIF EJTUSJCVUJPO BT IJTUPHSBNT VTJOH UIF
TPG୴XBSF%BUB(SBQI  7JTVBM %BUB5PPMT*OD
"U UIF BUPNJD MFWFM XF IBWF OFX LJOET PG GPSDॶ BOE
OFX LJOET PG QPTTJCJMJUJॶ OFX LJOET PG F׸FDUT * BN ॵ
* TBJE JOTQJSFE CZ UIF CJPMPHJDBM QIFOPNFOB JO XIJDI
DIFNJDBM GPSDॶ BSF VTFE JO B SFQFUJUJPॸ GBTIJPO UP
QSPEVDF BMM LJOET PG XFJSE F׸FDUT
3JDIBSE1 'FZONBO5IFSFԙT QMFOUZ PG 3PPN BU UIF
#PUUPN
3
*ODSFBTF JO NFUBCPMJD PVUQVU GSPN
3/"TDB୭GPMET
#঒ঘখঘক঎ঌঞকঊছ ঘছঐঊগ঒ণঊঝ঒ঘগজঊঌ঑঒঎ট঎গঊগঘজঌঊক঎ ঙছ঎ঌ঒জ঒ঘগMFBEJOH UP UIF
DPNQMFY QSPQFSUJFT BOE CFIBWJPS UIBU 'FZONBO NBSWFMFEUIBU 4ZOUIFUJD CJPMPHZ
UPEBZ FOBCMFT UIF LJOE PG NPMFDVMBS MFWFMFOHJOFFSJOH UIBU IF QSFTDJFOUMZ TVHHFTUFE
$POUJOVJOH XJUI UIF BJN PG VTJOH UIF QSFDJTF NPMFDVMBS JOUFSBDUJPOT GPSJODSFBTJOH UIF
୯୳VY PG TFMFDUFE NFUBCPMJD QBUIXBZTUIJT DIBQUFS EFUBJMT JOUFSFTUJOH OPWFMF୭GFDUTBU UIF
OBOPTDBMF UIBU GBDJMJUBUFTVDI BQQMJDBUJPOT
5IFSPMF PG FO[ZNF DPMPDBMJ[BUJPO JO QBUIXBZTUIBU JOWPMWFEJ୭GVTJCMF JOUFSNFEJBUFT
DPOUJOVFT UP CF EFCBUFE 8IJMF TPNF BOBMZTFTSFMZ PO UISFF EJNFOTJPOBM EJ୭GVTJPO
NPEFMT UP BSHVF UIBU UIF F୭GFDUJWFOFTTPG TVCTUSBUF DIBOOFMJOH NBZ CF MJNJUFE UP DBTFT
XIFSF JOUFSNFEJBUF QPPMT BSF EJMVUFPUIFST IBWFTVHHFTUFE B NPSF HFOFSBM ؟NPMFDV
MBS DSPXEJOHؠIZQPUIFTJT 5IF MBUUFS WJFX JT TVQQPSUFE CZ B SFDFOU TUVEZJO XIJDI
UIF BVUIPST EFNPOTUSBUFE JODSFBTFE USBOTGFSPG IZESPHFOQFSPYJEF CFUXFFOFO[ZNFT
TDB୭GPMEFEJO WJUSP *O UIBU TUVEZB EJTDPOUJOVPVT JODSFBTF JO JOUFSNFEJBUF DIBOOFM
JOH XBTPCTFSWFEGPSQSPUFJOT UFUIFSFE MFTT UIBO  ON BQBSU 5IF BVUIPST QSPQPTFE B
NFDIBOJTN PG NFUBCPMJUF DIBOOFMJOH CZ SFTUSJDUFE EJ୭GVTJPO PO IZESBUJPOMBZFSTBDSPTT
DSPXEFEQSPUFJO TVSGBDFT .FUBCPMJUFEJ୭GVTJPO NBZ CF QBSUJDVMBSMZ SFTUSJDUFE GPSIZ
ESPQIPCJD TVCTUSBUFT TVDI BT GBUUZBDJET BOE SFMBUFE NPMFDVMFT XIJDI NBZ BTTPDJBUF
XJUI QSPUFJO TVSGBDFTNPSF TUSPOHMZ UIBO IZESPQIJMJDTVCTUSBUFT *O UIJT SFHBSE UIF
UXPTUFQBMLBOF TZOUIFTJT QBUIXBZEFTDSJCFE CZ 4DIJSNFS FU BM JTPG JOUFSFTU CFDBVTF
JU JOWPMWFTBO VODIBSHFE BMEFIZEFJOUFSNFEJBUF 5IF UXPFO[ZNFT BDZM"$1SFEVDUBTF
BOE BMEFIZEFEFGPSNZMBUJOHPYZHFOBTF DBO CF IFUFSPMPHPVTMZ FYQSFTTFE JO & DPMJ
UP QSPEVDF QFOUBEFDBOF "MTP PG JOUFSFTU JT UIF DIBOOFMJOH PG DPGBDUPSTBOE DBSCPYZMJD
BDJET TJODF UIFZ GPSNJOUFSNFEJBUFT JO TFWFSBMJOEVTUSJBMMZ SFMFWBOUNFUBCPMJD QSPEVDUT
4VDDJOBUF JT POF TVDI QSPEVDU XIFSF QBUIXBZFOHJOFFSJOH IBT GPDVTFEPO JODSFBTJOH
TVQQMZ PG PYBMPBDFUBUF BOE /"%) $PMPDBMJ[BUJPO PG FO[ZNFT TVDI UIBU UIF
GBUUZBMEFIZEFJOUFSNFEJBUF PS PYBMPBDFUBUF BOE /"%) BSF USBOTGFSSFEEJSFDUMZ GSPN
UIF TVSGBDFPG POF FO[ZNF UP UIF PUIFS DPVME FOIBODF QSPEVDUJPO PG QFOUBEFDBOF BOE
TVDDJOBUF SFTQFDUJWFMZ
)FSFBT JO DIBQUFS  XF FYQSFTTTZOUIFUJD 3/" TUSBOET DPNQSJTFE PG QPMZNFSJ[B
UJPO EPNBJOT BOE BQUBNFST JO & DPMJ 8FIBWFTFFO UIBU QPMZNFSJ[BUJPO EPNBJOT BM
MPX GPSBTTFNCMZ PG 3/" TUSBOET JOUP B TVQSBNPMFDVMBS TUSVDUVSF VQPO XIJDI QSPUFJOT
DBO CF F୭GFDUJWFMZDPMPDBMJ[FE *O FYQFSJNFOUT EFTDSJCFE JO UIF DVSSFOU DIBQUFS GVTJPOT
PG 3/"CJOEJOH EPNBJOT XJUI FO[ZNFT JOWPMWFEB UXPTUFQQFOUBEFDBOF QBUIXBZ
BSF DPFYQSFTTFE UP BMMPX BTTFNCMZ POUP UIF 3/" TDB୭GPMET 8FTIPX UIBU JODSFBTFE
QSPEVDUJPO PG QFOUBEFDBOF EFQFOET PO UIF SFMBUJWFHFPNFUSJD PSJFOUBUJPO PG FO[ZNFT
'VSUIFSXFSFQPSU IJHIFS NFUBCPMJD PVUQVU PO 3/" TDB୭GPMETXJUI VQ UP  FO[ZNFT
DPMPDBMJ[FE GSPN B NVMUJTUFQ TVDDJOBUF QSPEVDUJPO QBUIXBZ 0VS SFTVMUT TVHHFTU UIBU
UIF TQFDJ୮ୢD PSJFOUBUJPO BOE QMBDFNFOU PG FO[ZNFT PO UIF TDB୭GPMEFOIBODFT QBUIXBZ
୯୳VY DPOTJTUFOU XJUI SFTUSJDUFE TVCTUSBUF EJ୭GVTJPO
 *গঌছ঎ঊজ঎঍ঙ঎গঝঊ঍঎ঌঊগ঎ঙছঘ঍ঞঌঝ঒ঘগঘগ 3/" জঌঊএএঘক঍জ
5PVTF 3/" TDB୭GPMETGPSNFUBCPMJD TVCTUSBUF DIBOOFMJOH XFFNQMPZFEB UXPTUFQ
QFOUBEFDBOF QSPEVDUJPO QBUIXBZ	'JH
 XIJDI IBT SFDFOUMZ CFFO DIBSBDUFSJ[FE VT




/DBSCPO GBUUZBDZM"$1TUP BMLBOFT PG MFOHUI / 'PSFYBNQMF ""3 SFEVDFT UIF $
BDZM"$1NPMFDVMF UP QSPEVDF B GBUUZBMEFIZEFIFYBEFDBOBM 	$)$)0
 XIJDI
VOEFSHPFT EFGPSNZMBUJPODBUBMZ[FE CZ "%0 UP GPSNQFOUBEFDBOF )PXFWFSVQPO
DPFYQSFTTJPO PG UIFTF UXPFO[ZNFT JO & DPMJ UIF NBKPS QSPEVDUT BSF BMDPIPMT BOE OPU
BMLBOFT 5IF JOUFSNFEJBUF BMEFIZEFBQQFBST UP CF CF OPOTQFDJ୮ୢDBMMZ SFEVDFE CZ BMEF
IZEFSFEVDUBTFT JO UIF DFMM 8FIZQPUIFTJ[FEUIBU JG IFYBEFDBOBM DPVME CF TFMFDUJWFMZ
5IF XPSLQSFTFOUFE JO UIJT DIBQUFS XBTDBSSJFE PVU XJUI %BWJE(PEEJOH BOE +F୭GSFZ 8BZ
BOE IBT CFFO QVCMJTIFE
                                                                 
                
                                                                                 
                                                                                     
DIBOOFMFE GSPN ""3 UP "%0 PO TDB୭GPMETBO JODSFBTF JO QFOUBEFDBOF XPVMEPDDVS
(FOFUJDGVTJPOT PG ""3 BOE "%0 UP 3/" CJOEJOH EPNBJOT XFSFDPOTUSVDUFE PO
UIF /UFSNJOJ PG UIF FO[ZNFT ""3 XBTUBHHFE XJUI #*7ୖ5BUBOE "%0 XBTGVTFE
UP 11 CPUI GVTJPOT SFUBJOFE BDUJWJUZ 	'JH 
BMUIPVHI BUUFNQUFE GVTJPOT XJUI UIF
.4 GBJMFEUP TIPX BDUJWJUZ & DPMJ FYQSFTTJOHUIF UXPFO[ZNF GVTJPOT XFSFHSPXO BOE
BMLBOF MFWFMTJO UIF TVQFSOBUBOU XFSFNFBTVSFE 	TFF TFDUJPO  .BUFSJBMTBOE NFUI
PET
 1FOUBEFDBOF QSPEVDUJPO XIJDI JT BCTFOU JO 85 & DPMJ XBTPCTFSWFE	'JH 

DPO୮ୢSNJOH DBUBMZUJD BDUJWJUZ PG UIF GVTJPO QSPUFJOT 8FNFBTVSFE BMLBOF QSPEVDUJPO
BG୴FS  IPVST PG MPHQIBTF HSPXUI JO CBUDI DVMUVSFT XIJMF FBSMJFS XPSLIBT SFQPSUFE
IJHIFS MFWFMTDBO CF BDIJFWFEGSPN VQ UP  IPVST PG JOEVDFE HSPXUI *O BEEJUJPO XF
BMTP PCTFSWFEPUIFS BMLBOF QSPEVDUT IPXFWFSMFWFMTXFSFNVDI TNBMMFS UIBO QFOUBEF
DBOF DPOTJTUFOU XJUI QSFWJPVT SFQPSUTBOE DPVME OPU CF BDDVSBUFMZ RVBOUJ୮ୢFE
8IFOUIF FO[ZNF GVTJPOT XFSFDPFYQSFTTFE XJUI % PS % 3/" TDB୭GPMETDPO
UBJOJOH UIFJS DPHOBUF CJOEJOH TJUFT 	'JH 
 JO& DPMJ BMLBOF QSPEVDUJPO XBTFOIBODFE
CZ ॎ DPNQBSFE UP DPFYQSFTTJPO XJUI BO FNQUZ WFDUPSPS B % TDB୭GPMEBT BTTBZFE
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CZ QFOUBEFDBOF MFWFMTJO FUIZMBDFUBUF FYUSBDUT 	'JH
 8FBMTP NFBTVSFE QSPEVDUJPO
PG IFYBEFDBOPM POF PG UIF BMDPIPM TJEF QSPEVDUT SFQPSUFE XIFO ""3 BOE "%0 BSF
DPFYQSFTTFE 8FPCTFSWFUIBU UIF IFYBEFDBOPM MFWFMTBSF SFEVDFE XIFO FO[ZNFT BSF
DPMPDBMJ[FE PO UIFJS DPHOBUF % TDB୭GPMETDPNQBSFE UP FYQSFTTJPO XJUIPVU BOZ3/"
TDB୭GPMET	'JH 
 "T B DPOUSPM FYQSFTTJPO PG UIF FO[ZNFT XJUI B % TDB୭GPMEMBDLJOH
UIF DPHOBUF BQUBNFST TIPXFEOP EJ୭GFSFODFGSPN UIF FNQUZ WFDUPSDPOUSPM 	'JHT
BOE
 5IF NJTNBUDIFE TDB୭GPMEDBSSJFE CJOEJOH TJUFT GPS3FW32 BOE .4 JOTUFBE
PG UIF #*7ୖ5"5BOE 11 BQUBNFST -BDL PG BOZF୭GFDUPO UIF NJTNBUDIFE TDB୭GPME
TIPXTUIBU DPFYQSFTTJPO XJUI UIF DPSSFDU DPHOBUF TDB୭GPMEXBTOFDFTTBSZ GPSBO F୭GFDU
8FBMTP TPVHIU EJSFDU FWJEFODF PG FO[ZNF3/" TDB୭GPMEJOUFSBDUJPO JO PVS DP
FYQSFTTJPO TZTUFN 'PSUIJT XF67DSPTTMJOLFE QSPUFJO3/" JOUFSBDUJPOT JO DFMMT FY
QSFTTJOH UIF QFOUBEFDBOF QBUIXBZFO[ZNFT BOE DPQVSJ୮ୢFE #*7ୖ5"5ୖ""3XJUI BOZ
                                                                                  
                                                                                      
                                                                                   
                                                                                       
                                                                               
                                                                      
CPVOE 3/" 	'JH
 #*7ୖ5"5ୖ""3XBTUBHHFE XJUI Y)JTUJEJOF BOE DPVME CF TFFO
POMZ VQPO QVSJ୮ୢDBUJPO XJUI /J/5"NBHOFUJD CFBET BOE OPU XIFO SBOEPN *H" 
*H( CFBET XFSFVTFE BT DPOUSPM 	'JH
 "G୴FS EJHFTUJPO PG UIF QSPUFJO BOE 3/" QV
SJ୮ୢDBUJPO XFMPPLFE GPSQSFTFODF PG TDB୭GPME3/" MFWFMTCZ RVBOUJUBUJWF35ୖ1$3
*OUFSOBM QSJNFST XFSFEFTJHOFE UP BNQMJGZ TDB୭GPME3/" BOE BT XFMMDFMMVMBS HBQ"
N3/" 8IJMF TDB୭GPME3/" BOE HBQ" BSF CPUI EFUFDUFE JO VOQVSJ୮ୢFE DFMM MZTBUFT
FYQSFTTJOH % TDB୭GPMETPOMZ UIF TDB୭GPME3/" JT EFUFDUFE GSPN UIF FYUSBDUT DPQVSJ୮ୢFE
XJUI #*7ୖ5"5ୖ""3/FJUIFS HBQ" OPS TDB୭GPME3/" BSF EFUFDUFE GSPN UIF *H"*H(
QVMM EPXOT 5IJT TVHHFTUT UIBU XIJMF B DPOUSPM N3/" MJLF HBQ" EPFTOؠU JOUFSBDU XJUI
PVS FO[ZNFT BQQSFDJBCMZJOUFSBDUJPOT PG #*7ୖ5"5ୖ""3BOE UIF DPFYQSFTTFE % TDBG
GPMEBSF TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ IJHIFS 5PFOTVSF UIBU UIF FOIBODFE TZOUIFTJT SF୯୳FDUFE JO 'JH 
XBTEVF UP TDB୭GPMEJOHPG UIF FO[ZNFT BOE OPU EJ୭GFSFOUJBMFYQSFTTJPO XFDPNQBSFE
QSPUFJO MFWFMTVTJOH 4USFQ BOE Y )JT UBHT JODMVEFE JO UIF GVTJPOT GPS""3 BOE "%0
SFTQFDUJWFMZ ތVBOUJUBUJWF8FTUFSOCMPUT XFSFQSFQBSFE PO DFMM FYUSBDUT BOE FO[ZNF
MFWFMTXFSFGPVOEUP CF VOB୭GFDUFECZ DPFYQSFTTJPO XJUI TDB୭GPMET	'JH 
 5IJT JO
EJDBUFT UIBU XIFO XFFYQSFTTFE UIF UXPFO[ZNFQBUIXBZJO UIF QSFTFODF PG  PS  EJ
NFOTJPOBM QPMZNFSJ[JOH 3/" TDB୭GPMETIJHIFS QFOUBEFDBOF UJUFST XFSFSFBMJ[FE GPSUIF
TBNF BNPVOUT PG QSPUFJOT FYQSFTTFE
 "কঔঊগ঎ ঢ঒঎ক঍ ঎গ঑ঊগঌ঎খ঎গঝ ঑঒ঐ঑঎জঝ ঒গ ঎ডঙঘগ঎গঝ঒ঊক ঐছঘঠঝ঑ঙ঑ঊজ঎
*O BQQMJFE BOE JOEVTUSJBM TFUUJOHT DPOUJOVPVT DVMUVSFT BSF NPSF DPNNPOMZ FNQMPZFE
TJODF UIFZ BMMPX GPSGBTUFSQSPDFTT SBUFT MFTTFS EPXO UJNF BOE CFUUFS DPOUSPMMFE TUBO
EBSE DPOEJUJPOT 0OF TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU EJ୭GFSFODFCFUXFFOCBUDI BOE DPOUJOVPVT NPEFT
PG HSPXUI JT UIF WBSJBCJMJUZJO HSPXUI SBUF 8IJMF DPOUJOVPVT DVMUVSFT NBJOUBJO VOJ
GPSNHSPXUI SBUFT BU BMM UJNFT CBUDI DVMUVSFT GPMMPXTJHNPJE HSPXUI DVSWFTXJUI UIF
FYQPOFOUJBM QIBTF SFQSFTFOUJOH B TVCQFSJPE PG TVTUBJOFE VOJGPSNHSPXUI
8FUFTUFE UIF % TDB୭GPMEQSPEVDJOH TUSBJO GPSQFOUBEFDBOF ZJFMET BU EJ୭GFSFOUQPJOUT
JO CBUDI DVMUVSF BOE DPNQBSFE UIBU UP UIF TUSBJO DBSSZJOH BO FNQUZ WFDUPS	'JH
 8F
NFBTVSFE QFOUBEFDBOF QSPEVDUJPO GSPN CBUDI DVMUVSFT BU UISFF EJ୭GFSFOUUJNF QPJOUT
 IPVST 	NJE FYQPOFOUJBM QIBTF
  IPVST 	FBSMZ TUBUJPOBSZ QIBTF
 BOE  IPVST 	MBUF
TUBUJPOBSZ QIBTF
 BG୴FS JOEVDUJPO "T DBO CF TFFO JO 'JH "JO HFOFSBM IJHIFS UJUFST
BSF PCTFSWFEGPSMBUFS UJNF QPJOUT )PXFWFSXIFO XFDPNQBSF UIF GSBDUJPOBM JODSFBTF
JO QFOUBEFDBOF QSPEVDUJPO EVF UP TDB୭GPMEJOHUIF USFOE JT SFWFSTFE "U UIF  IPVST
UJNF QPJOU XFPCTFSWFBO ॎ IJHIFS UJUFS GSPN % TDB୭GPMET )PXFWFSUIF GSBDUJPOBM
JODSFBTF CFDBNF TNBMMFS BU  IPVST BOE MFTT TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU BU  IPVST BG୴FS JOEVDUJPO
	'JH"
 &O[ZNFMFWFMTXFSFBHBJO RVBOUJ୮ୢFE CZ XFTUFSOCMPUT BOE SFMBUJWFQSPUFJO
FYQSFTTJPO MFWFMTBU UIF UISFF UJNF QPJOUT XFSFDPNQBSFE UIF BWFSBHFFO[ZNF MFWFMT
                                                                                      
                                                                                         
                                                                                     
                                                                                 
                                       
XFSFOPU TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ EJ୭GFSFOUBU BOZPG UIF UJNF QPJOUT 	'JH #
 )PXFWFSUIF MBUFS
NFBTVSFNFOUT DBSSJFE MBSHFS FSSPS CBST TIPXJOH B NBSLFE JODSFBTF JO WBSJBCJMJUZPG
FO[ZNF DPODFOUSBUJPO
 'কঞড঎গ঑ঊগঌ঎খ঎গঝ ঍঎ঙ঎গ঍জ ঘগ ঐ঎ঘখ঎ঝছঢঘএ জঌঊএএঘক঍঎঍ ঎গণঢখ঎জ
5IF 3/" TDB୭GPMEP୭GFSTTUSVDUVSBM ୯୳FYJCJMJUZ UIBU NJHIU CF GVSUIFS NPEJ୮ୢFE UP FO
IBODF UIF JOUFSQMBZ PG BTTPDJBUFE FO[ZNFT 4PNF TUVEJFT IBWFQSPCFE UIF F୭GFDUPG
WBSZJOHOVNCFST PG CJOEJOH TJUFT PS EJ୭GFSFOUJOUFSFO[ZNF EJTUBODFT PO NFUBCPMJD
DIBOOFMJOH )FSF XFJOWFTUJHBUFUIF F୭GFDUPG BMUFSJOH SFMBUJWFFO[ZNF PSJFOUBUJPO
PO UIF TDB୭GPME 5IF TUSVDUVSF PG UXPEJNFOTJPOBMTIFFUT 	'JH 
 SFTVMUJOH GSPN BT
TFNCMZ PG UIF 3/" PMJHPOVDMFPUJEFT 	"QQ 'JH "
UIBU NBLF VQ UIF TDB୭GPMEDBO CF
JOGFSSFECBTFE PO UIF IFMJDJUZ PG EPVCMFTUSBOEFE 3/" 	 CQUVSO
 UIF TUSVDUVSF PG
)PMMJEBZ KVODUJPOTBOE HFOFSBM QSJODJQMFT PG OVDMFJD BDJE OBOPUFDIOPMPHZ 'PVS
TUSBOET 	"#
DPNF UPHFUIFS UP GPSNB VOJU UJMF XIJDI QPMZNFSJ[FT JO UXPEJNFOTJPOT
UISPVHI CBTF QBJS JOUFSBDUJPOT PO UIF UJMF DPSOFST 5IF BQUBNFST BSF QSFTFOUFE PO UXP
EJ୭GFSFOUTJEFT PG UIF QMBOF PG UIF VOJU UJMF BT TIPXO 	'JHT  BOE "
 &BDIVOJU UJMF
IBT GPVSCQ TUJDLZ FOET UIBU CBTFQBJS XJUI EJBHPOBMMZ SFMBUFE VOJUT 5ISPVHI UIFTF
JOUFSBDUJPOT POF 11 BQUBNFS BOE POF #*7ୖ5BUBQUBNFS FNFSHF PO UIF TBNF TJEF PG
UIF TDB୭GPMEQMBOF BU FBDI DPSOFS PG UIF VOJU UJMFT 	'JHT  BOE "

8FDPOTUSVDUFE B IJHIMFWFMNPEFM PG UIJT BQUBNFS QBJS GSPN 1%# ୮ୢMFT PG BQUBNFS
CJOEJOH QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT EPVCMFTUSBOEFE 3/"T BOE UIF EFGPSNZMBUJOHPYZHFOBTF
FO[ZNF GSPN B SFMBUFE PSHBOJTN 5IF FO[ZNFT CFJOH DPMPDBMJ[FE PO UIF TDB୭GPME
CJOE BOE GPSN11BQUBNFS 	1%# ތ69
 BOE #*7ୖ5BUBQUBNFS	1%# "9

DPNQMFYFT 4VDI DPNQMFYFT DBO CF USFBUFE BT SJHJE FMFNFOUT DPNQPTFE PG 11MJOLFS
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"%0 BOE #*7ୖ5BUMJOLFS""3GVTJPO QSPUFJOT XIJDI BSF FYQFDUFE UP CF VOEFS DPO
TUSBJOFE #SPXOJBO NPUJPO BT QSFEJDUFE CZ UIF DPBSTFHSBJOFE NPMFDVMBS EZOBNJDT
TJNVMBUJPO BQQSPBDI PG 3PCJOTPO.PTIFSFU BM *O 'JH " UIF DSZTUBMTUSVDUVSF
PG "%0 JT SFQSFTFOUFE CZ 1SPDIMPSPDPDDVT NBSJOVT BMEFIZEFEFGPSNZMBUJOHPYZHFOBTF
	1%# ,72
XIJDI IBT ॎ TFRVFODF JEFOUJUZ UP UIF 4 FMPOHBUVT FO[ZNF VTFE IFSF
8FGPVOEUIBU TZTUFNBUJDBEEJUJPO PG CBTF QBJST UP UIF TUFNMPPQ TUSVDUVSF PG BOUJ#*7
5BUBQUBNFS JEFOUJ୮ୢFE TDB୭GPMEWBSJBOUTXJUI JODSFBTFE BDUJWJUZ 5PFYQMPSF UIF F୭GFDU
PG DIBOHJOH UIF QPTJUJPO PG UIF SFEVDUBTF XFBEEFE  CBTF QBJST UP UIF #*7ୖ5BUIBJS
QJO PO UIF % TDB୭GPMEUP HP UISPVHI BO FOUJSF 3/" IFMJDBM UVSO 	'JH"
8FUIFO
NFBTVSFE UIF QFOUBEFDBOF TZOUIFTJT GSPN DFMMT FYQSFTTJOH UIF UXFMWF% TDB୭GPMETXJUI
UIF #*7ୖ5BU""3BOE 11"%0 GVTJPO QSPUFJOT 	'JH#
 "T CFGPSFUIF TUSBJOT XFSF
HSPXO BFSPCJDBMMZJOEVDFE BOE ୮ୢOBMMZ FYUSBDUFE XJUI FUIZMBDFUBUF GPSBTTBZJOH QFO
UBEFDBOF QSPEVDUJPO 5IF FO[ZNFT DPFYQSFTTFE XJUI BO FNQUZ WFDUPSTFSWFEBT DPO
USPM "MM EFTJHOT TIPXFEJODSFBTFE QFOUBEFDBOF QSPEVDUJPO SFMBUJWFUP UIF OPTDB୭GPME
DBTF 	'JH #
 5IF JODSFBTF JO QSPEVDUJPO SBOHFT GSPN ॎ 	CQ
 UP ॎ 	CQ

HSFBUFS UIBO DPFYQSFTTJPO XJUIPVU TDB୭GPMET
"TUSJLJOH QBUUFSO PG QFOUBEFDBOF TZOUIFTJT XBTPCTFSWFEBT B GVODUJPO PG IBJSQJO
TUFN MFOHUI QBSUJDVMBSMZ XJUI TUFNT PG  CBTF QBJST 4ZOUIFTJT XBTOFBSNBYJNBM
XJUI  BOE CQ TUFNT NBYJNBM XJUI  BOE CQ TUFNT BOE NJOJNBM XJUI B CQ
TUFN 	'JH#
5IFTF SFTVMUT NBZ CF JOUFSQSFUFE JO UFSNT PG B NPEFM 	'JH 
XIFSF
UIF QFBLT JO BDUJWJUZ XJUI TUFNT PG MFOHUIT    BOE CQ NBZ DPSSFTQPOE UP UIF
BDZM"$1SFEVDUBTF CFJOH JO QSPYJNJUZ UP POF PS UIF PUIFS PG UIF EFGPSNZMBUJOHPYZHF
OBTFT GVTFE UP UIF EJNFSJD 11 QSPUFJO
5PFOTVSF UIBU UIFTF F୭GFDUTXFSFTPMFMZ EVF UP DIBOHFT JO TDB୭GPMEEFTJHO XFNFB
TVSFE UIF SFMBUJWFMFWFMTPG TDB୭GPME3/" BOE FO[ZNF QSPEVDUJPO GPSTUSBJOT XJUI UIF
   BOE  CBTF QBJS TDB୭GPMET 8FFYUSBDUFE UPUBM DFMMVMBS 3/" GSPN DFMM QFMMFUT
GPSFBDI TUSBJO BG୴FS BO JOEVDUJPO FYQFSJNFOU BOE NFBTVSFE TDB୭GPME3/" MFWFMTCZ
RVBOUJUBUJWF35ୖ1$3 0ODF BHBJO QSJNFST UP NFBTVSF UIF % TDB୭GPME3/" MFWFMBOE
FOEPHFOPVT DFMMVMBS QPPMT PG HBQ" N3/" XFSFVTFE 	'JH$
"MM NFBTVSFE TDBG
GPME3/"T XFSFQSPEVDFE BU BCPVU UIF TBNF MFWFMTXJUI B WBSJBUJPOPG POMZ  UP GPME
DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP UIF FSSPS PG R1$3 &O[ZNFMFWFMTXFSFNFBTVSFE CZ RVBOUJUBUJWF
XFTUFSOCMPUT PO DFMM QFMMFU FYUSBDUT GSPN UIFTF TUSBJOT 	'JH %
 OP TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU EJ୭GFS
FODF JO FO[ZNF DPODFOUSBUJPOT CFUXFFOUIF TUSBJOT BOE UIF OPTDB୭GPMEDPOUSPMT XFSF
TFFO
 -ঘঌঊক঒ণ঒গঐখঞকঝ঒ঙক঎঎গণঢখ঎জ ঘগ 3/" জঌঊএএঘক঍জ
3/" TDB୭GPMETDBO CF VTFE UP FOIBODF QBUIXBZ୯୳VY JO MPOHFS NVMUJTUFQ FO[ZNBUJD
QBUIXBZT 8FDIPTF UIF DPNNFSDJBMMZ SFMFWBOUTVDDJOBUF QSPEVDUJPO QBUIXBZUIBU
IBT NVMUJQMF SBUF MJNJUJOH DPOUSPM QPJOUT BU UIF QZSVWBUFVUJMJ[BUJPO OPEF 	'JH

1SPEVDUJPO PG PYBMPBDFUBUF UISPVHI QZSVWBUFDBSCPYZMBTF 	1:$
FOIBODFT ୯୳VY UP
XBSETTVDDJOBUF 'VSUIFSJODSFBTFE TVDDJOBUF QSPEVDUJPO JT OPUFE XIFO B /"%
EFQFOEFOU GPSNBUFEFIZESPHFOBTF	'%)
 HFOFSBUFT /"%) B DPGBDUPSVTFE JO UIF
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DPOWFSTJPOPG PYBMPBDFUBUF UP NBMBUF CZ NBMBUF EFIZESPHFOBTF	.%)

5IVTXFXBOUFEUP UFTU JG TDB୭GPMEJOHPG 1:$	GSPN 3IJ[PCJVN FUMJ
.%) 	GSPN
& DPMJ
BOE '%) 	GSPN $BOEJEB CPJEJOJJ
PO B % TDB୭GPMESFTVMUT JO JODSFBTFE SFEJ
SFDUJPO PG QZSVWBUFUPXBSETTVDDJOBUF JO& DPMJ 	'JH
 8FBMTP UFTUFE B  FO[ZNF
DPMPDBMJ[BUJPO TDIFNF JO XIJDI B DZBOPCBDUFSJBMDBSCPOJD BOIZESBTF	F$"
 LOPXO UP
JODSFBTF PYBMPBDFUBUF ୯୳VY UPXBSETTVDDJOBUF XBTJODMVEFE 	'JH 
 8FNBEF GVTJPOT
PG 1:$.%) '%) BOE F$" XJUI 3/" CJOEJOH EPNBJOT 11 #*7ୖ5"5MBNC
EB/ BOE 3FW32 SFTQFDUJWFMZ 8FPCTFSWFUIBU DPFYQSFTTJPO PG 111:$#*7ୖ5"5
.%) BOE MBNCEB/ୖ'%) XJUI B % TDB୭GPMEDPOUBJOJOH UIF DPSSFTQPOEJOH BQUBNFST
MFBET UP ॎ IJHIFS TVDDJOBUF QSPEVDUJPO UIBO FYQSFTTJPO PG UIF FO[ZNF GVTJPOT XJUI
BO FNQUZ WFDUPS	'JH 
 8IFO 3FW32F$" JT BMTP FYQSFTTFE XJUI UIFTF UISFF FO
[ZNFT UIF OFX DPSSFTQPOEJOH TDB୭GPMEXJUI  BQUBNFST MFBET UP BO ॎ JODSFBTF 	'JH

 5IFTF SFTVMUT JOEJDBUF UIBU JOUFSNFEJBUFT BT EJWFSTFJO UIFJS DIFNJDBM DPNQPTJUJPO
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BT PYBMPBDFUBUF /"%) BOE )$0
 DBOMJLFMZ CF DIBOOFMFE UPXBSETEFTJSFE QSPEVDU
GPSNBUJPOPO 3/" TDB୭GPMETXJUI  EJ୭GFSFOUNPEVMBS BQUBNFS TJUFT
 %঒জঌঞজজ঒ঘগ
$PNQBSUNFOUBMJ[BUJPO BOE TDB୭GPMEJOHPG FO[ZNFT BSF F୭GFDUJWFTUSBUFHJFT GPSUIF DPO
USPM PG DFMMVMBS NFUBCPMJTN JO CPUI OBUVSBM BOETZOUIFUJD
TZTUFNT *O UIJT XPSLXFFTUBCMJTIFE B UPPMLJU GPSEFTJHOJOH QSPUFJO3/" JOUFSBDUJPOT
UIBU XPSLJOTJEF DFMMT BOE VTFE JU UP FOIBODF NFUBCPMJD TVCTUSBUF DIBOOFMJOH JO B CJP
GVFM QSPEVDUJPO QBUIXBZ 5IF LFZ GFBUVSFTPG PVS TZTUFNBSF UIF FYQSFTTJPO JO DFMMT
PG 3/"T UIBU GPSNB NVMUJEJNFOTJPOBM OBOPTUSVDUVSF TDB୭GPMEXJUI CJOEJOH TJUFT
GPS3/"CJOEJOH EPNBJOT 	BQUBNFST
 BOE DPFYQSFTTJPO PG GVTJPOT CFUXFFOTQFDJ୮ୢD
3/"CJOEJOH EPNBJOT 	3#%T
BOE FO[ZNFT EF୮ୢOJOH B NFUBCPMJD QBUIXBZ
)BWJOHTIPXO 	JO DIBQUFS 
 BTTFNCMZ PG   BOE  EJNFOTJPOBM 3/" TDB୭GPMET
XIJDI XFSFQSPHSFTTJWFMZNPSF F୭GFDUJWFJO TVCDFMMVMBS DPMPDBMJ[BUJPO PG QSPUFJOT XF
OFYU VTFE UIFTF UPPMT UP EFNPOTUSBUF NFUBCPMJD DIBOOFMJOH PO 3/" TDB୭GPMETJOTJEF
DFMMT " UXPFO[ZNFQFOUBEFDBOF TZOUIFTJT QBUIXBZXJUI B MBCJMF BMEFIZEFJOUFSNF
EJBUF XBTMPDBMJ[FE PO UIF TDB୭GPMET 4DB୭GPMETXJUI  BOE EJNFOTJPOBM BTTFNCMJFT
TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ JODSFBTFE QBUIXBZZJFMET 8FTIPXFEEJSFDU FWJEFODF PG FO[ZNF3/" JO
UFSBDUJPO BOE TZTUFNBUJDBMMZSFPSJFOUFE POF PG UIF FO[ZNFT PO UIF TDB୭GPME 8FGPVOE
UIBU JO UIF CFTU DBTF B % 3/" TDB୭GPMEMFE UP  GPMEIJHIFS QFOUBEFDBOF QSPEVD
UJPO MFWFMTUIBO PCTFSWFEXJUIPVU TDB୭GPMEJOH 8FDPVME BMTP EFNPOTUSBUF UIF VUJMJUZ PG
3/" TDB୭GPMETUP FOIBODF ୯୳VY UISPVHI  TUFQT PG B TVDDJOBUF QSPEVDUJPO QBUIXBZ
XJUI EJWFSTFJOUFSNFEJBUFT
0VSTZTUFNP୭GFSTB DPOWFOJFOUNPEVMBS EFTJHO UP PQUJNJ[F NFUBCPMJD DIBOOFMJOH
CZ DIBOHJOH POF EFTJHO FMFNFOU BU B UJNF 5IF FO[ZNFT ""3 BOE "%0 BSF BTTPDJ
BUFE XJUI BQUBNFST FNFSHJOH PO UIF TBNF TJEF PG UIF VOJU UJMF QMBOF XIFSF UIFZ BSF
XFMMQPTJUJPOFE UP JOUFSBDU XJUI FBDI PUIFS "U FBDI DPSOFS KVODUJPO CFUXFFOVOJU UJMFT
CQ TUJDLZ FOET CSJOH UPHFUIFS UXPEJ୭GFSFOUTUFNMPPQ BQUBNFS TFHNFOUT GPMMPXFE
CZ 3/" UBJMT DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP UIF 5 UFSNJOBUPS TFRVFODF BU UIF ؠ FOE PG UIF USBO
TDSJQUT 	"QQ 'JH "
 #FDBVTF TJY CBTFT DPSSFTQPOE UP IBMG PG B UVSO PG BO 3/" IFMJY
UIFTF BSF MJLFMZ QPTJUJPOFE PO UIF TBNF TJEF PG UIF QMBOF PG UIF TDB୭GPMEBOE FMFDUSPTUBUJD
SFQVMTJPO CFUXFFOUIF BQUBNFST UIF 5 UFSNJOBUPS 3/" BOE UIF TDB୭GPMEJUTFMG XJMM
SPVHIMZ EFUFSNJOF UIF QMBDFNFOU PG UIF UXPJOUFSBDUJOH BQUBNFST *O UIF TPMWFETUSVD
UVSF PG UIF 11 QSPUFJO3/" DPNQMFY 	1%# ތ69
 UIF UXP11"%0 VOJUT BSF
BU BO BOHMF PG p 5IF #*7ୖ5BUBQUBNFSJOUFSBDUJPO JT B POFUPPOF JOUFSBDUJPO 	1%#
./#
 0VS EBUB TVHHFTU UIBU GPSTPNF DPOGPSNBUJPOTPG UIF #*7ୖ5BU""3NPJFUZ
UIBU BSF TFQBSBUFE CZ BCPVU p UIF ""3 JOUFSBDUT GBWPSBCMZXJUI UIF POF PS UIF PUIFS
PG UIF 11"%0 EJNFST XIJMF PUIFS SPUBUJPOBM DPOGPSNBUJPOTPG UIF BQUBNFS NBLF
USBOTGFSPG UIF NFUBCPMJD JOUFSNFEJBUF MFTT GBWPSBCMF	'JH 

5IFHFPNFUSJD EFQFOEFODF PG 3/" TDB୭GPMEQFSGPSNBODFUIBU XFSFQPSU IFSF QPJOUT
UP B NFDIBOJTN XIFSF QIFOPNFOB PUIFS UIBO KVTU % TQBUJBM EJ୭GVTJPO PG NFUBCPMJUFT
BSF JO QMBZ 0VS SFTVMUT BSF DPOTJTUFOU XJUI EJSFDU TVSGBDFMJNJUFENFUBCPMJUF USBOTGFS
CFUXFFOBMJHOFE FO[ZNF BDUJWFTJUFT 5IF SBOHF PG ୯୳VY FOIBODFNFOU PO % 3/"
TDB୭GPMETSFQPSUFE IFSF JMMVTUSBUFT UIF JNQPSUBODF PG HFUUJOH UIF QSFDJTF SFMBUJWFPSJ
FOUBUJPO SJHIU XIFO DPMPDBMJ[JOH FO[ZNFT *O UIF GVUVSF NBUIFNBUJDBM NPEFMJOH PG
QSPUFJO TVSGBDFEJ୭GVTJPO QIFOPNFOB XJMM TIFE JOTJHIUT JOUP IPX PVS SFTVMUT BOE UIPTF
PG PUIFS HSPVQT DBO CF NFDIBOJTUJDBMMZ FYQMBJOFE &YQFSJNFOUBMMZJOWFTUJHBUJOHUIF
CFIBWJPS PG TVCTUSBUFT XJUI EJ୭GFSFOUTJ[FT BOE IZESPQIPCJDJUZDPVME BMTP IFMQ EFWFMPQ
TVDI B NPEFM
0VS3/" TDB୭GPMETIBWFDPOTJTUFOUMZ TIPXO CFUUFS F୭୮ୢDBDZ XJUI IJHIFS EJNFOTJPO
BMJUJFT PG QPMZNFSJ[BUJPO   5PVOEFSTUBOE XIZB TJNJMBS OVNCFS PG BQUBNFSQBJST
SFTVMU JO TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ EJ୭GFSFOUNFUBCPMJUF USBOTGFSSBUFT XFOFFE B NFDIBOJTN UIBU
JOWPMWFTUSBOTGFSPG JOUFSNFEJBUFT OPU KVTU UP UIF OFBSFTU OFJHICPST PO B % PS % TDBG
GPMECVU BMTP UP EPXOTUSFBN FO[ZNFT XJUI NPSF UIBO  PS  EFHSFFT PG TFQBSBUJPO PO
UIF TBNF TDB୭GPMETUSVDUVSF 5IF MPDBMJ[BUJPO PG TVCTUSBUFT UP B DSPXEFETDB୭GPMEBTTFN
CMZ XPVMEQSPWJEF TVDI B NFDIBOJTN 4JODF TDB୭GPMETPG  BOE  EJNFOTJPOT IBWFNPSF
TVDI OFJHICPSJOH QBJST QSPHSFTTJWFMZXFXPVMEFYQFDU TUSPOHFS DIBOOFMJOH PO UIPTF
TUSVDUVSFT
5IFFDPOPNJDT PG CJPGVFM TZOUIFTJT BSF QBSUJDVMBSMZ DIBMMFOHJOH CFDBVTF CJPGV
FMT DPNQFUF XJUI QFUSPMFVN QSPEVDUT UIBU EFSJWFGSPN DBSCPO ୮ୢYFE PWFSNJMMJPOT PG
ZFBST 0VS SFTVMUT JOEJDBUF UIBU SBUJPOBM TDB୭GPMEJOHPG FO[ZNFT DBO CF VTFGVM JO JN
QSPWJOH ZJFMET PG QBUIXBZTXJUI JOUFSNFEJBUFT PG B WBSJFUZPG EJ୭GFSFOUDIFNJDBM QSPQ
FSUJFT 5IF GPMEJODSFBTF JO QFOUBEFDBOF TZOUIFTJT PCTFSWFEIFSF DPVME CF TZOFSHJTUJ
DBMMZ DPNCJOFE XJUI PUIFS HFOFUJD UFDIOJRVFT GPSCJPGVFM ZJFME FOIBODFNFOUMFBEJOH
UP IJHIFS PWFSBMMTZOUIFTJT SBUFT
 .ঊঝ঎ছ঒ঊকজঊগ঍ .঎ঝ঑ঘ঍জ
 4ঝছঊ঒গঌঘগজঝছঞঌঝ঒ঘগ
& DPMJ TUSBJO#- 	%&
 UIBU DBSSJFT B NVUBUJPO JT UIF NF 	3/BTF&
 HFOF XBTVTFE
GPSBMM FYQFSJNFOUT EFTDSJCFE IFSF 5IF BQQFOEJY 'JH "MJTUT UIF QMBTNJE TZTUFNT
VTFE GPSFYQSFTTJPO PG UIF WBSJPVTDPNQPOFOUT JO& DPMJ 3/" BOE QSPUFJO FYQSFT
TJPO XBTCBTFE PO /PWBHFO	&.% .JMMJQPSF
 %VFU WFDUPST Q&5%VFU XBTVTFE GPS
3/" FYQSFTTJPO CFDBVTF PG JUT IJHI DPQZ OVNCFS 	 DPQJFTDFMM
 XIJMF UIF MPXFS
DPQZ Q"$:$%VFU	 DPQJFTDFMM
 BOE Q$0-"%VFU 	 DPQJFTDFMM
 XFSFVTFE
UP FYQSFTT QSPUFJOT 'PSDPFYQSFTTJPO XFDPUSBOTGPSNFEDPNQFUFOU #- %& DFMMT
XJUI UIF UXPPS UISFF SFMFWBOUQMBTNJET BOE TFMFDUFE PO QMBUFT XJUI B DPNCJOBUJPO PG
BOUJCJPUJDT 'PSBMM NFUBCPMJD QSPEVDUJPO FYQFSJNFOUT USJQMJDBUFT DPSSFTQPOE UP UISFF
JOEFQFOEFOU USBOTGPSNBOUDPMPOJFT
 .঎ঝঊঋঘক঒ঌঙছঘ঍ঞঌঝ঒ঘগঌঞকঝঞছ঎ঌঘগ঍঒ঝ঒ঘগজ
'PSBMLBOF QSPEVDUJPO FYQFSJNFOUT & DPMJ DFMMTXFSFHSPXO JO . NFEJB XJUI ॎ HMV
DPTF BEEFE NJOFSBMT BOE ॎ 5SJUPO9 BT EFTDSJCFE JO 4VQQMFNFOUBM JOGPSNB
UJPO GPS4DIJSNFS FU BM $VMUVSFT XFSFJOPDVMBUFE BU 0%  XJUI N. *15(N-
DVMUVSFT XFSFHSPXO JO  N- HMBTT UFTU UVCFT BU p$ XJUI TIBLJOH "MLBOF ZJFMET XFSF
NFBTVSFE  IPVST BG୴FS JOEVDUJPO VOMFTT PUIFSXJTF TUBUFE 'PSTVDDJOJBUF QSPEVDUJPO
FYQFSJNFOUT& DPMJ DFMMT XFSFHSPXO BOBFSPCJDBMMZ JO -# NFEJB XJUI ॎ HMVDPTF ॎ
CJTUSJT N. GPSNBUFBOE JOEVDUJPO XJUI N. *15('PSUIJT PWFSOJHIU-# DVM
UVSFT TUJMM JO FYQPOFOUJBM QIBTF XIFSF DFOUSJGVHFE BOE SFTVTQFOEFE JO UIF BCPWFNFEJB
BU B TUBSUJOH 0% PG  BOE UIF CBUDI DVMUVSFT XFSFTQBSHFE UP DSFBUF B IFBETQBDF PG ॎ
$0 BOE CBMBODF /JUSPHFO 4VDDJOJD BDJE MFWFMTXFSFNFBTVSFE  IPVST BG୴FS BOBFSPCJD
HSPXUI BU p$
 .঎ঊজঞছ঒গঐঙছঘ঍ঞঌঝ঒ঘগক঎ট঎কজ
'PMMPXJOHJOEVDUJPO BOE JODVCBUJPO DFMM DVMUVSFT XFSFDFOUSJGVHFE BOE UIF TVQFS
OBUBOU EFDBOUFE *O B UZQJDBM QFOUBEFDBOF BTTBZN- PG TVQFSOBUBOU WJHPSPVTMZ NJYFE
XJUI N- PG . /B$M BOE N- QVSF )1-$ HSBEF FUIZMBDFUBUF 	4JHNB "MESJDI
 "G
UFS  IPVS PG TIBLJOH UIF FUIZMBDFUBUF FYUSBDU XBTTFQBSBUFE CZ DFOUSJGVHBUJPO 	 NJO
BU H
 BOE PCUBJOJOH UIF UPQ MBZFS &YUSBDUTXFSFBOBMZ[FE PO BO "HJMFOU ($ୖ.4
 	"HJMFOU 5FDIOPMPHJFT
XJUI UIF )1.4 DPMVNO 	 N MFOHUI  NN
EJBNFUFS
 'PMMPXJOHB  ̜M TQMJUMFTT JOKFDUJPO UIF JOMFU UFNQFSBUVSF XBTIFME BU p$
GPS NJOVUFT BOE SBNQFE VQ UP p$ BU p$ QFS NJOVUF 'PSRVBOUJ୮ୢDBUJPO TUBOEBSE
DVSWFTPG QFOUBEFDBOF BOE IFYBEFDBOPM XFSFHFOFSBUFE CZ VTJOH UIF QVSF DPNQPVOET
	4JHNB "MESJDI
 4VDDJOJD BDJE QSPEVDUJPO BTTBZTXFSFTJNJMBSMZ QFSGPSNFEPO EFDBOUFE
TVQFSOBUBOU 3PDIF 	SCJPQIBSN
 FO[ZNBUJD TVDDJOJD BDJE BTTBZ LJUT 	$/ 





'PSFO[ZNF MFWFMRVBOUJ୮ୢDBUJPO XFDPMMFDUFE DFOUSJGVHFE DFMM QFMMFUT GSPN DVMUVSFT UIBU
XFSFHSPXO JO NFEJB DPOEJUJPO EFTDSJCFE GPSBMLBOF QSPEVDUJPO $VMUVSFT HSPXO GPS
 IPVST BG୴FS JOEVDUJPO XFSFVTFE 5IF DFMM QFMMFUT XFSFMZTFEXJUI B CBDUFSJBM QSPUFJO
FYUSBDUJPO SFBHFOU 	#ୖ1&3 ** 5IFSNP 4DJFOUJ୮ୢD
 CPJMFE GPS NJOVUFT BU p$ BOE
B QSPUFBTF JOIJCJUPS DPDLUBJM 	3PDIF
 XBTJNNFEJBUFMZ BEEFE 8FVTFE ॎ 5SJT
(MZDJOFHFMT 	/PWFY
UP TFQBSBUF UIF QSPUFJOT CZ NBTT USBOTGFSSFEUIFN UP B OJUSPDFMMV
MPTF NFNCSBOF 	/PWFYJ#MPU
 BOE CMPUUFE XJUI BOUJCPEJFT 8FVTFE "CDBN BOUJCPEJFT
GPSFOEPHFOPVT ("1%) 	BC
 BOE Y )JT 5BH	BC
 BOE /PWBHFOBOUJCPEZ
GPS4USFQ 5BH** 	
 5IF TPG୴XBSF*NBHF+ XBTVTFE UP BOBMZ[F BOE RVBOUJGZ
XFTUFSOCMPU JNBHFT
 1ঞছ঒এ঒ঌঊঝ঒ঘগঘএ 3/"ঋঘঞগ঍ ঙছঘঝ঎঒গজ
'PSDPQVSJ୮ୢDBUJPO PG 3/" JOUFSBDUJOH XJUI FO[ZNFT XFQFSGPSNFE67 DSPTTMJOLJOH
XJUI  N+DN PG& DPMJ DVMUVSFT JO  XFMMQMBUFT 5IJT XBTGPMMPXFECZ HFOUMF DFMM MZ
TJT VTJOH #ୖ1&3 * 	5IFSNP 4DJFOUJ୮ୢD
 DPOUBJOJOH QSPUFBTF JOIJCJUPST 3/BTF065 	-JGF
5FDIOPMPHJFT
BOE %/BTF * 	4JHNB "MESJDI
 5IF TPMVUJPO XBTTVCKFDUFE UP  GSFF[F
UIBX DZDMFT	p$p$
 UP GVSUIFS FOTVSF DFMM MZTJT 5IFO UIF MZTBUFXBTDFOUSJGVHFE BU
H GPS NJOVUFT BOE UIF TVQFSOBUBOU XBTQSPDFTTFE UISPVHI UIF )JT1VS /J/5"
NBHOFUJD CFBET QSPUPDPM 	5IFSNP 4DJFOUJ୮ୢD
 UP QVSJGZ Y)JTUBHHFE ""3 GVTJPO QSP
UFJO *H" BOE *H( NBHOFUJD CFBET 	5IFSNP 4DJFOUJ୮ୢD
 XFSFVTFE BT DPOUSPMT UP QVMM
EPXO SBOEPN QSPUFJOT 5IF QVSJ୮ୢDBUJPO XBTWFSJ୮ୢFECZ 8FTUFSOCMPUT BOE UIFO TVC
KFDUFE UP QSPUFBTF , 	5IFSNP 4DJFOUJ୮ୢD
 USFBUNFOU UP SFMFBTF BOZDPQVSJ୮ୢFE 3/"
 .঎ঊজঞছ঒গঐঌ঎ককঞকঊছ 3/" -঎ট঎কজ
*OUSBDFMMVMBS 3/" XBTFJUIFS DPMMFDUFE GSPN DVMUVSFT HSPXO GPS IPVST BG୴FS JOEVD
UJPO PS GSPN QSPUFBTF EJHFTUJPO PG UIF QVSJ୮ୢFE 67 DSPTTMJOLFE FO[ZNFT 3/" EJSFDUMZ
GSPN DFMM QFMMFUT XBTFYUSBDUFE VTJOH 5SJ[PMBOE B 1VSFMJOL 3/" .JOJ ,JU 	"NCJPO
-JGF5FDIOPMPHJFT
 3/" GSPN B QSPUFBTF USFBUFE QVSJ୮ୢFE FO[ZNF FYUSBDU XBTFY
USBDUFE UISPVHI BDJEQIFOPMDIMPSPGPSNFYUSBDUJPO BOE PWFSOJHIUFUIBOPM QSFDJQ
JUBUJPO BU p$ 'SPNUIJT D%/" XBTQSFQBSFE VTJOH 4VQFS4DSJQU *** 'JSTU4USBOE
D%/" TZOUIFTJT TZTUFN	-JGF5FDIOPMPHJFT
 8FVTFE SBOEPN IFYBNFST UP SFWFSTFUSBO
TDSJCF UIF FOUJSF DFMMVMBS 3/" QPPM  OH PG UPUBM 3/" XBTFMPOHBUFE BU p$ GPS
 NJO GPMMPXFECZ p$ GPS NJOVUFT BOE UFSNJOBUJPO BU p$ GPS NJO 35ୖ1$3
XBTQFSGPSNFEVTJOH  ̜M PG 4:#3 (SFFO 4VQFSNJY 	"NCJPO
  ̜M PG Y EJMVUFE
D%/" BOE ̜M PG O. QSJNFS TPMVUJPO 'JH " JOUIF BQQFOEJY MJTUT UIF QSJNFST UIBU
XFSFVTFE GPSBNQMJ୮ୢDBUJPO 5IF HBQ" QSJNFST TFSWFEUP FOBCMF NFBTVSFNFOU PG FO
EPHFOPVT DFMMVMBS HBQ" N3/" QPPMT XIJDI XFSFVTFE BT JOUFSOBM DPOUSPMT 5IF %
QSJNFST TIPXO IFSF BNQMJ୮ୢFE TDB୭GPMETFRVFODFT BDDVSBUFMZ BT UFTUFE CZ B TUBOEBSE
DVSWFVTJOH  GPMEEJMVUJPOT PG B TJOHMF UFTU TBNQMF ތVBOUJUBUJWF1$3 XBTQFSGPSNFE
PO BO &QQFOEPSG.BTUFSDZDMFSFQ SFBMQMFY UIFSNBM DZDMFS	VQUP  DZDMFT
BOE UIF R1$3
TPG୴XBSF#JPHB[FMMF 1MVT XBTVTFE GPSDBMDVMBUJOH TDB୭GPME3/" DPODFOUSBUJPO SFMB
UJWFUP HBQ" N3/" ތVBOUJUBUJWF1$3 F୭୮ୢDJFODZ XBTFTUJNBUFE UP CF DZDMFGPS
TDB୭GPME3/" BOE DZDMFGPSHBQ" VTJOH B EJMVUJPO TFSJFT )FODF SFMBUJWFBNQMJ୮ୢDB
UJPO S GPSTDB୭GPMEHBQ"QFS DZDMFJT S ≈ 
 4ঌঊএএঘক঍ জঝছঞঌঝঞছ঎ ছ঎ঙছ঎জ঎গঝঊঝ঒ঘগ
5IF .BLF/"UPPM 	+BNFT 4USPVE  
 BWBJMBCMFPO UIF 6OJWFSTJUZPG 4PVUIFSO
$BMJGPSOJBTFSWFSTXBTVTFE GPSDPOTUSVDUJOH 1%# SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT PG PVS TUFN BOE 5
UFSNJOBUPS IBJSQJOT 5IF TPG୴XBSF"VUPEFTL .BZB	TUVEFOU WFSTJPO
 XBTVTFE UP
SFOEFS UIF % SFQSFTFOUBUJPO JO 'JHT  BOE BMPOH XJUI B .PMFDVMBS.BZBUPPMLJU
	%JHJ[ZNF

$ZBOPCBDUFSJB BSF TPNF PG UIF TJNQMFTU NJDSPCॶ DBQB
CMF PG IBSOFTTJOH FOFSॻ GSPN TVOMJHIU BOE BSF BNPOH
UIF NPTU FWPMVUJPOBSJMZ BODJFOU PSHBOJTNT *OEFFE
DZBOPCBDUFSJBM CJPDIFNJTUSZ BDUJOH PWFS NJMMJPOT PG ZFBST
SBEJDBMMZ BMUFSFE UIF BUNPTQIFSF BOE FOBCMFE MJGF ॵ XF
LOPX JU PO &BSUI UPEBZ *U TFFNT UIFSFGPSF ׹UUJOH UIBU
DZBOPCBDUFSJB DPVME CF BO JNQPSUBOU DPNQPOFOU UP IFMQ
ॸ BEESFTT TPNF PG UPEBZԙT VSHFOU FOFSॻ BOE BUNPTQIFSJD
QSPCMFNT





TPMBS FOFSHZ JOUP ୮ୢYFE FMFDUSPOT BU  UJNFT IJHIFS F୭୮ୢDJFODJFT UIBO MBOE QMBOUT
XIJMF BMTP CFJOH SFMBUJWFMZFBTZ UP FOHJOFFS 5IJT NBLFT UIFN WFSZFYDJUJOH DBOEJEBUFT
BT QMBUGPSNTGPSUIF SFOFXBCMFQSPEVDUJPO PG CPUI B WBSJFUZPG IJHI WBMVFDIFNJDBMT
BOE GFFETUPDLTVTBCMF BT TVCTUSBUFT GPSCJPSFBDUPST 5PUIBU FOE JO UIJT DIBQUFS *
QSFTFOU SFTFBSDI F୭GPSUTBJNFE BU VOEFSTUBOEJOH UIF DPOUSPM PG FMFDUSPOJD BOE NFUBCPMJD
୯୳VYFT JO UIF DZBOPCBDUFSJVN4ZOFDIPDPDDॸ FMPOHBUॸ
*OTFDUJPO *QSFTFOU XPSLXIFSF XF FMVDJEBUFE UIF ୯୳PX PG SFEVDJOH FRVJWBMFOUT
JO FOHJOFFSFE TUSBJOT PG4 FMPOHBUॸ BOE TIPXFEUIBU FMFDUSPO USBOTQPSU SFBDUJPOT JO
DZBOPCBDUFSJBDBO CF FNQMPZFEGPSSFOFXBCMFIZESPHFOQSPEVDUJPO *O TFDUJPO *
QSFTFOU B EFTJHO TUSBUFHZ XF҆ JNQMFNFOUFE XJUI UIF HPBM PG FYQSFTTJOH % 3/" TDBG
GPMET	EJTDVTTFE JO $IBQUFST  BOE 
 JO4 FMPOHBUॸ BOE VTJOH UIFN UP DBSSZ PVU UIF
DBSCPO ୮ୢYBUJPO SFBDUJPO OBUVSBMMZ PDDVSSJOH XJUIJO QSPUFJO TIFMMT DBMMFE DBSCPYZTPNFT
 3঎ঠ঒ছ঒গঐ ঑ঢ঍ছঘঐ঎গঊজ঎঍঎ঙ঎গ঍঎গঝছ঎঍ঘড ঌ঒ছঌঞ঒ঝজ঒গ ঌঢঊগঘঋঊঌ
ঝ঎ছ঒ঊ
*U IBT CFFO TIPXO UIBU QIPUPTZOUIFUJD PSHBOJTNT BSF DBQBCMF PG IPTUJOH GVODUJPOBM
IZESPHFOBTFFO[ZNFT DBSSZJOH PVU UIF SFWFSTJCMFSFBDUJPO )  F → )
 5IFSF
BSF UXPDMBTTFT PG IZESPHFOBTFFO[ZNFT GPVOEOBUVSBMMZOJDLFMJSPO </J'F>BOE JSPO
JSPO <'F'F>DMBTTJ୮ୢFE CBTFE PO UIF OBUVSF PG UIF SFBDUJWFNFUBMMPDMVTUFS BU UIFJS BDUJWF
TJUFT 5IF UXPLJOET PG IZESPHFOBTFTBSF QIZMPHFOFUJDBMMZBOE TUSVDUVSBMMZ VOSFMBUFE
</J'F>IZESPHFOBUFTBSF GPVOEJO B WBSJFUZPG PSHBOJTNT IPXFWFS<'F'F>IZESPHF
OBTFT BSF UZQJDBMMZ QSPLBSZPUJDPS GPVOEJO TPNF BMHBM TQFDJFT </J'F>IZESPHFOBTFTBSF
UZQJDBMMZ FYDIBOHF FMFDUSPOT XJUI /"%	1
) 	SFEVDJOH QPUFOUJBM≈ N7
 <'F'F>
IZESPHFOBTFTJOUFSBDU XJUI GFSSFEPYJOTXIJDI BSF FMFDUSPO CFBSJOH QSPUFJOT BOE IBWF
5IF SFTFBSDI QSFTFOUFE JO TFDUJPO XBTDBSSJFE PVU XJUI MFBE BVUIPS %BOJFM$ %VDBU BOE
UIF NBUFSJBM IBT CFFO QVCMJTIFE
҆8PSLQSFTFOUFE JO TFDUJPO XBTDBSSJFE PVU XJUI 4JNPO "MFYBOEFS 5IPNBT ,SFUTDINFS
TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ MPXFSSFEPY QPUFOUJBMT XIJDI CSJOHT UIF QPUFOUJBM FOFSHZ PG UIFJS FMFD
USPOT DMPTFS UP UIF SFEPY QPUFOUJBM PG UIF )) QBJS 	≈ N7
 5IVT <'F'F>
IZESPHFOBTFTUIFSNPEZOBNJDBMMZ GBWPSQSPEVDUJPO PG ) DPNQBSFE UP </J'F>IZESP
HFOBTFT XIJDI BSF QSFEPNJOBOUMZ DBSSZ PVU ) VQUBLF
)ZESPHFOBTFTCFDBVTF PG UIFJS NFUBMMPDMVTUFS BDUJWFTJUFT BSF VTVBMMZ PYZHFOTFOTJ
UJWFBOE UIVT JU DBO CF B DIBMMFOHF UP FNQMPZ UIFN GPSCJPMPHJDBM IZESPHFOQSPEVDUJPO
JO QIPUPTZOUIFUJD PSHBOJTNT 4FWFSBMF୭GPSUTUP UIJT FOE IBWFVTFE WBSJPVTTUSBUFHJFT
UP UFNQPSBMMZ JOTVMBUF UIF IZESPHFOBTFSFBDUJPOT GSPN UIF XBUFSTQMJUUJOH 	IFODF 0
QSPEVDJOH
 BDUJWJUZ PG UIF QIPUPTZTUFN** 	14**
 5IJT JOWPMWFTHSPXJOH QIPUPTZOUIFUJD
DVMUVSFT OPSNBMMZ UP BMMPX HFOFSBUJPO PG JOUFSOBM TUPSFT PG SFEVDJOH FRVJWBMFOUTUIFO
DIBOHJOH UIF DFMMVMBS FOWJSPONFOUPG POF UIBU JT CPUI BOBFSPCJD BOE JOIJCJUT 14** BD
UJWJUZ #PUI BOBFSPCJD MJHIU GFSNFOUBUJPO BOE EBSL GFSNFOUBUJPO IBWFCFFO
TIPXO UP SFTVMU JO CJPMPHJDBM IZESPHFOBTFBDUJWJUZ MFBEJOH IZESPHFOQSPEVDUJPO
)FSFXFFYQSFTTFE B $MPTUSJEJBM <'F'F>IZESPHFOBTF)ZE" JO4ZOFDIPDPDDॸ FMPO
HBUॸ UPBDIJFWFIZESPHFOQSPEVDUJPO JO UIF DZBOPCBDUFSJVN 4 FMPOHBUॸ JT PCMJHBUFMZ
BFSPCJD BOE QIPUPBVUPUSPQIJD *U BMTP EPFT OPU DPOUBJO BOZOJUSPHFOBTFT PS OJUSPHFO
୮ୢYJOH DBQBCJMJUZ /JUSPHFOBTFT DBO TPNFUJNFT DBSSZ IZESPHFOBTFBDUJWJUZCVU BOZ
IZESPHFOQSPEVDUJPO JO PVS TZTUFNDBO CF TPMFMZ BUUSJCVUFE UP UIF FYQSFTTFE )ZE"FO
[ZNF 8FTIPX UIBU )ZE"DBO CF GVODUJPOBMMZ JOUFHSBUFE JOUP UIF FMFDUSPO USBOTQPSU
NBDIJOFSZ PG UIF DFMM BOE JT DBQBCMF PG IZESPHFOQSPEVDUJPO 8FBMTP TIPX UIBU UIF
DIBOOFMJOH PG FMFDUSPOT UP BOE GSPN )ZE"DBO CF SBUJPOBMMZ EFTJHOFE UP BDIJFWFDFMM
HSPXUI CBTFE PO IZESPHFODPOTVNQUJPO BOE BMTP DPOWFSTFMZUIF VTF PG EBSL GFSNFOUB
UJPO SFBDUJPOT DPOWFSUJOHDFMMVMBS DBSCPIZESBUFQPPMT JOUP IZESPHFOHBT
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 &ডঙছ঎জজ঒ঘগঊগ঍ ࠧࠬ ࠴ࠧ࠲࠰࠭ ঊঌঝ঒ট঒ঝঢঘএ )ঢ঍"
8FFYQSFTTFE UIF <'F'F>IZESPHFOBTF	)ZE"
GSPN $MPTUSJEJVN BDFUPCVUZMJDVN JO
4ZOFDIPDPDDॸ FMPOHBUॸ TQ  *O QSFWJPVT XPSLBU PVS MBC XJUI TZOUIFUJD IZESPHFO
QSPEVDJOH DJSDVJUT JO &TDIFSJDIJB DPMJUIF )ZE"GSPN $ BDFUPCVUZMJDVN XBTTIPXO UP
IBWFUIF IJHIFTU MFWFMPG BDUJWJUZ BNPOH TFWFSBMIZESPHFOBTFTUFTUFE
8FBMTP FYQSFTTFE IZESPHFOBTFNBUVSBUJPO GBDUPST)ZE&'BOE )ZE( CZ DMPOJOH
UIFN EPXOTUSFBN PG UIF4 FMPOHBUॸ QTCB QSPNPUFS 5IF QTCB QSPNPUFS DPOUSPMT UIF
FYQSFTTJPO PG % TVCVOJU PG QIPUPTZTUFN** 	14**
 MFBEJOH UP DPOTUJUVUJWFFYQSFTTJPO
5IJT DMPOFE VOJU XBTJOUFHSBUFE JOUP UIF DZBOPCBDUFSJBMHFOPNF VTJOH UIF OFVUSBM TJUF
 XIJDI JT B HFOPNJD MPDBUJPO UIBU IBT CFFO TIPXO UP BMMPX HFOFUJD JOUFHSBUJPO XJUI
PVU BOZOPUJDFBCMF QIFOPUZQJD F୭GFDUT	'JH "
)ZE"XBTTJNJMBSMZ JOTFSUFE BU UIF
OFVUSBM TJUF  	'JH "
)ZE"XBTIPXFWFSQMBDFE VOUJM UIF *15(JOEVDJCMF 1-BD
QSPNPUFS &YQSFTTJPOPG B 4USFQ**UBHHFE )ZE"DPVME CF DPO୮ୢSNFE CZ 8FTUFSOCMPU
BOBMZTJTBOE UIF QSPUFJO FYQSFTTJPO DPVME CF JOEVDFE 	BQQSPYJNBUFMZ  GPME
CZ BEEJ
UJPO PG *15(	'JH #
/FYU XFVTFE B TUBOEBSE NFUIZMWJPMPHFO BTTBZ UPDPO୮ୢSN
UIF DBUBMZUJD BDUJWJUZ PG UIF FYQSFTTFE FO[ZNF
.FUIZMWJPMPHFO JT B QSPNJTDVPVT FMFDUSPO EPOPS UIBU DBO SFEVDF CPUI <'F'F>BOE
</J'F>IZESPHFOBTFT 5IVT JG DFMM MZTBUFTBSF NJYFE XJUI BO FYDFTT PG NFUIZMWJPMPHFO
UIF IZESPHFOHBT FWPMWFEJT BO BDDVSBUF NFBTVSF PG UIF IZESPHFOBTFBDUJWJUZ8 F
JODVCBUFE DFMM MZTBUFTXJUI NFUIZMWJPMPHFO JO BO BOBFSPCJD FOWJSPONFOUGPS NJO
VUFT BOE PCTFSWFEGPMEJODSFBTF JO UIF BNPVOU PG IZESPHFOHBT EFUFDUFE JO UIF
IFBETQBDF 	'JH$
 XJUI )ZE"FYQSFTTJOH DVMUVSFT 6OEFS TJNJMBS DPOEJUJPOT XJME
UZQF 	85
 DZBOPCBDUFSJBMDVMUVSFT ZJFMEFE OP ) HBT
 *ࠬ ࠴ࠧ࠴࠭ক঒ঐ঑ঝ ঍঎ঙ঎গ঍঎গঝ ঑ঢ঍ছঘঐ঎গ঎টঘকঞঝ঒ঘগ
5PBDIJFWFGVODUJPOBM IZESPHFOBTFBDUJWJUZ JO WJWP UIF FO[ZNFT NVTU JOUFSBDU XJUI UIF
FOEPHFOPVT SFEPY NBDIJOFSZ BOE JO PSEFS UP CF BCMF UP BDDFQU SFEVDJOH FRVJWBMFOUT
)PXFWFSEVF UP UIF FYUSFNF PYZHFOTFOTJUJWJUZ PG )ZE"BOE NPTU IZESPHFOBTFT
JO HFOFSBM JU JT OFDFTTBSZ UP TQBUJPUFNQPSBMMZ TFQBSBUF UIF XBUFSTQMJUUJOH SFBDUJPO PG
14** GSPN IZESPHFOBTFFYQSFTTJPO 8FVTFE  ̜. EJVSJPO <	EJDIMPSPQIFOZM

EJNFUIZMVSFB 	%$.6
> UP JOIJCJU 14** BDUJWJUZ BG୴FS DFMMT IBE CFFO HSPXO UP B
IFBMUIZEFOTJUZ 	0% ≈ 
 "U UIJT QPJOU XFBMTP TQBSHFE UIF DZBOPCBDUFSJBMDVM
UVSFTؠIFBETQBDF XJUI ॎ $0 	/ CBMBODF
 UP DSFBUF BO BOBFSPCJD FOWJSPONFOU "T
CFGPSFFYQSFTTJPO PG IZESPHFOBTFXBTJOEVDFE XJUI *15(8FUIFO JODVCBUFE UIF DVM
                                                                                        
                                                                                    
                                                                                   
                                                                                   
UVSFT XJUI PS XJUIPVU MJHIU BOE BTTBZFEIZESPHFOFWPMVUJPOJOUP UIF IFBETQBDF /P
IZESPHFOBTFBDUJWJUZ XBTEFUFDUFE JO UIF QBSFOU4 FMPOHBUॸ TUSBJO XIJMF TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU MFW
FMT PG IZESPHFOHBT XFSFQSPEVDFE CZ )ZE"FYQSFTTJOHDFMM DVMUVSFT 1SPEVDUJPO XBT
POMZ PCTFSWFEXIFO 0 HFOFSBUJPOXBTTVQQSFTTFE 	'JH "
 5IF BWFSBHFNFBTVSFE
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strongest ferredoxin-hydrogenase affinity as a function of hydro-
gen output from this circuit (28). We sought to utilize these pair-
ings to facilitate increased electron transfer to HydA and increase
hydrogen production within S. elongatus. We integrated the
strongest ferredoxin pairs, one plant type and one bacterial type
(from Spinacia oleracea or C. acetobutylicum, respectively) (28),
into the HydA-expressing strain, and expressed them from an
IPTG-inducible promoter (30). We found that expression of
ferredoxin from C. acetobutylicum (CAC0303) (41), our strongest
pairing in our previously reported synthetic circuit (28), could
increase the rate of hydrogen evolution by approximately twofold
(Fig. 4A), suggesting that expression of this ferredoxin helped
to redirect internal reducing equivalents toward HydA. Expres-
sion of ferredoxin I from S. oleracea did not significantly increase
hydrogen production.
Although the ferredoxin from C. acetobutylicum has previously
shown a strong functional interaction with HydA in a synthetic
circuit (28), it is a bacterial-type ferredoxin and is unlikely to
be capable of direct interactions with PSI in a manner similar to
the endogenous S. elongatus plant-type ferredoxins. Therefore,
we asked if the observed increase in hydrogen production in
strains expressing both HydA and C. acetobutylicum ferredoxin
was theresult ofutilization ofreducing equivalents from a distinct
source. Indeed, C. acetobutylicum ferredoxin-bearing strains
were capable of producing hydrogen in the dark and/or in the
presence of DBMIB, whereas these conditions largely abolished
hydrogen production when expressing HydA alone (Fig. 4B).
Because expression of exogenous ferredoxin improved the
capacity of HydA to support hydrogen evolution (Fig. 4A), we
wished to examine if these ferredoxin pairings would also im-
prove and/or alter the ability of HydA to support growth under
hydrogen-containing atmospheres (Fig. 3A). However, although
we found that strains expressing S. oleracea ferredoxin exhibited
HydA-dependent growth in the presence of hydrogen, the pre-
sence of C. acetobutylicum ferredoxin attenuated hydrogen-
supported growth (Fig. 5C). Collectively, these experiments de-
monstrate that addition of supplemental ferredoxins or optimiza-
tion of ferredoxin-hydrogenase interactions can both increase
the flux of electrons toward hydrogenase as well as rewire the
redox pathway. We suggest that the addition of C. acetobutylicum
ferredoxin provides an alternative electron pathway that can par-
tially bypass the need for the light-mediated reduction of HydA
by anaerobic fermentation through PSI. However, the presence
of an exogenous ferredoxin that is preferred by HydA, but less
integrated with endogenous redox pathways may “short circuit”
the HydA-dependent redox circuit responsible for hydrogenase-
dependent growth under hydrogen (Fig. 5).
Discussion
In this work, we explore the activity of a heterologously expressed
[FeFe] hydrogenase (HydA) that is functional in cyanobacteria
in vivo, particularly within the context of the endogenous redox
machinery and ETC components. We show a significant boost
in the capacity of HydA-expressing cells to evolve hydrogen,
especially when compared to the hydrogen evolution rates of
wild-type S. elongatus, which rely on native [NiFe] hydrogenases
(Figs. 1C and 2A). In this context, it is relevant to note earlier
studies on the efficacy of a [FeFe] hydrogenase from Clostridium
pasteurianum within cyanobacteria (27), where the hydrogenase
exhibited only limited (approximately 2×) activity over that of
native hydrogenases and which was only observed when artifi-
cially reduced with an exogenous source of methyl viologen. In
the present work, we demonstrate that an exogenous hydroge-
nase is capable of interacting with endogenous redox machinery
to evolve hydrogen from internal sources of reducing equivalents
at the rate of approximately 2.8 μmolH2 h−1 · mgChl-a−1
(Fig. 2A). We also demonstrate that HydA activity can support
limited chemoautotrophic growth of cyanobacteria by uptake
of hydrogen gas as a source of reducing equivalents when PSII
is chemically inhibited.
Utilizing photosynthetic organisms for the biological produc-
tion of hydrogen gas or other chemicals is an attractive approach
to meet some future energy needs (42). Whereas genetic tools
and metabolic engineering have factored heavily in the develop-
ment of strains of microbes for the production of biodiesel,
alcohols, or other combustible compounds, improvement of
photobiological hydrogen production has relied heavily upon
optimization of culturing conditions and bioprospecting (8).
Currently, algal species possessing native [FeFe] hydrogenases
are the most favored organisms for biological hydrogen produc-
tion, with some existing research and plans for taking production
to industrial scale. In this work, we have shown that incorporation




Fig. 4. Ferredoxin incorporation alters electron flow to/from hydrogenase. (A) In vivo hydrogen production under anaerobic conditions in the presence of
exogenous ferredoxins [Spinacea oleracea (S. Fd) and Clostridium acetobutylicum (C. Fd)]. (B) Incorporation of C. Fd allows dark fermentation to generate
hydrogen gas. (C) Hydrogenase-bearing strains containing Clostridial ferredoxin are unable to support growth with hydrogen as the sole source of reducing
equivalents.
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gen production rates over that of the wild-type S. elongatus.
Strains expressing [FeFe] hydrogenase exhibited a >500-fold
increase of hydrogen evolution in vivo relative to unmodified
strains of S. elongatus; wild-type S. elongatus produced hydrogen
at rates approximating those previously reported (39). Similarly,
our strain produces hydrogen at greater rates (2.8 μmolH2 h−1 ·
mgChl-a−1) than those reported in most other non-nitrogen-fix-
ing unicellular cyanobacteria (0.02–1 μmolH2 h−1 · mgChl-a−1
(8), with the exception of Synechosystis sp. PCC 6803 when
engineered (21) or under nitrogen-depleted conditions (9)
(6–30 μmolH2 h−1 · mgChl-a−1), which brings S. elongatushydro-
gen production rates nearer to those of many nitrogen-fixing
cyanobacteria and algae (approximately 2–70 μmolH2 h−1 ·
mgChl-a−1 (9, 10, 43). Given the relative ease of transformation
of S. elongatus, it may be possible to make further genetic mod-
ifications in this strain analogous to those demonstrated in other
cyanobacteria or algae that increase starch accumulation (44),
reduce cyclic electron transport (20), modify PSII activity (45),
or reduce phycobilisome size (46) to allow for enhanced produc-
tion of hydrogen. Finally, optimal culture conditions or cell
immobilization can greatly enhance photobiological hydrogen
production (47, 48), which could increase the yield and concen-
tration of hydrogen evolved in this system.
We have previously demonstrated that C. acetobutylicum
HydA can functionally interact with a variety of ferredoxin
proteins from diverse organisms (28), and herein show that elec-
tron carriers within S. elongatus can also donate and/or receive
reducing equivalents to/from HydA. Furthermore, our results
demonstrate that proper ferredoxin–hydrogenase combinations
may optimize hydrogen production and change properties of the
reaction, such as allowing for fermentation of internal reducing
equivalents without the assistance of light (Figs. 4B and 5).
Although the presence of at least two distinct (i.e., light-depen-
dent and light-independent) pathways for electron transfer to
hydrogenases have been well documented (9, 36, 49), to our
knowledge there have been no previous reports of genetic means
to enhance the rate of one pathway relative to the other. Rewiring
the flow of reducing equivalents by such a strategy may not only
be useful for reducing the cost of bioreactor design (i.e., by
reducing the need for illumination, and associated light penetra-
tion and heat distribution issues), but also open the possibility of
importing parallel redox pathways that are partially insulated
from host redox machinery (Fig. 5). Consequently, our data sug-
gest that proposals to characterize and optimize the key residues
forming the ferredoxin–hydrogenase interface could significantly
improve hydrogen production (11). Finally, the ability of HydA
to oxidize hydrogen to support limited growth in S. elongatus
also offers a possible method for directed evolution of HydA
variants with desirable traits, particularly greater oxygen toler-
ance. To our knowledge, there have been no previous reports
of cyanobacteria capable of chemoautrophic division through
the utilization of hydrogen (37).
Although photobiological production of hydrogen is an attrac-
tive concept to meet increasing energy demands, it is evident that
substantial gains in this technology are necessary to make it
economically feasible (34, 50, 51). A successful hydrogen-produ-
cing organism would likely combine traits of several species of
photoautotrophs (e.g., optimal hydrogen production, growth in
environments unsuitable for competing commercial crops, and
minimal by-production of toxic biologically active compounds;
ref. 52). Discovery or engineering of hydrogenases with increased
oxygen tolerance would allow for direct production of hydrogen,
which would bypass inefficiencies associated with energy transfer
through internal carbohydrate intermediates. The capacity to
functionally express [FeFe] hydrogenases in a variety of contexts
may open up a range of organisms for development of more effi-
cient biohydrogen processes, and the natural transformability of
S. elongatus may facilitate development of hydrogenase-expres-
sing strains to reach target levels of biohydrogen production in
cyanobacteria.
Experimental Procedures
Strains, Plasmids, and Culture Conditions.Wild-type S. elongatus was
obtained from the American Type Culture Collection. Cultures
and in vivo assays utilized BG11 medium with light illumination
of ≤4;000 lux at 30° and a 12∕12 hday∕night cycle. All constructs
were cloned in BioBrick format in E. coli (Assembly Standard 21)
(53). S. elongatus in log phase (OD750 ∼ 0.4) was transformed
with approximately 100 ng plasmid DNA overnight and plated
on BG11 plates with antibiotics. Neutral site vectors for genomic
integration were obtained from their respective lab of origins
[NS1/pAM2314; NS2/pAM1579 (30, 54); NS3/ pHN1-LacUV5
(31)]. Hydrogenase (HydA) from Clostricium acetobutylicum,
Clostridium acetobutylicum ferredoxin CAC0303, ferredoxin I
from Spinacia oleracea, and hydrogenase maturation factors
(HydEF, HydG) from Chlamydomonas reinhardtii were cloned
and synthesized as previously described (28).
SDS-PAGE and Western Blotting. Standard laboratory procedures
for SDS-PAGE were used, loading cyanobacterial lysates in
Laemmli Buffer on 4–20% gradient gels (Bio-Rad). Proteins
were transferred to PVDF membranes (Millipore) and probed
with anti-Strep antibodies (Novagen).
Hydrogen Production–Uptake Assays. S. elongatus was grown under
a standard atmosphere with appropriate antibiotics, diluted to
OD750 0.1 10∕50 mL within 25∕240 mL clear glass vials and
sealed with rubber septa. Where applicable, the following chemi-
cals were supplemented in the media: 5 μM Diuron (DCMU),
20 μM DBMIB, 0.1–1.0 mM IPTG, 20 mM Hepes pH 8.0.
Cultures were sparged with 2.5% CO2, nitrogen balance (Airgas)
and placed in 30 °C incubators with light as above (or dark, where
appropriate). For in vitro methyl viologen assays, we adapted
the method from ref. 25, lysing cyanobacterial sealed cultures
with bacterial protein extraction reagents (Pierce) in the presence
of 1 mM methyl viologen (Sigma) and 5mM sodium dithionite
for 60 min (Fisher). Headspace was measured by gas chromato-
graphy (Shimadzu GC-14A). For hydrogen-dependant growth
assays, headspace was sparged with 5% H2, 5% CO2, nitrogen bal-
ance. Measurement and calculation of chlorophyll a calculated by
methanol extraction were conducted as previously described (55).
Fig. 5. Model of ferredoxin-mediated electron transfer to/from hydro-
genase. Endogenous S. elongtaus ferredoxins (Syne. Fd) are capable of
transferring electrons from PSI to exogenous HydA for the production of
hydrogen. When exogenous Clostridial ferredoxin (C. Fd) is expressed, it is
the preferred interacting partner for HydA (bold arrows). Although C. Fd
can increase the flux of reducing equivalents to HydA under conditions
favoring hydrogen evolution, exogenous ferredoxins are inefficient for
electron transfer (faded arrows) to the plastoquinone (PQ) pool to allow for
hydrogen-mediated growth.













                                                                                      
                                                                                          
                                                                                   
                                                                                       
                                                                                      
                
JVN QBTUFVSJBOVN XJUIJO DZBOPCBDUFSJBUIF IZESPHFOBTFFYIJCJUFE POMZ MJNJUFE
	OFBSMZ UXPGPME
JODSFBTF JO BDUJWJUZ PWFSUIF OBUJWFIZESPHFOBTFT )FSF XFTIPX UIBU
BO )ZE"JT DBQBCMF PG JOUFSBDUJOH XJUI FOEPHFOPVT SFEPY DJSDVJUT UP FWPMWFIZESPHFO
GSPN DFMMVMBS TPVSDFT PG SFEVDJOH FRVJWBMFOUTBU  ̜NPM ) I w NH $IMB 	'JH"

8FBMTP TIPX UIBU )ZE"DBO TVQQPSU DIFNPBVUPUSPQIJD HSPXUI PG 4 FMPOHBUॸ CZVQ
UBLF PG IZESPHFOHBT BT UIF TPMF TPVSDF PG SFEVDJOH FRVJWBMFOUTXIFO QIPUPTZTUFN** JT
DIFNJDBMMZ JOIJCJUFE
0VSMBC IBT QSFWJPVTMZ TIPXO UIBU $ BDFUPCVUZMJDVN )ZE"DBO GVODUJPOBMMZ JO
UFSBDU XJUI B WBSJFUZPG GFSSFEPYJOQSPUFJOT GSPN EJWFSTFPSHBOJTNT BOE IFSF XF
TIPX UIBU FMFDUSPO DBSSJFST XJUIJO 4 FMPOHBUॸ DBOBMTP EPOBUF BOEPS SFDFJWFSFEVD
JOH FRVJWBMFOUTUPGSPN )ZE""EEJUJPOBMMZPVS SFTVMUT TIPX UIBU TFMFDUFE GFSSFEPYJO
IZESPHFOBTFDPNCJOBUJPOT NBZ PQUJNJ[F IZESPHFOQSPEVDUJPO BOE DIBOHF JOQVUPVUQVU
TPVSDFT GPSUIF SFBDUJPO TVDI BT BMMPXJOH GPSGFSNFOUBUJPOPG JOUFSOBM SFEVDJOH FRVJW
BMFOUT XJUIPVU UIF BTTJTUBODF PG MJHIU 	'JHT # BOE
 "MUIPVHI UIF QSFTFODF PG EJT
UJODU 	JF MJHIUEFQFOEFOU BOE MJHIUJOEFQFOEFOU
 QBUIXBZTGPSFMFDUSPO USBOTGFSUP IZ
ESPHFOBTFT IBT CFFO EPDVNFOUFEUP PVS LOPXMFEHF UIJT JT UIF ୮ୢSTU EFNPOTUSBUJPO
PG HFOFUJD NFBOT UP FOIBODF UIF SBUF PG POF QBUIXBZSFMBUJWFUP UIF PUIFS 3FXJSJOH
UIF ୯୳PX PG FMFDUSPOT CZ TVDI B TUSBUFHZ NBZ PQFO VQ UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ PG JNQMFNFOUJOH
QBSBMMFM SFEPY QBUIXBZTUIBU BSF JOTVMBUFE GSPN IPTU SFEPY NBDIJOFSZ 	'JH 
 0VS
SFTVMUT TVHHFTU UIBU DIBSBDUFSJ[BUJPO BOE PQUJNJ[BUJPO PG UIF LFZ SFTJEVFT GPSNJOHUIF
GFSSFEPYJOIZESPHFOBTFJOUFSGBDFDPVME CF B CJH TUFQ UPXBSETEFUFSNJOJTUJD DPOUSPM PWFS
OPWFMFMFDUSPO QBUIXBZEFTJHO
&NQMPZJOHDZBOPCBDUFSJBGPSUIF CJPMPHJDBM TZOUIFTJT PG IZESPHFOHBT BOE PUIFS
IJHI WBMVFDIFNJDBMT JT BO FOWJSPONFOUBMMZGSJFOEMZ BQQSPBDI UP NFFU GVUVSF FOFSHZ
BOE NBUFSJBM OFFET *O UIJT XPSLTUSBJOT FYQSFTTJOH <'F'F>IZESPHFOBTFTIPXFEB
GPMEJODSFBTF JO IZESPHFOQSPEVDUJPO JO WJWP SFMBUJWFUP VONPEJ୮ୢFE TUSBJOT PG 4
FMPOHBUॸ " TVDDFTTGVM IZESPHFOQSPEVDJOH PSHBOJTN XPVMEMJLFMZ OFFE UP CF CPUI
QIPUPBVUSPQIJD BOE OFFE NJOJNBM BEEJUJPOBM DBSF JO UIF GPSNPG CJPSFBDUPST *O UIJT SF
HBSE EJTDPWFSZPS FOHJOFFSJOH PG IZESPHFOBTFTXJUI JODSFBTFE PYZHFOUPMFSBODF XPVME
FOBCMF EJSFDU TZOUIFTJT PG IZESPHFOHBT CZQBTTJOH JOF୭୮ୢDJFODJFT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI FOFSHZ
USBOTGFSBOE TUPSBHF UISPVHI DBSCPIZESBUFJOUFSNFEJBUFT 5IF BCJMJUZ PG )ZE"UP PYJ
EJ[F IZESPHFOUP TVQQPSU MJNJUFE HSPXUI JO4 FMPOHBUॸ BMTP P୭GFSTB QPTTJCMF NFUIPE
GPSEJSFDUFE FWPMVUJPOPG )ZE"WBSJBOUTXJUI EFTJSBCMF USBJUT QBSUJDVMBSMZ HSFBUFS PYZ
HFO UPMFSBODF 5PPVS LOPXMFEHF UIFSF IBWFCFFO OP QSFWJPVT SFQPSUT PG DZBOPCBDUFSJB
DBQBCMF PG DIFNPBVUSPQIJD EJWJTJPO UISPVHI UIF VUJMJ[BUJPO PG IZESPHFO (JWFOUIF
SFMBUJWFFBTF PG HFOFUJDBMMZ NPEJGZJOH4 FMPOHBUॸJU NBZ CF QPTTJCMF UP NBLF GVSUIFS
JNQSPWFNFOUTUP UIJT TUSBJO TJNJMBS UP UIPTF TIPXO JO PUIFS DZBOPCBDUFSJBPS BMHBF UIBU
FOIBODF TUBSDI BDDVNVMBUJPOSFEVDF DZDMJDFMFDUSPO USBOTQPSU NPEJGZ 14** BDUJW
JUZ PS SFEVDF QIZDPCJMJTPNFTJ[F UP BMMPX GPSJODSFBTFE IZESPHFOPVUQVU 'JOBMMZ




8JMEUZQF4 FMPOHBUॸ XBTPCUBJOFE GSPN UIF "NFSJDBO 5ZQF$VMUVSF $PMMFDUJPO $VM
UVSFT BOE JO WJWPBTTBZTVUJMJ[FE #( NFEJVN XJUI MJHIU JMMVNJOBUJPO PG  MVY BU
p$ BOE B  I EBZOJHIU DZDMF "MM DPOTUSVDUT XFSFDMPOFE JO #JP#SJDL GPSNBUJO
& DPMJ 	"TTFNCMZ4UBOEBSE 
 4 FMPOHBUॸ DVMUVSFT JO MPH QIBTF 	0% ≈ 

XFSFUSBOTGPSNFEXJUI  OH QMBTNJE %/" PWFSOJHIUBOE QMBUFE PO #( QMBUFT XJUI
BOUJCJPUJDT /FVUSBM TJUF WFDUPSTGPSHFOPNJD JOUFHSBUJPO XFSFPCUBJOFE GSPN UIFJS SF
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)ZESPHFOBTF	)ZE"
GSPN$MPTUSJDJVN BDFUPCVUZMJDVN $MPTUSJEJVN BDFUPCVUZMJDVN
GFSSFEPYJO$"$GFSSFEPYJO* GSPN 4QJOBDJB PMFSBDFBBOE IZESPHFOBTFNBUVSBUJPO
GBDUPST	)ZE&')ZE(
GSPN $IMBNZEPNPOॵ SFJOIBSEUJJ XFSFDMPOFE BOE TZOUIF
TJ[FE BT QSFWJPVTMZ EFTDSJCFE
)ঢ঍ছঘঐ঎গঙছঘ঍ঞঌঝ঒ঘগঊগ঍ ঞঙঝঊঔ঎ঊজজঊঢজ
4 FMPOHBUॸ XBTHSPXO VOEFS B TUBOEBSE BUNPTQIFSF XJUI BQQSPQSJBUF BOUJCJPUJDT EJ
MVUFE UP 0%≈ BU WPMVNFT N- XJUIJO  N- DMFBS HMBTT WJBMT BOE TFBMFE
XJUI SVCCFS TFQUB 8IFSF BQQMJDBCMF UIF GPMMPXJOHDIFNJDBMT XFSFTVQQMFNFOUFE JO
UIF NFEJB  ̜. %JVSPO 	%$.6
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Q)  $VMUVSFT XFSFTQBSHFE XJUI ॎ $0 OJUSPHFO CBMBODF 	"JSHBT
 BOE QMBDFE JO
p$ JODVCBUPST XJUI MJHIU BT BCPWF	PS EBSL XIFSF BQQSPQSJBUF
 'PSJO WJUSP NFUIZM
WJPMPHFO BTTBZTXFBEBQUFE UIF NFUIPE GSPN ,JOH FU BMMZTJOH DZBOPCBDUFSJBMTFBMFE
DVMUVSFT XJUI CBDUFSJBM QSPUFJO FYUSBDUJPO SFBHFOUT 	1JFSDF
 JO UIF QSFTFODF PG  N.
NFUIZMWJPMPHFO 	4JHNB
 BOE N. TPEJVN EJUIJPOJUF GPS NJO 	'JTIFS
 )FBETQBDF
XBTNFBTVSFE CZ HBT DISPNBUP HSBQIZ	4IJNBE[V ($"
 'PSIZESPHFOEFQFOEFOU
HSPXUI BTTBZTIFBETQBDF XBTTQBSHFE XJUI ॎ ) ॎ $0  OJUSPHFO CBMBODF
 5ঘঠঊছ঍জঊ জঢগঝ঑঎ঝ঒ঌ $0 এ঒ডঊঝ঒ঘগখঘ঍ঞক঎ ঋঊজ঎঍ঘগ 3/" জঌঊএ
এঘক঍জ
3JCVMPTF CJTQIPTQIBUF DBSCPYZMBTFPYZHFOBTF	SVCJTDP
 JT UIF NPTU BCVOEBOU QSP
UFJO PO UIF QMBOFU *U DBUBMZTFTB LFZ TUFQ JO UIF ୮ୢYBUJPO PG DBSCPO EJPYJEF JOUP DBSCP
IZESBUFTBT B QBSU PG UIF $BMWJO DZDMFIFODF GFFEJOHOFBSMZ BMM MJGFPO FBSUI *U JT XJEFMZ
IFME UIBU 3VCJTDPؠTTMPX DBUBMZUJD SBUF PG  NPMFDVMFT PG $0 QFSTFDPOE XIJDI MJLFMZ
FYQMBJOT JUT BCVOEBODF آJT B SFMJD PG B CZHPOFBHFأ BOEUIBU UIF ؟JOF୭୮ୢDJFODJFTؠPG UIF
FO[ZNF BSF EVF UIF QSJNJUJWFFOWJSPONFOUBMHBT DPNQPTJUJPOT BU UIF UJNF PG JUT PSJ
HJO 0OF PG UIF LFZ JOF୭୮ୢDJFODJFT JT B DPNQFUJOH PYZHFOBUJPOSFBDUJPO XIFSF 0 DBO
SFBDU XJUI UIF  DBSCPO TVCTUSBUF BU SVCJTDPؠTBDUJWFTJUF DBVTJOH MPTTFT PG VQUP ॎ PG
୮ୢYFE DBSCPO JO TPNF TQFDJFT UISPVHI B QSPDFTT DBMMFE QIPUPSFTQJSBUJPO 1IPUPTZO
UIFUJD PSHBOJTNT IBWFFWPMWFETFWFSBMBEBQUBUJPOT UP DPVOUFS UIJT MPTT CZ QSPUFDUJOH
3VCJTDP UISPVHI DBSCPO DPODFOUSBUJOH NFDIBOJTNT MJLF $ QIPUPTZOUIFTJT JOBSJE
MBOE QMBOUT BOE DBSCPYZTPNFTJO DZBOPCBDUFSJB
$BSCPYZTPNFTBSF QSPUFJO NJDSP DPNQBSUNFOUT JO DZBOPCBDUFSJB UIBUDPMPDBMJ[F
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DBSCPOJD BOIZESBTFBOE SVCJTDP $BSCPOJD BOIZESBTFJT B QBSU PG UIF DBSCPO DPO
DFOUSBUJOH NFDIBOJTN JO DZBOPCBDUFSJBBOE DBUBMZTFTUIF DPOWFSTJPOPG EJTTPMWFE	BOE
DPODFOUSBUFE
 CJDBSCPOBUF JOUP HBTFPVT $0UIVT QSPWJEJOH B IJHI MPDBM DPODFOUSBUJPO
PG $0 SFMBUJWFUP PYZHFOJOTJEF UIF DBSCPYZTPNFT $BSCPYZTPNFTBSF DPNQMFY DPN
QBSUNFOUT  UIFJS CJPHFOFTJT JT POMZ TUBSUJOH UP CF FMVDJEBUFE BOE BUUFNQUT IBWF
CFFO NBEF UP FYQSFTT UIFN JO PUIFS IPTUT MJLF& DPMJ
5IFSFJT TPNF EFCBUF BCPVU UIF OFDFTTJUZ BOE NFDIBOJTNT PGTFMFDUJWFQFSNF
BCJMJUZ PG UIF DBSCPYZTPNFTGPS)$0
 $0 BOE 0 8FEFDJEFE UP FYBNJOF XIFUIFS
UIF DBSCPO DPODFOUSBUJOH F୭GFDUPG DBSCPYZTPNFTDBO CF NJNJDLFE PO UIF JO WJWP 3/"
TDB୭GPMET EFTDSJCFE JO $IBQUFST  BOE  'PSUIJT XFFYQSFTTFE UIF 3/" TDB୭GPMETJO
DZBOPCBDUFSJBBMPOHTJEF XJUI GVTJPO QSPUFJOT PG SVCJTDP BOE DBSCPOJD BOIZESBTFXJUI
BQUBNFS CJOEJOH EPNBJOT  UP DPMPDBMJ[F UIF FO[ZNFT BOE UIFO UFTUFE UIF GVODUJPO PG
B QSPQPTFE BTTFNCMZ JO TUSBJO XIFSF OBUVSBM DBSCPYZTPNFTBSF OPU GVODUJPOBM
 &ডঙছ঎জজ঒গঐ3/" জঌঊএএঘক঍জ ঒গ 4 ࠣࠪ࠭ࠬࠥࠟ࠲࠳࠱
5IF ୮ୢSTU TUFQ XBTUP BDIJFWFFYQSFTTJPO PG 3/" TDB୭GPMETUSBOET JO4 FMPOHBUॸ 5IF
'JH TIPXTUIF HFOF DPOTUSVDU VTFE UP BDIJFWFUIJT *O UIF ୮ୢHVSF UIF HSFFO SFHJPOT
MBCFMFE/FVUSBM 4JUF  XFSFUBSHFUJOH SFHJPOT UP BDIJFWFHFOPNJD JOUFHSBUJPO PG UIF DPO
TUSVDU 5IF TDB୭GPMEFYQSFTTJPO TZTUFNDPOTJTUT UIF % 3/" TDB୭GPMETUSBOET XJUI
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QPMZNFSBTF  QSPNPUFS TZTUFNIBT B TIPSU ((( QSFN3/" USBOTDSJQUJPO TUBSU TF
RVFODF UIBU BMMPXTGPSCFUUFS DPOUSPM PWFSUIF FYQSFTTFE TDB୭GPMETFRVFODF GPMEJOH
5PBMMPX VTF PG UIJT XFJODMVEFE UIF 5 QPMZNFSBTF VOEFS UIF DPOUSPM PG BO *15(
JOEVDJCMF 1-BD TZTUFN 4JODF CPUI QSPNPUFS DMPOFE JO XFSFDPOUSPMMFE CZ UIF MBD PQFS
BUPS XFJODMVEFE B DPOTUJUVUJWF-BD* FYQSFTTJPO TFRVFODF JOUP UIJT DPOTUSVDU 'JOBMMZ
,BOBNZDJOBOUJCJPUJD SFTJTUBODF XBTJODMVEFE UP CF BCMF UP TFMFDU GPSUIF USBOTGPSNFE
DPMPOJFT
8FUFTUFE FYQSFTTJPO PG UIF 3/" TDB୭GPMETBG୴FS JOUFHSBUJPO PG UIF DPOTUSVDU JOUP 4
FMPOHBUॸ CZSFWFSTFUSBOTDSJQUBTF 1$3 BOE BHBSPTF HFM BOBMZTJTPG UIF D%/" 8FVTFE
SBOEPN IFYBNFST GPSD%/" QSFQBSBUJPO BOE UIF QSJNFST 	'JH"
 GPS% TDB୭GPME
BMTP VTFE JO $IBQUFS  GPSBNQMJ୮ୢDBUJPO PG UIF D%/" PG JOUFSFTU 	'JH 
 8FDBO OPUF
GSPN UIF DPMVNOT  BOE  PG 'JH UIBU UIF 3/" TDB୭GPMETUSBOET DPVME CF JOEVDJCMF
FYQSFTTFE JO 4 FMPOHBUॸ VTJOHUIF EFTJHOFE FYQSFTTJPO TZTUFN	'JH 

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8FEFDJEFE UP NBLF GVTJPOT PG SVCTJDP XJUI 11 BOE DBSCPOJD BOIZESBTFXJUI .4 GPS
DPFYQSFTTJPO BOE MPDBMJ[BUJPO XJUI UIF % TDB୭GPME *O PSEFS UP NJNJD OBUVSBM GVOD
UJPO XFEFDJEFE UP FYQSFTT UIFTF GVTJPOT CZ JOTFSUJOH UIF DPOTUSVDUT JOUP UIF HFOPNJD
MPDBUJPOT GPSSVCJTDP BOE DBSCPOJD BOIZESBTFSFTQFDUJWFMZXJUI NJOJNBM QFSUVSCBUJPO
PG UIF HFOPNJD PQFSPOT CBSSJOH UIF GVTJPO QSPUFJO JOTFSUJPOT BOE TFMFDUJPO NBSLFST
3ঞঋ঒জঌঘএঞজ঒ঘগ ঠ঒ঝ঑ 11
8FEFTJHOFE BOE DMPOFE UP DPOTUSVDU TIPXO JO 'JH UP FYQSFTT B GVTJPO PG SVCJTDP
XJUI UIF 11 EPNBJO JO PSEFS UP MPDBMJ[F JU UP UIF % 3/" TDB୭GPME 5IF GVODUJPOBM
SVCJTDP IPMPFO[ZNF JT B IFYBEFDBNFS DPNQPTFE PG FJHIU MBSHF 	SCD-
 BOE FJHIU TNBMM
	SCD4
 TVCVOJUT 8FTUVEJFE UIF SVCTJDP IPMPFO[ZNF DSZTUBMTUSVDUVSF 	1%#(,

UP EFDJEF PO NBLJOH B /UFSNJOBM GVTJPO PG UIF SCD4 TVCVOJU XJUI 11 5IJT EFDJTJPO
XBTTVQQPSUFE CZ B SFQPSU XIFSF BO SCD4 /UFSNJOBM GVTJPO XJUI ('1 XBTTIPXO UP
BTTFNCMF BOE SFUBJO DBUBMZUJD GVODUJPO BT B QBSU PG UIF SVCJTDP IPMPFO[ZNF BOE XJUIJO
BDUJWFDBSCPYZTPNFT 5PFOBCMF UIF IPNPMPHPVT SFDPNCJOBUJPO NFEJBUFE HFOPNJD
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JOUFHSBUJPO PG UIJT DPOTUSVDU JO B XBZUIBU SFQMBDFT FOEPHFOPVT HFOF XJUI UIF GVTJPO
	HFOPNJD LOPDL JO  'JH 
 XFJODMVEFE UIF VQTUSFBN BOE EPXOTUSFBN HFOPNJD
TFRVFODFT SCD- BOE 13"* SFTQFDUJWFMZ $IMPSBNQIFOJDPM SFTJTUBODF XBTVTFE BT B TFMFD
UJPO NBSLFS
*ODZBOPCBDUFSJBPG୴FO NPTU PG UIF QPQVMBUJPO DPOTJTUT PG DFMMT XJUI  DPQJFT PG
UIF HFOPNF   *U JT DPNNPO UP WFSJGZUIBU DPMPOJFT QSPEVDFE BG୴FS B USBOTGPSNBUJPO
BSF DPNQMFUJD HFOPONJD LOPDLJOT JF BMM UIF HFOPNJD DPQJFT IBWFCFFO BMUFSFE 8IFO
XFDBSSJFE PVU TVDI B UFTU PO UIF SCD4ୖ11 GVTJPO JOTFSUJPO JOUP UIF HFOPNF 	'JH

XFGPVOEUIF EFTQJUF UIF GBDUUIF DPMPOJFT BOE DVMUVSFT XFSFBMM DIMPSBNQIFOJDPM SFTJT
UBODF POMZ B TNBMM GSBDUJPO PG UIF HFOPNFT UPPL VQ PVS 11 GVTJPO JOTFSUJPO *O 'JH
 UIJT DBO CF TFFO GSPN UIF 1$3 QSPEVDUT PO UIF HFM *O DPMVNO  UIF 11 GVTJPO
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XPVMEIBWFSFTVMUFE JO B QSPEVDU PG MFOHUI  CQ VTJOH UIF QSJNFS MPDBUJPOT TIPXO
XIJMF UIF 85 HFOPNJD DPQZ XPVMEZJFME B CBOE PG MFOHUI OFBSMZ  CQ 8FTFF UIBU
XIJMF UIF 11 JOTFSUJPO JT QSFTFOU JO UIF USBOTGPSNFEDFMMT 	'JH "  DPMVNO 
 UIF
PWFSXIFMNJOHNBKPSJUZ JG UIF MPDBUJPOT BSF TUJMM 85 	'JH"  DPMVNO 
 8FIZQPUI
FTJ[FE UIBU UIJT SF୯୳FDUT B TFWFSF୮ୢUOFTT EJTBEWBOUBHFPO DSFBUJOH B SCD11 GVTJPO XIJDI
NJHIU OPU GVODUJPO BU PQUJNBM SBUFT JO UIF DBSCPYZTPNF 8FNBJOUBJOFE UIJT TUBJO XJUI
DIMPSBNQIFOJDPM BOE XBOUFEUP UFTU JG JODMVEJOH B % TDB୭GPMEBOE MPDBMJ[BUJPO XJUI
DBSCPOJD BOIZESBTF	$"
 NJHIU IFMQ SFTDVF UIF ୮ୢUOFTT GPS11SCD4 GVTJPOT
)PXFWFSXFBMTP XBOUFEUP UFTU XIFUIFS UIF DVSSFOU TUSBJO 	B NJY PG 85 BOE 11
SCD4 HFOPNFT
 XFSFBMSFBEZ TIPXJOH B ୮ୢUOFTT EJTBEWBOUBHF 5PUFTU UIJT XFDMPOFE
B DPOUSPM DPOTUSVDU XIJDI FYQSFTTFT POMZ UIF DIMPSBNQIFOJDPM SFTJTUBODF HFOF BU UIF
OFVUSBM TJUF  	'JH
 BOE DPNQBSFE UIF JUT USBOTGPSNBOUTXJUI UIPTF UFTUFE JO 'JH 
5IF HSPXUI DVSWFTJO 'JH TIPXUIBU OP HSPXUI SBUF EJ୭GFSFODFXBTOPUJDFBCMF BOE
UIBU UIF DVSSFOU NJYFE TUSBJO NBJOUBJOFE DMPTF UP 85 HSPXUI SBUFT
$ঊছঋঘগ঒ঌ ঊগ঑ঢ঍ছঊজ঎এঞজ঒ঘগ ঠ঒ঝ঑ .4
5IF HFOPNF PG4 FMPOHBUॸ 1$$  DBSSJFT UISFF 03'TMBCFMFE XJUI QVUBUJWFDBS
CPOJD BOIZESBTFBDUJWJUZ 03'  DPEFT GPSFDB" BO ̑$" UIBU MPDBMJ[FT UP UIF QFSJQMBTN
BOE JT CFMJFWFEUP QMBZ B SPMF JO UIF SFHVMBUJPO PG $0)$0
 BT B QBSU PG UIF DBSCPO
DPODFOUSBUJOH NFDIBOJTN 0O UIF PUIFS IBOE 03'  JT UIF UIPVHIU UP DPEF GPS
UIF NBKPS DBSCPOJD BOIZESBTFDDB" BTTPDJBUFE XJUI DZBOPCBDUFSJBMDBSCPYZTPNFT
                                                                                        
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'JOBMMZUIF QSPUFJO DDN. LOPXO UP CF B DBSCPYZTPNBMTIFMM DPNQPOFOU BMTP CFBST
IPNPMPHZ UP BSDIBFPO Ŕ$" BU JUT /UFSNJOVT UIPVHI OP EJSFDU FWJEFODF PG JUT DBU
BMZUJD BDUJWJUZ FYJTUT
5IVTXFQJDLFE UIF QSPUFJO DDB" 	FODPEFE CZ 03' 
 UP NBLF B $UFSNJOBM
GVTJPO XJUI UIF .4 BQUBNFS CJOEJOH EPNBJO 	'JH 
 "T CFGPSFUIF VQTUSFBN BOE
EPXOTUSFBN TFRVFODFT 	03'T BOE 
 XFSF୯୳BOLJOH UIF .4 GVTJPO SFHJPO BOE
B TQFDUJOPNZDJOSFTJTUBODF NBSLFS UP BMMPX HFOPNJD JOUFHSBUJPOT 	'JH 
 6OMJLF
XJUI UIF SVCJTDP GVTJPO UIJT UJNF XFXFSFBCMF UP BDIJFWFDPNQMFUF JOUFHSBUJPO PG UIF
GVTJPO JOUP BMM DPQJFT PG UIF HFOPNF 0ODF BHBJO UIF TUSBJOT DBSSZJOH UIFTF GVTJPOT PG
DDB"ୖ.4 EJE OPU TIPX BOZHSPXUI EFGFDUDPNQBSFE UP 85
 5঎জঝ঒গঐঌঊছঋঘগ এ঒ডঊঝ঒ঘগঘগ জঌঊএএঘক঍জ ঒গ ঊ ঌঊছঋঘডঢজঘখ঎ঊএএ঎ঌঝ঎঍
জঝছঊ঒গ
/FYU XFOFFEFE UP DSFBUF B TUSBJO XJUI EZTGVODUJPOBMDBSCPYZTPNFTTP UIBU XFDPVME
TIPX UIBU MPDBMJ[JOH PG SVCJTDP BOE DBSCPOJD BOIZESBTFPO % 3/" TDB୭GPMETDPVME
SFTDVF UIFJS HSPXUI QIFOPUZQF 5IF EZTGVODUJPOPG DFOUSBM DPNQPOFOUT PG UIF DBSCPO
DPODFOUSBUJOH NFDIBOJTN BOE UIF DBSCPYZTPNBMTIFMM QSPUFJOT SFTVMUT JO B IJHI DBSCPO
                                                                                    
                                                                  
SFRVJSJOH 	IDS
 QIFOPUZQF 5IF IDS QIFOPUZQF JT DIBSBDUFSJ[FE CZ UIF OFFE GPSFMFWBUFE
MFWFMTPG $0 JO NFEJB 	PS FOWJSPONFOU
UP TVQQPSU HSPXUI *U IBT CFFO TIPXO UIBU
TQFDJ୮ୢDBMMZUIF EFMFUJPO PG B QSPUFJO EJTDVTTFE BCPWFDDN. MFBET UP B UIF IJHI DBSCPO
SFRVJSJOH QIFOPUZQF TJODF DDN. JT FTTFOUJBM GPSGVODUJPOBM DBSCPYZTPNBMBTTFNCMZ
8FEFTJHOFE UIF DPOTUSVDU TIPXO JO 'JH  UPLOPDL PVU UIF DDN. FYQSFTTJPO
	03' 
 BOE SFQMBDF JU XJUI B TFMFDUBCMF IZHSPNZDJOBOUJCJPUJD SFTJTUBODF NBSLFS 8F
DPVME TIPX UIBU UIJT TUSBJO IBE B IJHI DBSCPO SFRVJSJOH QIFOPUZQF BT TFFO JO 'JH 
"T DBO CFFO TFFO JO 'JH"UIBU UIF HSPXUI SBUF GPSUIF IZHSPNZDJOSFTJTUBOU TUSBJO
XJUI DDN. LOPDLFE PVU IBT B HSPXUI SBUF JO BJS UIBU JT TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ MPXFSUIBO UIF 85
HSPXUI SBUF )PXFWFSUIF TUSBJOؠTHSPXUI SBUF JT DPNQBSBCMF UP 85 MFWFMTVOEFS IJHI
DBSCPO 	ॎ $0
 DPOEJUJPOT 	'JH #

8JUIBMM UIF QBSUT JO QMBDF XFEFDJEFE UP UFTU XIFUIFS DPFYQSFTTJPO PG UIF 11SCD4
BOE DDB"ୖ.4 GVTJPOT XJUI UIF % TDB୭GPMETUSBOET DBSSZJOH 11 BOE .4 BQUBNFST
XJMM CF BCMF UP SFTDVF UIF IJHI DBSCPO SFRVJSJOH QIFOPUZQF PG B DDN. LOPDLPVU TUSBJO
'PSUIJT B TUSBJO XBTDSFBUFE UIBU DPOUBJOFE BMM PG UIF NVUBUJPOT EFTDSJCFE BCPWFBOE
XBTUFTUFE GPSHSPXUI SBUF XJUI DPOUSPMT CPUI JO BJS BOE IJHI $0 DPOEJUJPOT 	'JH

 "T FYQFDUFE BMM TUSBJOT TIPXFEIFBMUIZHSPXUI SBUFT JO ॎ DBSCPO EJPYJEF FOWJ
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SPONFOU 	'JH#
85 BOE UIF DIMPSBNQIFOJDPM SFTJTUBOU TUSBJOT TIPXFEOPSNBM
HSPXUI SBUFT JO BJS 	'JH"
 5IF DDN. LOPDL PVU TUSBJO FYQFDUFE UP CF UIF OFHBUJWF
DPOUSPM IFSF EJE OPU HSPX JO BJS )PXFWFSUIF DDN. LOPDL PVU TUSBJO DBSSZJOH 11
SCD4 DDB"ୖ.4 GVTJPOT BOE XJUI UIF TDB୭GPMEJOHTZTUFNJOEVDFE XJUI N. *15(
EJE OPU TIPX HSPXUI FJUIFS 	'JH"
 )FODF JO JUؠT୮ୢSTU QBTT UIF TZTUFNXBTVOBCMF
UP NJNJD DBSCPYZTPNBMGVODUJPO BOE SFTDVF UIF IDS QIFOPUZQF PG B DDN. LOPDLPVU
TUSBJO 8FCFMJFWFUIBU FWFOUIFSF DBO CF TFWFSBMXBZTUP EFTJHO UIJT TZTUFNNPSF FG
GFDUJWFMZBOE UIFSF BSF BMTP MJLFMZ UP CF TPNF DPOEJUJPOT UIBU BSF MFTT TUSJOHFOU UIBO BJS
XIFSF TVDI B TZTUFNNBZ TIPX BO F୭GFDU 3FHBSEJOH UIF GPSNFSTJODF UIF SVCJTDP IFY
BEFDBNFS JT TUFSJDBMMZ MBSHFS UIBO NPTU IPMPFO[ZNFT 	BU OFBSMZ  ON BDSPTT
 JT MJLFMZ
UIBU UIF DVSSFOU % TDB୭GPMEEFTJHO XJUI KVTU B CQMJOLFS 	TFF 'JH 
 DPOOFDUJOH UIF
UXPBQUBNFST NJHIU CF UPP DSPXEFEUP TFF F୭GFDUJWFEJTUSJCVUJPO PG SVCJDTP XJUI DBS
CPOJD BOIZESBTF &WFOJG UIF % TDB୭GPMEJT BCMF UP DIBOOFM TPNF PG UIF $0 MPDBMMZ UP
SVCJTDP IPMPFO[ZNFT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIF % TDB୭GPMEUIF JODSFBTF JO MPDBM DPODFOUSB
UJPO NBZ OPU CF IJHI FOPVHI GPSSVCJTDP UP QSFGFSFOUJBMMZJOUFSBDU XJUI $0 JOTUFBEPG
0 5FTUJOHB OFX TFU PG EFTJHOT BU JOUFSNFEJBUF $0 DPODFOUSBUJPOT 	CFUXFFOॎ
BOE ॎ
 NBZ CF JNQPSUBOU UP ୮ୢOE B SFHJNF XIFSF GVODUJPO JT SFWFBMFE
 %঒ছ঎ঌঝ঒ঘগজ
*O UIJT TFDUJPO XFTIPXFEUIBU 3/" TDB୭GPMETDBO CF FYQSFTTFE JO 4 FMPOHBUॸ BOEBU
UFNQUFE UP VTF UIFN GPSEFNPOTUSBUJPO PG DBSCPO EJPYJEF DIBOOFMJOH 5IF 5 3/"
QPMZNFSBTF CBTFE 3/" TDB୭GPMETZTUFNDBO CF HFOFSBMMZ VTFE GPSNBOZPUIFS BQQMJ
DBUJPOT JO DZBOPCBDUFSJB 3/" CBTFE UPPMT GPSTVCDFMMVMBS PSHBOJ[BUJPO DBO IFMQ VT
QSPCF VOBOTXFSFERVFTUJPOT JO CBTJD CJPMPHZ DVTUPNJ[F NFUBCPMJTN JO TZOUIFUJD
DPNQBSUNFOUT PS FWFOIFMQ VT CF BCMF USBOTGFSF୭୮ୢDJFOU CBDUFSJBM NFDIBOJTNT MJLF
DBSCPO DPODFOUSBUJOH JOUP QMBOUT UP JODSFBTF UIFJS DBSCPO ୮ୢYBUJPO F୭୮ୢDJFODJFT "T XF
IBWFTFFO JO $IBQUFS  3/" TDB୭GPMETP୭GFSDVTUPNJ[BCMF DPOUSPM PWFSQSFDJTF MPDBUJPO
PG BOE ୯୳VY UISPVHI DPMPDBMJ[FE FO[ZNFT XIJDI XIFO DPNCJOFE XJUI B QIPUPTZO
UIFUJD DIBTTJT PQFOT EPPST GPSDIFBQ SFOFXBCMFQSPEVDUJPO PG CJPDIFNJDBM QSPEVDUT
EJSFDUMZ JO PDFBOJD PS NBSJOF FOWJSPONFOUT
5IFSF ॷ HSBOEFVS JO UIॷ WJFX PG MJGF XJUI JUT TFWFSBM
QPXFST IBWJOH CFFO PSJHJOBMMZ CSFBUIFE JOUP B GFX
GPSNT PS JOUP POF BOE UIBU XIJMTU UIॷ QMBOFU Iॵ HPOF
DJSDMJOH PO BDDPSEJOH UP UIF ׹YFE MBX PG HSBWJUZ GSPN TP
TJNQMF B CFHJOOJOH FOEMFTT GPSNT NPTU CFBVUJGVM BOE NPTU
XPOEFSGVM IBWF CFFO BOE BSF CFJOH FWPMWFE




5PEBZTZOUIFUJD CJPMPHZ IBT CSPVHIU VT UP UIF CSJOL PG DSFBUJOH MJGFJUTFMG &WPMV
UJPO UISPVHI OBUVSBM TFMFDUJPO QSPWJEFTVT XJUI NBOZEJWFSTFUFNQMBUFT SFWFBMJOH
IPX CJPMPHJDBM TZTUFNTBDIJFWFDPNQMFYJUZSPCVTUOFTTBOE BEBQUJWFJODSFBTFT JO
F୭୮ୢDJFODZ )FSF XFIBWFEFNPOTUSBUFE NFBOT PG FOHJOFFSJOH CBDUFSJBM TZTUFNTXJUI
CJPMPHJDBMMZ JOTQJSFE EFTJHO UP BDIJFWFJODSFBTFE NFUBCPMJD PVUQVUT
8FXFSFBCMF UP FYQBOE UIF UPPMLJU GPSFYQSFTTJOH JO WJWP 3/" TDB୭GPMETGPSQSP
UFJOT $PNQMFNFOUBUJPO PG TQMJU ('1 GSBHNFOUT TFSWFEBT B SFMJBCMF BTTBZ GPSDIBSBDUFS
J[JOH GVODUJPO PG UIFTF OFX TDB୭GPMETJO CBDUFSJB 8FUIFO XFOUPO UP MPDBMJ[F NFUBCPMJD
FO[ZNFT GSPN UXPEJ୭GFSFOUFO[ZNBUJD QBUIXBZTJOTJEF DFMMT 0VS TDB୭GPMETXFSFBCMF
UP UFUIFS  FO[ZNFT BOE DIBOOFM JOUFSNFEJBUF NPMFDVMFT BT EJWFSTFBT GBUUZBMEFIZ
EFT BOE /"%) DPGBDUPST 5IF EFTJHO ୯୳FYJCJMJUZ PG 3/" P୭GFSFEVT BO PQQPSUVOJUZ
UP TUVEZ UIF F୭GFDUPG DIBOHJOH FO[ZNF PSJFOUBUJPOT PO QBUIXBZZJFME 8FQSFTFOUFE B
NPEFM UIBU FYQMBJOT PVS FYQFSJNFOUBM SFTVMUT XIFSFJO XFTFF HFPNFUSJDBMMZ EFQFOEFOU
NFUBCPMJUF DIBOOFMJOH POJO WJWP 3/" TDB୭GPMET
8FBMTP TIPXFEUIBU FMFDUSPOJD ୯୳PX JO DZBOPCBDUFSJBDBO CF SFXJSFE GPSCJPMPHJDBM
) QSPEVDUJPO 8FDPVME EFNPOTUSBUF CPUI MJHIU EFQFOEFOU IZESPHFOTZOUIFTJT BOE
IZESPHFOEFQFOEFOU DFMM HSPXUI 5IF MBUUFS DBO CF BDDFTTFE GPSEJSFDUFE FWPMVUJPOPG
OFX FO[ZNBUJD QSPQFSUJFT BOE QBUIXBZT 8FFOE XJUI TIPXJOH UIBU 3/" TDB୭GPMET
DBO BMTP CF FYQSFTTFE JO DZBOPCBDUFSJBFOBCMJOH UIF DPNCJOBUJPO PG TQBUJBM NFUBCPMJD
DPOUSPM XJUI SFOFXBCMFQIPUPCJPMPHJDBM QSPEVDUJPO
.FUBCPMJDFOHJOFFSJOH JT FOUFSJOH B OFX FSB QSPQFMMFE CZ DIFBQFS HFOFTZOUIFTJT
UFDIOPMPHJFTB CFUUFS VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG NFUBCPMJD SFHVMBUJPO UPPMT GPSTQBUJBM
DPOUSPMBOE BO BEWBODFEBCJMJUZ UP EFTJHO FO[ZNF DBUBMZTJT "EEJUJPOBMMZ JO TJMJDP
NFUBCPMJD NPEFMT BSF NPSF SJHPSPVT UIBO FWFS 5IVT CJPSF୮ୢOFSJFT XIJDI BSF BMSFBEZ
B୭GFDUJOHTVCTUBOUJBM HMPCBM JNQBDU DBOCF FYQFDUFE UP QMBZ B NPSF TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU SPMF
BDSPTT NBOVGBDUVSJOHJOEVTUSJFT JO UIF GVUVSF
3/"JT B QPXFSGVMUPPM UP TZOUIFUJD CJPMPHJTUT 3/" TDB୭GPMETDBO CF DPNQPTFE
PG NBOZTUSVDUVSBM EZOBNJD BOE GVODUJPOBM SFHJPOT "T XFIBWFTIPXO UIF TUSVDUVSF
PG 3/" DBO CF EFTJHOFE QSFEJDUBCMZBOE UIFSF BSF TFWFSBMBTTBZTCFJOH EFWFMPQFEGPS
QSPQFS BTTFNCMZ *O BEEJUJPO SFDFOU BEWBODFTJO %/" DPOTUSVDUJPO IBWFNBEF JO
WJWP UFTUJOHPG EFTJHOT GBTUFSBOE NPSF SFMJBCMF
4ZOUIFUJDCJPMPHJTUT BSF DPOTUBOUMZ TFFLJOH UP JODSFBTF UIF DPNQMFYJUZ PG UIFJS EF
WJDFT 3/" TZOUIFUJD CJPMPHZ JT P୭GFSJOHUPPMT UP FOBCMF TVDI DPOUSPM 0OF TVDI
HPBM JT UIF DPOTUSVDUJPO PG TZOUIFUJD SJCPTPNFT DBQBCMF PG PSUIPHPOBMMZ JODPSQP
SBUJOH OPOOBUVSBM BNJOP BDJET XIFSFJO BMUFSFE U3/"QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPOT FOBCMF
BO FYQBOEFE HFOFUJD DPEF 3/" TDB୭GPMETBSF BMTP CFJOH FNQMPZFEUP EFWJTF NPSF
QSFDJTF HFOPNF FEJUJOH UPPMT 5IFSBQFVUJD BQQMJDBUJPOT PG JO WJWP 3/"TDB୭GPMET
JODMVEF GVODUJPOBMJ[JOH OBUVSBM 3/" TDB୭GPMETUP FOBCMF ESVH EFMJWFSZPS JTPMBUJPO PG
QVSF TBNQMFT 4JNJMBS EFWFMPQNFOUTJO UIF ୮ୢFMET PG %/" QBDLBHJOH BOE PSJHBNJ GPS
ESVH EFMJWFSZ DPVMEP୭GFSTUSPOH TZOFSHJTUJD PQQPSUVOJUJFT GPSDMJOJDBMMZ BQQMJDBCMF
UFDIOPMPHJFT UP CF JNQMFNFOUFE .PSFHFOFSBMMZUIF BCJMJUZ UP TJNVMBUF BOE QSFEJDU UIF
EZOBNJDT PG TUSVDUVSFSFDFQUPS CJOEJOH JOUFSBDUJPOT TIPVME FOIBODF UIF EFTJHO PG TVDI
UIFSBQFVUJDT
.PWJOHGPSXBSEJOOPWBUJPOTJO IJHI UISPVHIQVU EFTJHO TZOUIFTJT BOE BTTBZJOH
GVODUJPOT GPS3/" TUSVDUVSFT XJMM FOBCMF B HSFBUFS SBOHF PG BQQMJDBUJPOT UP CF EFWFM
PQFE %FWFMPQNFOUTJO DIJQCBTFE TZOUIFTJT OFX TUSVDUVSF BTTFNCMZ BTTBZTTVDI
BT 4)"1&TFR BOE JNQSPWFEHFOFUJDBMMZ FODPEBCMF FMFDUSPO NJDSPTDPQZ UBHT
BSF FOBCMJOH VOQSFDFEFOUFE TDBMFT PG 3/" TZOUIFTJT DIBSBDUFSJ[BUJPO BOE UFTUJOH
5IVT UIF EJTDPWFSZPG B WBSJFUZPG OBUVSBM 3/" TUSVDUVSFT BOE GVODUJPOT BO FWFSJO
DSFBTJOH VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG IPX TVDI GFBUVSFTDBO CF EFTJHOFE BOE BO BCJMJUZ UP SBQJEMZ





5IJT BQQFOEJY DPOUBJOT TVQQMFNFOUBM JOGPSNBUJPO GPSFYQFSJNFOUT BOE EFTJHOT EF
TDSJCFE JO $IBQUFST  BOE  *U QSFTFOUT EFUBJMFE TFRVFODF JOGPSNBUJPOBCPVU UIF OFX
5IF NBUFSJBM JO UIJT TFDUJPO BMTP GPSNTUIF TVQQPSUJOH POMJOF NBUFSJBM GPSUIF QVCMJTIFE
XPSL
! 2!
1  RNA BINDING DOMAIN-APTAMER SETS 
The new RNA binding domain-aptamer sets are mutually orthogonal, as seen from this table of RNA 
binding domains (RBDs) tested in vivo and corresponding target aptamers as reported in Bayer et al (1). 
First row contains the names of RNA binding domains (RBD). The first column is the list of the 
corresponding aptamers. Each entry in the table represents the tested dissociation constants (Kd) in nM, as 
tested and reported in Bayer et al (1). N.T.: not tested.   
Table 1 
  RevN7D  RevR11Q  BMV Gag  Lambda N  BIV Tat 
HTLV-1 
Rex 
anti-RevN7D  120  >1024  >1024  N.T.  >1024  >1024 
anti-RevR11Q  >1024  100  >1024  N.T.  >1024  >1024 
Anti-BMV 
Gag 
>1024  >1024  20  N.T.  >1024  >1024 
Lambda box 
B 
>1024  >1024  >1024  90  >1024  >1024 
BIV TAR  >1024  >1024  >1024  >1024  60  >1024 
HTLV XBE  >1024  >1024  >1024  >1024  >1024  270 
The following table lists amino acid sequence of RBDs used by Bayer et al (1) and our work. 
Table 2 
 
We picked BIV-Tat from this list since it has an X-ray crystal structure reported (2) and showed high 
affinity to its aptamer in the above reports. 
2  SUPPORTING METHODS 
2.1  CLONING AND EXPRESSION STRATEGY 




Amino acid Sequence  Aptamer RNA sequence 
RevN7D  TRQARRDRRRRWRERQR  GACAAGUUGGUCCGCACAGUUGCGAGGUGU 
RevR11
Q 
TRQARRNRRRQWRERQR  CGCUUAUGGUCAUUGAGUAUCUCCUGCCGA 
BMV 
Gag 












                                                                 
BQUBNFST UFTUFE BOE VTFE PO 3/" TDB୭GPMETTFRVFODF JOGPSNBUJPOBCPVU UIF 3/"
TDB୭GPMETUSBOET UIFNTFMWFTB MJTU PG QMBTNJET UIBU UIF XFSFDIBSBDUFSJ[FE BOE JOGPSNB
UJPO BCPVU UIF EFWFMPQNFOUPG NPEFMT TIPXO JO 'JHT  BOE
3/" #঒গ঍঒গঐ ঍ঘখঊ঒গঊঙঝঊখ঎ছজ঎ঝজ
5IF TFRVFODFT GPSBSHJOJOFSJDI TIPSU 3/" CJOEJOH QFQUJEF EPNBJOT BOE UIFJS DPS
SFTQPOEJOH 3/" MJHBOET BEEFE UP PVS UPPMLJU PG BQUBNFST GPSVTF POJO WJWP 3/"
TDB୭GPMETBSF TIPXO JO 'JH"
5IFOFX 3/" CJOEJOH EPNBJOBQUBNFS TFUT BSF NVUVBMMZ PSUIPHPOBM BT TFFO GSPN
UIF UBCMF PG ,E WBMVFTJO " PG3/" CJOEJOH EPNBJOT 	3#%T
UFTUFE JO WJUSP BOEDPS
SFTQPOEJOH UBSHFU BQUBNFST 	BT SFQPSUFE JO #BZFSFU BM

8FQJDLFE #*7ୖ5BUGSPN UIJT MJTU TJODF JU IBT BO 9SBZ DSZTUBMTUSVDUVSF SFQPSUFE
BOE TIPXFEIJHI B୭୮ୢOJUZ UP JUT BQUBNFS JO UIF BCPWFSFQPSUT
$কঘগ঒গঐ ঊগ঍ ঎ডঙছ঎জজ঒ঘগ জঝছঊঝ঎ঐঢ
5IF GPMMPXJOHUBCMF MJTUT UIF QMBTNJE TZTUFNTVTFE GPSFYQSFTTJPO PG UIF WBSJPVTDPNQP
OFOUT JO & DPMJ
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5IF TDB୭GPMEGPSDPMPDBMJ[BUJPO PG ""3 BOE %$# VTFE JO UIJT XPSLJT CBTFE PO UIF
% EFTJHO PG %FMFCFDRVFFU BMXJUI UIF EJ୭GFSFODFUIBU UIF #*7ୖ5BUBQUBNFS OPX
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 BT JU MJFT PVUTJEF UIF TFRVFODFT UIBU NFEJBUF TDB୭GPME








pPSGS088  pACYCDuet1 (Cm) 
 
GFPA_(Gly4SerGly4)_ RevN7D 























GFPA_(Gly4SerGly4)_ HTLV-1 Rex 
pPSGS094 
 
pCOLADuet1 (Kan)  GFPB_(Gly4SerGly4)_ RevN7D 
pPSGS095 
 
pCOLADuet1 (Kan)  GFPB_(Gly4SerGly4)_ RevR11Q 
pPSGS096 
 
pCOLADuet1 (Kan)  GFPB_(Gly4SerGly4)_ BMV Gag 
pPSGS097 
 
pCOLADuet1 (Kan)  GFPB_(Gly4SerGly4)_ Lambda N 
pPSGS098 
 
pCOLADuet1 (Kan)  GFPB_(Gly4SerGly4)_ BIV-Tat 
pPSGS099 
 
pCOLADuet1 (Kan)  GFPB_(Gly4SerGly4)_ HTLV-1 Rex 













Please see Scaffold Expression table for details of 
relevant DNA sequences expressed 
(2D scaffold vector shown in Fig S2) 
pPSGS153  pETDuet1 (Amp)  2D scaffold with anti-RevR11Q and MS2 
pPSGS144  pACYCDuet1 (Cm)  PP7-PYC, mdh-BIV-TAT, lambda-FDH 
pPSGS146  pETDuet1 (Amp)  2D scaffold with PP7, anti-BIV-TAT, and anti-lambdaN 
pPSGS151  pACYCDuet1 (Cm)  RevR11Q-eCA, PP7-PYC, mdh-BIV-TAT, lambda-FDH 
pPSGS152  pETDuet1 (Amp) 
2D scaffold with annti-RevR11Q, PP7, anti-BIV-TAT, 
and anti-lambdaN 
 
The following table lists the detailed protein sequences of the components indicated above and used 
in our experiments. 
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Table 6 
Scaffold Expression  DNA sequence 
D0 




























(Default 7bp stem) 
GGGTAGTTGTTATGGATTCCTGATTTATGGGACCCT_<Rota-Variant> 
_ GGCTCGTGTAGCTCATTAGCTCCGAGCC _<Rota-Var-
ReverseComplement>_ AGGGTCC_ ACTAGT_<T7TERM> 
Rota-Variant-8bp stem  G 
Rota-Variant-9bp stem  TA 
Rota-Variant-10bp stem  GGA 
Rota-Variant-11bp stem  UGGC 
Rota-Variant-12bp stem  AGGGA 
Rota-Variant-13bp stem  GAGACC 
Rota-Variant-14bp stem  AGUGAUG 
Rota-Variant-15bp stem  GUUCCACG 
Rota-Variant-16bp stem  AGUUCGUGA 
Rota-Variant-17bp stem  GCAGUUCAAA 
Rota-Variant-18bp stem  UGGUCAUCAAA 
PP7 aptamer  GGCACAGAAGATATGGCTTCGTGCC 
MS2 aptamer  CCACAGTCACTGGG 
T7Term  CTAGCATAACCCCTTGGGGCCTCTAAACGGGTCTTGAGGGGTTTTTTG 
 
Table 7 
RT-PCR primer  Primer sequence 
2D_F  GGGTCAGGAATCCTCCTGATAGC 
2D_R  GGTTATGCTAGTCTAGAGGGCACG 
GAPA_F  ACTGACTGGTATGGGGTTCC 
GAPA_R  AGGTTTAACGGCAGCTTTGA 
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(Default 7bp stem) 
GGGTAGTTGTTATGGATTCCTGATTTATGGGACCCT_<Rota-Variant> 
_ GGCTCGTGTAGCTCATTAGCTCCGAGCC _<Rota-Var-
ReverseComplement>_ AGGGTCC_ ACTAGT_<T7TERM> 
Rota-Variant-8bp stem  G 
Rota-Variant-9bp stem  TA 
Rota-Variant-10bp stem  GGA 
Rota-Variant-11bp stem  UGGC 
Rota-Variant-12bp stem  AGGGA 
Rota-Variant-13bp stem  GAGACC 
Rota-Variant-14bp stem  AGUGAUG 
Rota-Variant-15bp stem  GUUCCACG 
Rota-Variant-16bp stem  AGUUCGUGA 
Rota-Variant-17bp stem  GCAGUUCAAA 
Rota-Variant-18bp stem  UGGUCAUCAAA 
PP7 aptamer  GGCACAGAAGATATGGCTTCGTGCC 
MS2 aptamer  CCACAGTCACTGGG 
T7Term  CTAGCATAACCCCTTGGGGCCTCTAAACGGGTCTTGAGGGGTTTTTTG 
 
Table 7 
RT-PCR primer  Primer sequence 
2D_F  GGGTCAGGAATCCTCCTGATAGC 
2D_R  GGTTATGCTAGTCTAGAGGGCACG 
GAPA_F  ACTGACTGGTATGGGGTTCC 
GAPA_R  AGGTTTAACGGCAGCTTTGA 
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